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The processor-memory gap is widening every year with no prospect of reprieve.
More and more latency is being added to program runtimes as memory cannot
satisfy the demands of CPUs quickly enough. In the past, this has been alleviated
through caches of increasing complexity or techniques like prefetching, to give
the illusion of faster memory. However, these techniques have drawbacks because
they are reactive or rely on incomplete information. In general, this leads to large
amounts of latency in programs due to processor stalls. It is our contention that
through tracing a program’s data accesses and feeding this information back to the
cache, overall program runtime can be reduced. This is achieved through a new
piece of hardware called a Trace-Assisted Cache (TAC). This uses traces to gain
foreknowledge of the memory requests the processor is likely to make, allowing
them to be actioned before the processor requests the data, overlapping memory and
computation instructions.
Comparing the TAC against a standard CPU without a cache, we see improvements
in runtimes of up to 65%. However, we see degraded performance of around 8%
on average when compared to Set-Associative and Direct-Mapped caches. This is
because improvements are swamped by high overheads and synchronisation times
between components. We also see that benchmarks that exhibit several qualities: a
balance of computation andmemory instructions and keeping data well spread out in
memory fare better using TAC than other benchmarks on the same hardware. Overall
this demonstrates that whilst there is potential to reduce runtime via increasing
the agency of the cache through Trace Assistance, it requires a highly efficient
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This chapter outlines the motivation behind the programme of research into TACs
and lays out the aims and research questions. A structure of the thesis is also
presented.
1.1 Motivation
At its most basic, a computer consists of a CPU, a store of memory and an I/O system
to facilitate the movement of data between the first two parts. The operation of a
computer is then to repeatedly fetch an instruction from memory (along with any
operands the instruction might refer to), execute the instruction and then possibly
write back any results to memory [162]. Main memory therefore plays an integral role
in the operation of a computer, and so thememory access time1 is one of the key factors
that dictates the overall execution time of a program [83, 154].
With that in mind, the aim when designing memory systems is to try and keep access
times comparable to CPU clock speeds. So that when an instruction is issued, the
data is available immediately without having to stall the whole system. However,
this can become problematic very quickly. Static Random Access Memory (SRAM),
the fastest type of off-chip memory available commercially, provides access times of
0.5 - 2.5ns but costs somewhere in the region of £400 - 800 per GB. By comparison,
Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) memory is substantially cheaper, at
between £8 - £16 per GB but only boasts access times of 50 - 70ns [83], a difference of
two orders of magnitude in price and access time. In addition, for the same amount
of silicon more DRAM than SRAM can be fabricated. As a result, having a very
large store of very fast access memory is impossible if you want it to be economically
viable.
Moreover, since the invention of the first computing machines, there has been a gap
between the speed at which a processor can issue instructions and the speed at which
memory can satisfy them [227]. This has become known as the ‘processor-memory
gap’, with processors improving in speed exponentially thanks to Moore’s Law, but
1The time between issuing a request to memory and getting a valid response.
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Comparison of the Number of Processor Memory Requests Per
Second and the Number of DRAM Accesses Serviced per Second
Processor
Memory
Figure 1.1: This graph (taken fromHennessy and Patterson [82]) shows the number of
requests to memory made by processors (on average) against the number
of DRAM accesses per second. In an ideal situation the number of requests
memory could satisfy per second would be above the number of requests
the processor could issue per second (the red line would be above the
blue line). But as can be seen that is not the case, and up until 2005 this
gap was ever widening. The levelling off in processor performance is
mostly due to the move to multi-core architectures (and the corresponding
drop in the development of ever faster single cores), and consequently
memory has somewhat caught up between 2005 and 2010. However it’s
worth emphasising that the the scale used is logarithmic, consequently the
gap between the performance of memory and processors is still 3 orders
of magnitude. At the current rates it would take over 100 years to close
the gap, assuming that processors don’t further increase in performance
between now and then, showing that finding mechanisms to alleviate this
large performance gap are still important today. Further details of this






Last Level Cache (LLC)
Level 2 Cache (SRAM)
Level 1 Cache (SRAM)
CPU Registers
Figure 1.2: The pyramid shows an example memory hierarchy for a desktop computer
where height is proportional to cost and inversely proportional to speed of
access. The decreasing size of each pyramid step also shows the capacity
of each type of memory present in the system.
memory technologies increasing at a fraction of that rate, as Figure 1.1 shows. This is
a problem because the abstraction presented to programmers abstracts away time,
making it appear that each statement or instruction takes an equal amount of time
to execute. Therefore, a choice has to be made either to remove the abstraction and
include time as a concern for programmers or to hide the latency and restore the
abstraction in the vast majority of cases. Since most programming languages and
tools are unsuited to modelling time [67], the second approach is most often taken,
with caches and memory hierarchies being the most common vehicle by which this is
achieved.
1.1.1 Caches & Memory Hierarchies
Memory hierarchies, first seen in super-computers in the 1960’s [83], structure main
memory as a hierarchy of different memory technologies [226] (see Figure 1.2). When
this is combined with caching it gives the illusion of very fast memory accesses [194].
Caching works by setting aside a small portion of very fast memory to contain a
copy of some of the elements of main memory. When a processor requests a piece of
data, if the data is already in the cache, the request can be dealt with almost instantly
leading to very low memory latency2. Alternatively, if the data is not in the cache
2This is known as a cache hit.
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then the cache communicates with main memory to get the required data and either
fills an empty space in the cache or evicts data currently occupying a slot in the cache3.
Cachesmove data in and out based on their replacement policy and this can vary from
a very simple First-In-First-Out (FIFO) policy, to something much more complicated
[238]. If the cache replacement policy is designed well, then in the majority of cases
any data requested by the CPU will be in the cache when it is requested. This leads
to a drop in average memory access time and then the ’processor-memory gap’ is
alleviated. This reduces costs because caches are very small by comparison to main
memory but if deployed correctly can give the illusion that main memory is as fast as
something much more expensive.
Nevertheless, caching does introduce a number of problems. Some cache misses are
inevitable as the cache becomes full or because the cache is initially empty, but these
still significantly impact performance [238]. This is exacerbated in modern processors
due to the use of deep pipelines to increase instruction-level-parallelism. In pipelined
architectures a stall in a memory operation can cause a subset (or in the worst case
every) instruction in the pipeline to be stalled, meaning that cache misses not only
impact the instruction they occur as part of, but surrounding instructions as well
[83]. At the same time, memory operations take up between 30% and 40% of the
instructions in a typical program [24, 116], which leaves the majority of instructions
not requiring a reference to external memory (apart from the initial fetch). This means
there are many occasions where the memory bus is idle between satisfying memory
operations, known as slack time. This has been recognised by Out-of-Order (OoO)
processors for a long time. It is addressed by using static analysis and compile time
techniques to allow instructions to be re-ordered without changing the semantics of
the program [82], for example memory LOAD operations may be scheduled while the
processor is doing computation. However, this technique is limited, because those
techniques reveal nothing about the dynamic behaviour of a program, meaning that
not all the slack can be utilised [225].
1.1.2 Predicting Dynamic Behaviour
A natural question to ask is whether we could exploit the slack that exists within
programs without the effort of changing the order their instructions execute in?
The problem is that no processor is clairvoyant. In other words, a processor is
only ‘conscious’ of the instruction it is executing at the current time. It has no
concept of a state before or after the execution of the current instruction and simply
keeps applying the fetch, decode, execute cycle until the power is turned off. As a
3This is known as a cache miss.
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consequence there needs to be some ‘intelligence’ applied somewhere else in the
process, as changing the way the processor works, at such a deep level, would be very
challenging.
Toget round this problem, authors have implemented techniques like cachepreloading
[146], which loads the cache with data before the first instruction has been executed.
Others have used prefetching [69]. Here, when a cache miss happens, not only is the
requested data fetched, but a selection of other data too. The problem with these
approaches is that they are ill-suited to caching data, as opposed to instructions,
which is where this thesis focuses. Prefetching and preloading bothwork very well for
instruction data due to its characteristics [113, 194]. However, both of these methods
lack a way of feeding back information from the program itself to inform the choice of
data to preload. Rather, they rely on heuristics or other methods, and even if they do
offer a feedbackmechanism is is often limited in its applications (i.e. compiler-directed
prefetching relying on loop structures to work effectively).
1.1.3 Tracing & Trace Assisted Caching
Tracing is the act of recording every action taken by a processor in the execution of
a program. It is a technique often used for debugging and profiling applications
and the traces are often recorded during execution and then examined offline due
to their size and complexity. However, in recent times, many commercial tracing
solutions have started to appear [41, 140], with very condensed trace formats and fast
hardware buffers. This innovation has developed to such a point that it would almost
be possible to consider trace data online, as the processor produced it. However, very
little research has been done in this area [159], as many commercial solutions do not
offer the level of introspection that would be required.
However, with many new CPU designs being released under the OpenHardware
[144] umbrella it is now possible to see how complex processors manipulate data
and track various events that occur within the processor without breaking any rules
around intellectual property. Consequently the following question must be asked:
if we could take the information we can measure from a trace and feed it back to a
more intelligent cache, would it be able to make better decisions about which pieces
of data to keep in the cache and which to evict?
Suppose we have a CPU with a Harvard Architecture and a piece of hardware that
can accurately track all accesses to data memorymade by this CPU. If this information
could be stored and communicated to a cache, it should be possible to base the cache
replacement policy on this data. The cache could then act in a predictive fashion,
executing LOADs before they are required and dealing with write-backs for STOREs.
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Therefore, there should never need to be a cache miss in the ideal case. This approach
would better utilise the available slack time within a program and lead to reductions
in the execution time of programs. I have dubbed this approach ’Trace Assisted
Caching’ and the development and implementation of this technique is detailed in
forthcoming chapters.
1.2 Thesis Aims
This thesis presents evidence to explore the following researchquestions:
1. Can feeding trace information back to a cache be used to decrease the runtime
of programs?
2. Can this approach outperform a processor running the same computation but
with a standard cache?
3. Does this approach introduce any overheads when compared to a processor
with a standard cache?
4. Under what circumstances does the addition of trace information give the
maximal benefit?
In order to answer these questions a hardware platform will be constructed that
implements a TAC. We can then measure the runtime of programs in this hardware
platform as compared to a platform with only a processor. This should give us
insight in to the first of the four questions, then extending this investigation to
a processor with a standard cache will give us insight into the second and third
questions. At that point it should be possible to extract particularly positive or
negative cases and the commonalities between these should give insight into the final
question.
All these questions are going to be explored in the context of embedded systems that
contain caches of some variety. We are not interested in systems that have direct
access to memory because these are often very simple systems that do not require
complex caching. In addition, because of the context, when considering resource
usage we are not considering energy usage as a resource. Of course, systems of this
size often have to concern themselves with energy usage, as it is often limited, but
we are not considering trying to design a more energy efficient cache, rather one
that is more performant from a runtime perspective. There is an expectation that
we will have to sacrifice some extra on chip resources (i.e. space) to make this a
reality; but it’s hoped that the trade-off will be commensurate with an increase in
performance, and this will be tracked explicitly by the answers to the third research
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question. That being said there is a case to be made that a design of this nature may
well be applicable to High Performance Computing (HPC) as well but this comes
with a different set of assumptions around number of cores and caching architecture
and consequently that will not be addressed in this thesis. This thesis focuses on
medium-sized embedded systems that contain caching to some degree, even if those
caches are relatively simple.
1.3 Thesis Structure
With these questions and context in mind the rest of the thesis is structured as
follows:
• Chapter 2 introduces the background literature for this topic and explains the
gaps that necessitate this research direction.
• Chapter 3 presents a more thorough explanation of the Trace Assisted Caching
technique.
• Chapter 4 explains the implementation of the Trace-Assisted Caches.
• Chapter 5 discusses the experiments conducted to measure the performance of
the TAC and presents the results.
• Chapter 6 analyses the results in detail and provides more insight into the
performance observed in the experiments.
• Chapter 7 summarises the work conducted, and its contribution, and then sets








This chapter presents a reviewof the literature surroundingmemory latency reduction.
It first focuses on more traditional methods, considering caching and then other
methods of controlling latency, such as prefetching or scheduling. In the second
section the focusmoves to newer techniques that involve tracing, and thenfinisheswith
a summary and evaluation of the position the literature presents.
2.1 Introduction
Memory hierarchies are necessitated by the inverse correlation of memory speed and
memory cost. This means that, in general, faster memory is more expensive while
slower memory is cheaper. But that does lead to the question of exactly how much
slower each of the levels of the memory hierarchy actually are. This is illustrated in
Figure 2.1 with an example of a mobile device with just one level of caching. As we
can see, as we go down thememory hierarchy the time to access thememory increases
but not at a uniform rate. For example the difference in speed between the the L1 and
L2 cache is an order of magnitude but between main memory and storage is 3 orders
of magnitude. Of course this is one simple example of a memory hierarchy, in more
complex systems you may have up to 3 or more levels of caching and potentially
multiple types of persistent storage, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Registers
Speed: 300ps, Size: 1000B
L1 Cache (SRAM)
Speed: 1ns, Size: 64kB
Main Memory
Speed: 50 - 100ns, Size: 1 - 2GB
Storage
Speed: 25 - 50µs, Size: 4 - 64GB
Figure 2.1: A memory hierarchy for a simple embedded system with one level of
caching. This could be likely be something be a smartphone. This is




Speed: 300ps, Size: 2000B
L1 Cache
Speed: 1ns, Size: 64kB
L2 Cache
Speed: 5-10ns, Size: 256kB
L3 Cache
Speed: 10 - 20ns, Size: 8 - 32MB
Main Memory
Speed: 50 - 100ns, Size: 8 - 64GB
Storage
Speed: 50 - 100µs, Size: 256 - 2048GB
Figure 2.2: A memory hierarchy for a more complex desktop system used to run
multiple workloads at once. This is adapted from data presented in
Hennessy and Patterson [82].
The figures presented in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 are of course only guides. Other factors
too can influence the exact amount of latency that each portion of the memory
hierarchy experiences. For example the state of the connection between different
levels of the hierarchy is very important, as is the physical location of the memory
source. Not only that but there are also design choices around memory hierarchies,
such as the relative size of each component. Some processors choose to prioritise
a very large L1 cache to keep data as close to the processor’s registers as possible,
while others choose to increase the size of the LLC to try and keep more on chip for
longer as in general off or cross-chip communication is much slower than on-chip
communication. Not only that but the size of the memory itself also influences the
speed of access. As memory size increases the amount of address decoding logic
also increases so larger memory at certain levels of the hierarchy can increase access
time as well. All in all the construction of a memory hierarchy is a complex and
multi-faceted optimisation problem that does not have a simple answer. That being
said this thesis focuses on how we can use the existing resources to their best effect
so we will not be focusing explicitly on trying to solve this optimisation problem.
However it’s important to identify the major sources of latency that exist in this
hierarchy, so that we can then find targeted solutions to resolve the problems they
introduce.
By way of circumscribing the discussion, in this review we will not consider the
implementation of memory hardware, despite it being the largest source of latency.
This is because, as Hennessy and Patterson [83] describes, choosing a memory
technology is a trade-off between speed and cost, with the general principle being
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that faster memory is more expensive per unit. In my review of the literature I did not
find any papers proposing to have resolved this trade-off. All propose improvements
to existing technologies or new ones that fit into the existing cost/speed model. If
we want to improve overall memory latency the most efficient approach is to reduce
the amount of times that main memory is accessed as this will have more of an
impact, if it can be reduced enough, than piecemeal improvements to memory access
speed.
Further to this point, it is appreciated that there are an enormous amount of factors
that can impact latency and overall program runtime. These include, but are not
limited to, the compiler chosen for the code, the structure of the programs, the
memory layout decided by the linker, the programming language and so on. In
addition a lot of these factors are linked together, for example the choice of compiler
can produce code that is more or less amenable to the hardware it runs on, i.e. using
a vendor specific compiler as opposed to a general purpose one. This is possible
because the compiler has knowledge of the internal structure of the processor that
the general purpose one does not. As a consequence of the large number of potential
factors we will focus on the cache itself and the environment within which it operates,
acknowledging the interlinked factors as we go but avoiding in depth discussion of
every factor that could potentially influence latency and program runtime. Finally
it’s worth re-iterating that our context is medium-sized embedded systems, similar to
those presented in Figure 2.1 above, consequently even though we might consider
work that implements web caches or Operating System (OS) caches we’re looking
at them in the context of how the ideas might be applied to embedded systems,
rather than attempting to suggest that ideas used at one scale of caching are instantly
applicable to another.
Due to this literature review covering a broad range of topics, most in considerable
depth, the diagram presented in Figure 2.3 maps out the various topics and their
relationship to each other. Reading the review in concert with this diagram can help
to locate yourself within the research presented and see the relationships between
the topics included.
2.2 Cache Intrinsic Techniques
Since their first introduction to super-computers in the 1960’s [83] caches have become
a standard part of almost any memory architecture. Iterative improvements, thanks
to Moore’s law, have pushed the performance of caches to higher and higher levels,
hiding more and more latency as their information density has increased. Despite

























ation & Data Layout
Tracing
As a Control Loop
In-Silicon Debug
Figure 2.3: The structure of the Literature Review showing the topics and subtopics covered, organised into sections. The review is
conducted via a depth-first search of these topics.
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significant factor in determining how effective a cache will be at reducing memory
latency [82].
2.2.1 Cache Replacement Policy
In its simplest form a cache replacement policy is a way of deciding which cache line
is replaced when a cache reaches capacity. For Direct-Mapped caches they are not
important, as the structure of the cache dictates the policy, but in Set-Associative
caches the choice of replacement policy is absolutely crucial [82]. As a consequence
there has been much research into which policies yield the best outcomes across a
variety of metrics.1
However, before we begin discussing these policies in depth it is useful to have in
mind two policies that are often referred to in the literature, but are not actually
implemented. The first of these is known as OPT [91, 127] a theoretical optimal
replacement policy, which can perfectly predict which cache block will be needed
furthest in the future. This means OPTwill provably suffer the lowest number of cache
misses of any cache policy [127]. The second theoretical replacement policy is that of
random replacement or RAND. Under this scheme when a decision on replacement has
to be made, the choice is made completely at random without reference to any other
information [21]. Again this method is not usually implemented by cache designers
when optimising for latency reduction [99], but its utility lies as the lower extreme of
a continuum, bounded by OPT at the upper extreme. This continuum allows policy
designers to empirically assess new policies in relation to OPT and RAND, as well as
against similar replacement policies.
Arrival-Time Based Techniques
One of the more simple cache replacement policies is to decide which cache line
is to be replaced based on when the cache line entered the cache. This is known
as the cache line’s arrival time. The most common formulation of this is a policy
that removes the item inserted furthest back in the past, implemented using a FIFO
queue. This technique is often chosen because it has a very low hardware requirement
[151], which leads to a low cost. On the other hand it does not perform well at
reducing latency [208, 238], often performing similarly to RAND, despite the slight
increase in hardware. FIFO is also susceptible to Belady’s Anomaly [22], which
1In this discussion of cache policies reducing miss rate and reducing latency can be thought of as
synonymous, due to cache misses being the main source of latency. For example, as we saw in
Figure 2.1 and 2.2 the difference between accessing data stored in the cache and in main memory can
be up to 2 orders of magnitude (1ns for the L1 cache as compared to 100ns for main memory). As a
result the more cache misses can be converted to cache hits the more the latency will be reduced.
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means there is no guarantee that larger caches will produce lower miss rates. Due
to the low performance, research into using FIFO queues has been limited, with
FIFO often being used a baseline [63] rather than being implemented in its own
right.
However, some work has been done to improve FIFO. Turner and Levy [210] develops
the idea into Segemented First-In-First-Out (SFIFO), which partitions main memory
into two sections. This creates a pseudo multi-level cache (see Section 2.2.2), but at
a lower hardware cost. In the same vein, Deville [55] augments FIFO with a usage
counter per set, to do the partitioning in a more granular way. In more recent times
Wei-Che Tseng et al. [223] have experimented with combining a FIFO policy and
cache-line locking. All these policies perform comparably to Least Recently Used
(LRU) (see subsection on Recency Based Techniques) and use less hardware. Overall,
FIFO is a good baseline to build from and a viable option to implement if resources
are limited. However, we can use more information to make better decisions if we
consider frequency of access.
Frequency Based Techniques
A slightly more sophisticated approach to cache replacement is counting the number
of times a cache block or line has been accessed and then evicting the one with the
lowest frequency of access. This approach is known as Least Frequently Used (LFU).
In terms of implementation, the most common form is to turn the cache into a priority
queue, where keys are calculated according to a variety of formulae [158]. In addition,
implementations choose between perfect LFU, where every object is uniquely tracked
across replacements, and in-cache LFU, where counts are only tracked when items are
in the cache, with the latter option being most common [158].
Despite its simplicity of concept, standard LFU has several problems. The first is
cache pollution [99], where a cache block has a high number of accesses very early
on, but is never referenced again. Having built up a high frequency count, the
block stays in the cache for a long time, effectively reducing its capacity. The second
problem is that often many different cache blocks have the same frequency count and
therefore require tie-breaking arbitration [158]. Moreover, the hardware to keep track
of all frequency counts, potentially across multiple replacements, gives a very high
hardware overhead and increased energy consumption [151].
To be specific, LFU requires # ∗ log2 - bits per cache set, where # is the number
of elements per set and - is the accuracy of the counter you require, as well as the
circuitry required to implement a priority queue [151]. This is compared to LRU
which only requires # ∗ log2 # bits [151] and the circuity required to implement a
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linked list, which is much less as all that is required are some pointers and the data,
as opposed to the self organising structure of a priority queue. Not only that but
comparing the two equations it becomes obvious that the difference comes down to
the resolution of the counter -. It might be tempting to think that setting - = #
would suffice and then there would be parity of cost (excluding the cost of the priority
queue). However, this is not optimal because the required counter resolution is
intimately related to the dynamics of the program itself. To explain, if you choose
# so that the number of bits is matched between LRU and LFU but the program
references some memory items 100s of times, LFU’s utility is severely diminished.
To extend this example, imagine a 128 line cache, split into 16 sets. Using LRU this
would consume an extra 8 ∗ log2(8) = 24 bits, but if we make the assumption we
require counter resolutions in the 100s, LFU would require 8 ∗ log2(128) = 8 ∗ 7 = 56
extra bits. This demonstrates how much extra resource could be consumed by LFU to
give the same utility as LRU.
Some work has attempted to address the shortcomings of LFU with a variety of
augmentations, most of which relate to adding ageing parameters to counter cache
pollution. Arlitt et al. [14] suggests calculating the keys ( 8) in the priority queue
that powers LFU using the formula  8 = 8 ∗ 8 + !. In this formulation 8 is the
cost of bringing an object into the cache, 8 is the frequency that LFU tracks and !
is equal to  5 where 5 is the most recently evicted cache element. They dub this
policy, Least Frequently Used with Dynamic Aging (LFUDA). Others, like Robinson
and Devarakonda [181], choose to age slightly differently by protecting new entries





whenever the average reference count exceeds a predefined maximum value. Both
of these techniques produce results comparable to LRU, but the hardware cost is
much higher due to the number of counters. In addition both approaches are
concerned with the size of objects in the cache, something that is not a concern in this
work.
A further augmentation of LFU from Kelly, Jamin and MacKie-Mason [101] allows
weighting parameters that come from the memory system to indicate how ‘useful’ the
caching of an element is. The problem, the authors admit, is the difficulty of obtaining
the weights and additionally that this approach still requires the implementation
of LRU to resolve ties. A final interesting approach to frequency type statistics is
from Mekhiel [129], which proposes a two level cache with the Most Frequently Used
(MFU) elements going into the equivalent of an L1 cache and the LFU elements going
into an L2 cache. This allows frequently accessed data to be easily available to the
CPU and not easily evicted. This still suffers from the same cache pollution problems
and high hardware overhead mentioned previously.
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A slightly different approach is to take inspiration from probability theory as Least
Frequently Used (with : previous references) (LFU-K) [195] does, to predict the
number of occurrences of an element (page, cache block etc.) in a reference string.
The development from LFU is that it adds extra terms into the estimation formula
to account for the changing probability of referencing an element over time. In this
work Sokolinsky demonstrates that in terms of reducing cache miss rate, LFU-K
outperforms LFU and LRU. However, the effectiveness of this technique is intrinsically
linked to the estimation of two parameters, < and ℎ, neither of which is a trivial
task. In addition this augmentation targets database systems, so complex calculations
can be handled by a collection of powerful CPUs. As our context is medium sized
embedded systems this technique is less immediately applicable, unless a method of
estimating the probability functions easily could be found.
LFU is an improvement on simple FIFO policies, but suffers from the problem of
cache pollution and a very high hardware requirement, particularly in the perfect case
[158]. Considering recency rather than frequency has long been considered a better
metric to approximate how far in the future a piece of data will be needed; therefore,
the next section covers techniques that consider recency.
Recency Based Techniques
Recency, as a general class of algorithms orders the elements in a cache by the time
they were last referenced. This leads to two very general categories of recency-based
algorithms, Most Recently Referenced (MRRe) and Least Recently Referenced (LRRe).
MRRe algorithms aremuch less common than LRRe and in general are less performant
due to their poor temporal locality [151]. Therefore, we will not focus on them in
this thesis. The most popular LRRe algorithm is LRU [99, 157, 194], which makes
use of temporal locality, and given a few simplifying assumptions, is very easy to
implement.
In terms of the performance of LRU if we consider the work of Robinson and
Devarakonda [181], for a 2MB cache OPT has a Miss Ratio of around 15% when
run using the UNIX trace. By comparison for a cache of the same size LRU has a
Miss Ratio of around 25%. This gap is much more pronounced at smaller cache
sizes where for the same trace OPT displays a Miss Ratio of 22% while LRU is 40%
so this is particularly a problem for the medium sized embedded systems we’re
interested in as their memory size and by consequence their cache size is very
small.
LRU has other problems as well, it performs very badly in a shared data environment
or when using virtual memory [19]. In addition, when the working set [53] of the
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program exceeds the size of the cache, cache-thrashing [54] occurs. This is most
commonly seen in large loops [118]. There is also the problem of dead blocks [120],
where blocks read into memory are never referenced again, but take time to be
evicted, clogging up the cache. Finally, as Lin and Reinhardt [118] describe, LRU
lacks a desirable property: as associativity in the cache increases the miss rate should
decrease; however, the opposite is often true.
Statistical Inference
Due to these shortcomings, the important aspects of LRU from our point of view are
the extensions to LRU to overcome them. The first of these is to try and use statistical
inference or measured history of accesses to predict the future behaviour of a program
and act accordingly. This is the approach taken by O’Neil, O’Neil and Weikum [141]
where the Least Recently Used (with : previous references) (LRU-K) algorithm is
described. This technique uses Bayesian methods to estimate the inter-arrival times
of memory references from the collected set of past references. Vakali [214] continues
this idea with the History Least Recently Used (HLRU) policy. Under this scheme a
function ℎ8BC(G, ℎ) is defined, which returns the ℎth past reference to the cache object
G. It then uses the maximum value of ℎ8BC from among the cached objects to decide
on a replacement.
Wong and Baer [228] describes two algorithms Profile Reference Locality (PRL) and
Online Reference Locality (ORL). The essential idea of these algorithms is to favour
lines that exhibit temporal locality by marking them using special instructions. PRL
does the identification offline using profiling, but ORL does the profiling at runtime,
keeping a table of hits to non-Most Recently Used (MRU) lines and using this to set
temporal bits. This then allows lines that exhibit temporal locality to be favoured at
eviction time over those that don’t. All of these policies show increased performance
over LRU to varying degrees, but the problem with all of them is the extra hardware
and book-keeping required. In addition, none of these algorithms address some of
the underlying flaws in LRU, such as its susceptibility to flooding [71]. The next set of
approaches address these concerns.
Overcoming Flooding
Flooding is a phenomenon particularly associated with LRU, which happens when
applications try to access a large address space in a sequential fashion, and is most
commonly seen in large loops. As more addresses are accessed and the cache capacity
is exhausted, old elements (those at the beginning of the space) are evicted from the
cache. Then when the loop begins again old elements are no longer present leading
to further unnecessary memory accesses, this process is shown in Figure 2.4. This





3 addi a0, 100
4 addi t0, 0x2000
5 add t6, zero, zero
6 loop_start:
7 lw t2, 0(t0)
8 lw t3, 4(t0)
9 lw t4, 8(t0)
10 lw t5, 12(t0)
11 computation:
12 add a1, t1, t2
13 and a1, a1, t3
14 sub a1, a1, t4
15 mul a1, a1, t5
16 loop_check:
17 addi t6, 1
18 add t0, t0, 16
19 bne t6, a0, loop_start
20 ....
Cache - First Iteration - Line 10
0x4512 - (Addr: 0x2000)
0x2378 - (Addr: 0x2004)
0x9174 - (Addr: 0x2008)
Cache - Second Iteration - Line 7
0x7170 - (Addr: 0x200c)
0x2378 - (Addr: 0x2004)
0x9174 - (Addr: 0x2008)
Cache - Second Iteration - Line 8
0x7170 - (Addr: 0x200c)
0x4512 - (Addr: 0x2000)
0x9174 - (Addr: 0x2008)
Figure 2.4: Flooding usually occurs in large loops, where the working set of the
program exceeds the size of the cache, as the example above demonstrates.
On the first three loads of the first iteration, everything proceeds as usual.
Once Line 10 is hit however, the element from address 0x2000 is evicted
under the LRUpolicy, leading to the situationwe see in the second example
cache above. Then when Line 7 executes in the second iteration, we are
forced to evict the element from address 0x2004. Consequently, the cache
is useless in this situation, as every memory access will be a miss. This is
flooding.
this Glass and Cao [71] proposes the SEQ algorithm which records long sequences
of requests for sequential pages and applies MRU replacement to those sequences.
Otherwise it defaults to simple LRU. However, this has a high overhead to implement
compared to LRU and only considers one cause of flooding.
Smaragdakis, Kaplan andWilson [193] further develops these ideas to create the Early
Eviction Least Recently Used (EELRU) algorithm. Here the definition of ‘sequential’
is weakened to make the algorithm more amenable to data structures that are not
contiguous in memory. It does this via an adaptive feature in which the behaviour
of the algorithm changes between standard LRU and what Smaragdakis, Kaplan
and Wilson refer to as the Wood, Fernandez and Long (WFL)[229] algorithm, which
can evict pages before they become the LRU page. EELRU merges these together
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by calculating probabilistically whether WFL will have more hits than measured
from LRU over multiple sets of parameters for WFL. Midorikawa, Piantola and
Cassettari [131] builds on these ideas further by proposing Least Recently Used with
Working Area Restriction (LRU-WAR), which switches between LRU and MRU when
sequential sections are detected.
A further approach to the problem of flooding is cache partitioning, as proposed
by Kim et al. Here the cache is divided into three regions, a sequential region, a
looping region and an other region. When a reference is requested it is classified
into one of the three categories and then different replacement algorithms are run on
each region accordingly. This is implemented in software, however as our context is
medium-sized embedded systems this would be very difficult to implement because
not only would you require all the tracking apparatus as mentioned in our discussion
of LFU but also the decision mechanism to decide which part of the cache the new
arrival should reside in. An even more interesting attempt at partitioning, using LRU
in one portion of the cache and RAND in the other to break the predictable way LRU
responds to flooding, is proposed by Das et al. [49].
All of these techniques are at least comparable to LRU and many perform at least
as well, but all have their problems. Several of them have very high hardware
requirements, particularly Kim et al. [110] as 3 separate replacement policies are
implemented. In addition, very few guarantees can be made on the behaviour in
Das et al. [49] because of the use of RAND. The main problem that a lot of these
policies have though is that because they are attempting to classify memory access
in an online fashion they have to store a lot of state. In order to cut this down some
authors have suggested the use of static analysis and this what the next section
explores.
Static Analysis
Static analysis and the use of compiler techniques to enhance caching, augment
compilers and programs with cache hints, adding to the amount of information
available to a cache when a replacement decision needs to be made. Jain et al. [88]
tackles this by augmenting the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) of a processor with
KILL, KEEP and COND-KILL instructions, which are used instead of normal LOAD and
STOREwhen a variable is considered dead. The KILL instruction is used for short-lived
variables or ones that are only accessed once and KEEP for long-lived variables. This
method shows an increased hit rate over multiple levels of associativity. Wang et al.
[218] simplifies this further through the use of an ‘evict-me’ bit which is set when a
reference is accessed that is “sufficiently far away” [218] or has no reuse. This is done
by issuing a different instruction, so that the compiler is responsible for setting the
evict-me bit. The problem with techniques of this kind is that they are difficult to
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implement for existing systems because they require changes to the ISA. Moreover
there is a lack of integration between compilers, processors and caches, which would
mean crafting a new toolchain for approaches like this to work.
Adding Costs to Misses
A consistent assumption of all the techniques seen so far is that cache misses all
have a uniform cost to them. However, research in the recent past has shown this is
not the case [167]. This may be for simple reasons, such as the data is stored in the
L2 cache rather than in main memory, or it may be that memory access times are
variable dependent upon the particular placement of data in memory. Consequently,
several authors have attempted to integrate cost functions into LRU algorithms to
improve performance by prioritising low-cost misses. Jeong and Dubois [90] is an
early example of this, where each block is not only associated with a last reference
time, but also with a cost of replacement. This way the algorithm can make a choice
between evicting the LRU element or evicting the non-LRU element with a lower cost.
Over several iterations of the algorithm, a 15-18% increase on LRU is recorded, with
minimal extra hardware requirement, up to 35-bits extra for a 4-way associative cache
with 64-byte blocks.
This approach is developed further inKharbutli and Sheikh [107]with the introduction
of the Locality-Aware Cost-Sensitive (LACS) algorithm. Instead of using a 2-cost
model, where a miss is cheap or expensive, this technique records latency when a
miss happens for a particular element. These costs are incremented and decremented
as other events occur in the cache, such as a hit to an element or a different element
not being accessed for a long period of time. This results in large drops in the
miss rate, but depends a lot on the working set size relative to the size of the cache.
Das and Kapoor [47] takes a similar approach but use latencies calculated from
a Network-on-Chip (NoC) rather than a traditional hardware arrangement. The
big problem with these approaches is how the cost function is arrived at and what
variables it considers. The examples previously presented use different criteria, but
the potential list of criteria is endless, making it difficult to draw out the salient
metrics for reducing latency. Also, none of these authors contend with the problem of
calculating the cost as a program is running; Jeong and Dubois [90] uses information
that can easily be inferred from memory addresses and Kharbutli and Sheikh [107]
uses simple counters.
Insertion Policies
One of the consistent problems of LRU is that in reality it is only a small subset of
cache elements that actually get referenced after they are read into the cache [168].
This means that a lot of elements sit in LRU caches for a long time reducing effective
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cache capacity. The root cause is that under standard LRU all elements are inserted in
theMRU position and then progress to the LRU position over time. Qureshi et al. [165,
168] asks whether changing this might lead to better cache utilisation and proposes a
suite of new insertion policies to achieve this. The policy they eventually arrive at is
known as the Dynamic Insertion Policy (DIP), which combines standard LRU with a
policy known as the Bimodal Insertion Policy (BIP). The algorithm switches between
these two policies when one performs better than the other. In order to track the utility
of switching, a technique known as set-duelling is used, where a small part of the
cache is dedicated to each policy and the miss-rate for each part is calculated before
it is decided which algorithm should be used for the rest of the cache. In terms of
effectiveness, DIP represents a 21.3% reduction in Misses per Thousand Instructions
(MPKI) as compared to LRU, representing an over 60% reduction of the gap to OPT,
which itself improves on the performance of LRU by 32.2%.
Sreedharan and Asokan [197] take a similar approach, but use a reference count
attached to each cache block. If it is high, the insertions happen at the MRU position.
Gu and Ding [74] take a slightly different approach they call collaborative caching.
Here the cache is split in half into MRU and LRU sections so that data can be inserted
in different places. The problem with the last two solutions particularly concerns
how to gain the information to decide when to use each instruction on the fly. In
Qureshi et al. [168] and Sreedharan and Asokan [197] there are mechanisms to decide;
however, this does not exist in Gu and Ding [74] as it is a more theoretical paper. All
these policies improve performance and some close the gap to OPT significantly, but
there are still times where caching policies like these will make mistakes due to the
relative paucity of information. Therefore, our next set of solutions addresses this
problem through mistake correction.
Mistake Correction
Kampe, Stenstrom and Dubois [98] suggest that the wide gap between OPT and LRU
is indicative of LRU making too many mistakes. They demonstrate this through
experimentation with the SPEC95[176] where in the case of the su2 and tomcatv
benchmarks OPT improves LRU by 60% and 80% respectively. In response they
propose a policy of self-correcting LRU, which adds a feedback loop to the LRU policy
and starts with the goal that no mistake should occur more than once. To do this they
employ a shadow directory to track when blocks are evicted too early and a mistake
history table to persist the information even after blocks are removed from the shadow
cache. There is also an MRU victim cache, which catches blocks that bypass the cache
and ones that are evicted from the MRU position so that miss-predictions can be
quickly recovered from. These improvements together give a 24% improvement in
miss rates in their experiments, but this is at the cost of quite a lot of extra hardware
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and bookkeeping to manage this extra state.
Defining New Metrics
Some policies take a slightly different view of resolving the problems with LRU by
defining new recency metrics built on LRU. One of the first examples of this is the
Low Inter-reference Recency Set (LIRS)[92], which instead of tracking the time each
block was last referenced tracks the Inter-Reference Recency (IRR).2 The assumption
of the policy is that if the IRR is high for a block it will continue as such, so it is safe to
replace, because it will not be needed in the near future. Choo, Lee and Yoo [36] scales
back this idea slightly and defines a Degree of Inter-reference Gap (DIG) scheme that
tracks the number of references between consecutive accesses to a block multiple
times instead of just once as in the case of LIRS. Jaleel et al. [89] develops from a policy
of Not Recently Used (NRU) by expanding the number of counter bits available to
encode more history in the counter. This technique is known as Re-reference Interval
Prediction (RRIP) and has static and dynamic variants.
Having now toured many different manifestations of LRU and other recency based
policies we can see a pattern emerging. When compared to OPT, LRU will always
make mistakes and miss-predictions, so will never track OPT’s performance perfectly.
There are many techniques to close the gap somewhat, but no technique has done it
perfectly up to now. This implies that recency is not the only piece of information
needed to make the best caching decisions; therefore, the next set of policies to be
considered combine recency and frequency to close the information gap with OPT
and attempt to match its performance.
Methods Combining Recency and Frequency
Having considered recency and frequency in isolation it makes sense to ask, can the
two sources of information be usefully combined? Many authors have attempted to
bridge this gap and their solutions fall into a few key categories.
LRU with Cache Partitioning
Cache partitioning involves logically subdividing the cache into multiple regions,
where each region has a different probability of replacement. Consequently, some
elements become more protected than they would under a standard LRU or LFU
policy. This is often combined with frequency counts, which is the approach taken by
Robinson and Devarakonda [181], where the cache is partitioned into new, middle and
old. Elements start in newwhen they are first referenced, and here they are protected
from reference counter increases. As time goes one they slowly move towards old
2For a block , the number of blocks that are referenced between subsequent references to .
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as the time since their last reference increases. When it is time for replacement, the
element with the lowest reference count in the old section is selected, with LRU
used to break ties. Karedla, Love and Wherry [99] takes a similar approach, but only
divides the cache into two sections and abstracts the frequency count to either 1 or 2
or more. Osawa, Yuba and Hakozaki [145] meanwhile uses generational caching to
split the cache into # generations with cache elements moving towards generation #
on every hit. Also presented is the addition of a small history list, which means that
if an entry is found there on insertion, it can be inserted into generation 2 instead of 1,
as it is more recent than something the cache has never seen.
Juan and Chengyan [97] takes a similar approach to Osawa, Yuba and Hakozaki in
using # partitions of the cache, but they apply it to Chip Multi-Processors (CMPs)
and so use the cache organisation to give each core a part of the cache, while allowing
stealing between cores if that is of benefit. The problem with a lot of these schemes is
whilst they are often very good, (for example, Robinson and Devarakonda [181] boasts
of closing 34% of the gap between OPT and LRU), they rely on “user-specified magic
parameters” [19] to set the size of the generations for highest effect. Implementing
these in reality would require a lot of performance tuning or guessing to get the
correct size of generations. If this were wrongly set, a lot of accesses in a short period
could mean that elements were protected, when in reality it might only be a particular
short burst of accesses that required that element. As a result cache partitioning is
often used as an auxiliary tool to enhance other algorithms, as opposed to being used
on its own.
New Cache Structures
One of themore popular techniques to integrate recency and frequency is to introduce
new structures into the cache to re-organise the data. These structures are mostly
logical in nature, but can be very effective. The first of these is 2Q [93], which divides
the cache into two queues known as < and 1. 1 is further subdivided in two 1 8=
and 1>DC . The essential principle is to admit “only hot pages to the main buffer” [93]
so 1 acts as a filter. If a page is not re-referenced while in 1 it is unlikely to be hot
and so is evicted. This approach is expanded even further in Zhou, Philbin and Li
[237] where the idea is expanded to = LRU queues where = is a tunable parameter.
This has a low overhead compared to LRU and boasts a moderate improvement of
between 5-10% when = = 2.
Megiddo and Dharmendra S. [128] present the Adapative Replacement Cache (ARC),
a self-tuning cache that uses a cache directory to list elements that have been accessed
either once recently (!1), or twice or more (!2). The algorithm then attempts to
keep ? pages from !1 and 2 − ? pages from !2 in the cache, where 2 is the size of
the cache and ? is altered as hits and misses occur on different elements. This was
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further advanced by Bansal and Modha [19], which combines the algorithm with
CLOCK [40], turning !1 and !2 into clocks in order to remove some of the disadvantages
of LRU not addressed by ARC. The adaptability of ARC is only triggered on a page
miss, so Chen et al. [35] advanced the algorithm even further by basing it on hits
to cache elements instead. This improved performance compared to ARC, because it
eliminates the lag on the adaptability due to waiting for the first page to miss before
it triggers.
In work by Li, Liu and Bi [115], only one queue is used as a cache directory and
each cache block is associated with an ' and  value to track recency and frequency
respectively. This cache directory (&>DC) maintains two counters $ and . When
an entry is found in &>DC before insertion into the cache,  is incremented. $ is
incremented otherwise. The ratio between these counters decides whether the ' or
the  value is used when a replacement is required. Zhang and Xue [234] split each
’way’ in an =-way cache into : groups where elements bubble up these groups on a hit
and removals are taken from the set of elements at the bottom of each of the groups.
Taking LRU as a baseline they measured that OPT reduced MPKI by 30% while their
solution reduced it by 13%, closing the gap by 47%, one of the best reductions in this
subsection.
New Objective Functions
Rather than introducing new structures into their cache architecture some research
attempts to integrate frequency and recency together by defining a new object-
ive function to use for replacement. In strict LRU the objective function can be
formulated in natural language as “which element has been accessed least re-
cently?”, but some research attempts to change that to make better replacement
decisions.
Reddy and Fletcher [175] creates an objective function that applies a weighting to the
contribution of recency and frequency, using a parameter  to control the weighting.
Donghee Lee et al. [59] takes this a stage further and subsumes this all into a simple
function controlled by a parameter  which is shown to subsume all weightings
of frequency and recency. This was later developed by Cui and Samadzadeh [42].
AbdelFattah and Samra [1] takes a similar approach, but calculates all the weights
relative to every other element in the cache and then sums them using constants for
weights, concluding that weighting frequency five times as much as recency gives
the best performance. This is further optimised by AnandKumar et al. [11]. Das
and Banerjee [45] takes another similar approach, but simply takes the product of
frequency and recency allowing each to weight the other.
All previous papers on objective functions use methods that weight the contribution
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to replacement of frequency and recency, but other papers try to define entirely new
metrics that move beyond this. Tian and Liebelt [205] considers effectiveness as
“the rate of re-use of the block over [a] future time period” [205], which is realised
as A ∗ '2>D=C
5 ∗ 2>D=C
where A and 5 are the recency and frequency weights, the '2>D=C is a
count of re-references and 2>D=C is a count of how long has elapsed since the last
re-reference. These new objective functions have a wide spectrum of success, from
improvements of 9% over LRU to outperforming ARC, which itself outperforms LRU
by a considerable factor. The problem with implementing many of them would
be the explosion of counters and calculation units that would be required, even
in relatively simple cases with small caches. In addition, the problem of ‘magic
parameters’[19] recurs, most of the proposed solutions rely on having a good sense of
what the workload for the cache will look like a-priori, which is simply impossible
for a standard implementation.
Adding Frequency as a Second Criterion
A final category of integrations of recency and frequency are algorithms that simply
augment LRU with information about frequency, adding it as a second criterion by
which to select a replacement candidate. This is certainly true of Chang, McGregor
and Holmes [29], which uses a policy LRU* where cache hits increment a counter
on each cache element. On a replacement every item checked has its hit counter
decreased by 1 and a replacement is only made when a counter hits zero for a
particular element. This is further developed in Alghazo, Akaaboune and Botros [7],
whereby for each replacement the LRU and second LRU are compared, with frequency
counters used to decide if the LRU element should be saved. Dybdahl, Stenström
and Natvig [62] rounds out this set of enhancements by increasing the frequency
differently for reads and writes and implementing cache bypassing for particularly
high frequency counter values to immediately promote elements to high levels of the
cache hierarchy if necessary. In terms of utility, these schemes have similar problems
to redefining the objective function, in that the proliferation of counters may make
them a problem in CPU caches as opposed to simulations. The problem of ‘magic
parameters’[19] also persists, with many of these algorithms having multiple tuning
parameters that would need to be estimated prior to use.
Beyond Recency and Frequency Combinations
In recent years there have been attempts to move beyond collecting frequency
and recency information to create a replacement policy. These fall roughly into
three categories, the first being tracking new metrics and using those to inform
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the replacement policy; the second is switching policies on the fly (based either on
miss-rate or other metrics); and thirdly, reorganising the cache.
Defining New Metrics
Taking newmetrics first, the earliest example of this is the work of Rizzo and Vicisano
[180] which calculates a value (+) for each element in the cache as + =  ∗ %A , where
 is the cost of retrieval,  is the benefit of removal and %A is the probability of
re-reference. Each of these values has other factors that feed into its calculation,
which allows the policy to shape itself around these multiple factors. In Kharbutli
and Solihin [108] two new metrics are proposed the Access Interval Predictor (AIP)
and Live Time Predictor (LvP). AIP increments a counter for a cache line whenever an
access is made to another line in the same cache set. LvP, on the other hand, counts
the number of accesses to a line in a single generation (time from insertion to eviction
from the cache). In either case once the counter reaches a particular threshold the
line is evicted. Keramidas, Petoumenos and Kaxiras [103] takes a slightly different
approach and attempts to predict the reuse distance or the number of accesses to
the L1 cache between address references. All these techniques suffer from similar
problems, in that many of them rely on ‘magic parameters’[19] which have to be set a
priori.
The work of Duong et al. [61] and to some extent Tada [203] takes a slightly different
approach in that they abstract specific metrics into an overall ‘score’ for each cache
element. When it comes time to evict an element it’s the one with the lowest score
that is evicted. Scores are set initially on entry into the cache and are then altered
as different events occur, with Duong et al. [61] having tunable parameters for
how events affect overall scores. In general, these policies show that increasing the
information available to the caching policy will increase its ability to make better
decisions, something that we will return to in our analysis of the literature and ideas
to move forward.
Dynamically Changing Policy
The second type of policy in this area is an attempt to take the best elements from
multiple cache policies by changing the policy that the cache applies dynamically
based upon observable conditions within the cache itself. An early example of this
is in Altman, Agarwal and Gao [8] where the adaptivity happens offline through
the use of genetic algorithms, but this does not account for changing policy as a
program executes, as later work does. The real genesis of this idea, in an online
form, is ACME [13, 73, 177], which uses small virtual caches to test the effect of a
suite of policies on the miss rate of the cache and then computes a set of weights
that minimises the miss rate via machine learning. Subramanian, Smaragdakis and
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Loh [202] develop a similar idea, but give a more realistic implementation than the
original presentation of ACME by focussing on combining only 2 cache policies and
implementing partial tags to reduce the hardware cost. This approach sees reductions
in miss rates across a wide variety of benchmarks and cache configurations, and
represents some of the best that replacement policies can achieve in terms of miss-rate
reductions. Not only that, but since this approach is adaptable, it requires no ‘magic
parameters’[19].
A sub-variant of this idea is presented in Jongmoo Choi et al. [94] as well as other
research [4, 5, 30, 31, 192], with the key difference between them being the metrics
they choose to use to perform the adaptation. Jongmoo Choi et al. uses estimated
forward distances, Chang, Chiang and Yu uses classification of Program Counter (PC)
accesses into sequential and looping accesses and Aguilar and Leiss uses a variety of
metrics that are all observable by the cache directly. All this put together gives some
of the best results in this category of implementation, but there are still problems.
For one, the virtual caches required or the extra metric tracking can take up a lot of
extra hardware, particularly if a machine learning element is included. In addition,
all of these policies are still under-performing if compared to OPT [127]. There is
still a significant gap that needs to be closed in order to really attack the latency that
caches introduce and sadly despite their promise, these techniques still do not achieve
that.
Cache Reorganisation
A third attempt to move beyond recency and frequency combinations is to re-organise
the cache in light of other information such as PC values. The first of these is
Chaudhuri [32], which changes the insertion policy in order to make sure dead
blocks are not kept in the cache longer than necessary, while the working set of
the cache remains untouched. Manikantan, Rajan and Govindarajan [124] takes a
slightly different approach by dividing up the ways in the cache to prioritise a set of
delinquent PC values that contribute large numbers of misses to the overall count.
This set of PCs is detected and changed adaptively as the program executes. Finally,
Khan, Wang and Jiménez [105] builds on earlier work seen in Johnson and Shasha [93]
to dynamically alter the size of the once referenced and more than once referenced
cache partitions. All of these obtain some speed up (particularly when looking at
processors with multiple cores) and most are adaptive, but the hardware overhead





In the last section we have seen various attempts to reduce the miss-rate of caches
through the augmentation of their replacement policies but how do these different
attempts compare? Figure 2.5 shows the improvement in cache miss rate, where
LRU is used as a reference. This graph is necessarily incomplete as not all papers
provide this data and care has been taken, where possible, to use comparable cache
sizes and benchmarks for each measure but of course this was not possible in all
cases.
Taking all these works in mind, how much further does it take us towards resolving
the problem of increasing memory latency? A lot of the policies considered do make
significant progress in reducing the number of cachemisses (and hence the cachemiss
ratio) as Figure 2.5 shows, and therefore reducing effective latency. However, there
are two problems that this body of work does not address, the ceiling placed upon
effectiveness by OPT, and the lack of consideration of non-functional requirements by
some paper authors.
OPT Ceiling
Having considered all these cache policies, one thing is consistent: none of the policies
ever matches the theoretical performance of OPT for the same cache size. This is
clearly shown in Figure 2.5, as OPT achieves a 70% improvement over LRU while the
next nearest policy is only at 56%. While this makes sense, because it is impossible to
argue that a perfect knowledge of the future is better than an imperfect knowledge
of the present, this leaves us in a very frustrating situation because it cuts down the
utility of trying to reduce memory latency with cache policies.
For example, let us consider the figures presented in Panda, Patil and Raveendran
[151] and take an example program that consists of 100000 executed instructions. In
line with the measurements made in Bienia et al. [24] and Limaye and Adegbĳa [116]
let us assume that of these 100000 instructions, 35000 are memory instructions. Let us
further assume, that as per our context, we only have a single level of set-associative
caching, the processor has a single core and that memory accesses takes 2 cycles for a
cache hit and 150 cycles for a cache miss. These figures are consistent with the figures
presented in Hennessy and Patterson [82], assuming a 500MHz clock speed. Finally
let us assume that it takes 4 cycles to execute an instruction. If we suppose that LRU
under this configuration of hardware has a miss-rate of around 20%3. Ignoring for a
moment the effects of pipelining, if we apply the measures stated above we get the
following table.
3This is sensible because this rate is to be used as the reference, we could choose any value but this fits






























































































Comparing Cache Miss Ratio Under Different Replacement Policies
Figure 2.5: This graph shows a selection of the replacement policies covered in the previous section and the calculated miss ratio that
policy achieves. This is extrapolated by taking the miss-rates presented in the papers and calibrating them against the miss
rate presented in Hennessy and Patterson [82], for a 32KiB Cache, 4-way associative cache. As can be seen although many
policies improve on LRU and some by significant amounts, OPT is still the lowest miss rate. This shows that despite all the
progress in cache technologies replacement policies are still bounded above by OPT in terms of effectiveness. However even
then, OPT does not reach a miss rate of 0% meaning there to reduce latency beyond that currently offered by cache policies we










RAND 24.40% 8540 1733920 3467.84
LRU 20.00% 7000 1506000 3012.00
SLRU 17.60% 6160 1381680 2763.36
LFU-K 16.00% 5600 1298800 2597.60
LRFU 14.00% 4900 1195200 2390.40
LRU-WARlock 8.80% 3080 925840 1851.68
OPT 6.00% 2100 780800 1561.60
Perfect 0.00% 0 470000 940.00
Table 2.1: This table shows the effect of changing replacement policies on the number
of cache misses that could be incurred as well as the estimate runtime for
the example program described in the paragraph above. It should be noted
that there are a lot of simplifying assumptions that have been made but the
overall message is clear, focusing a large amount of effort in closing the
gap to OPTwill not yield the biggest gains. If we want to make significant
progress in reducing memory latency and therefore program runtime we
need to be looking beyond OPT and therefore beyond cache replacement
polices.
If we consider that OPT is provably optimal [127] then we are forced to accept that
the maximum speed up we could obtain by focusing on cache policies is around a
third, based on the difference between the best performing cache policies we have
and OPT. However as we can also see from the table, even OPT is someway from a
perfect cache policy since, despite it’s clairvoyant nature, it’s still essentially reactive.
What this means is that it always takes action when requested, rather than querying
it’s knowledge of the future to arrange circumstances so misses could be avoided. Of
course even in these cases it’s possible that situations could arise whereby a miss is
unavoidable (i.e. misses that occur when the cache is cold) but this table shows that
in terms of potential gain we have to move beyond OPT rather than focusing on trying
to close the gap between our best performing policies and OPT.
Implementation Concerns
If we take a broad look at the papers we’ve considered in the previous section
we see that they fall into three distinct categories, with respect to implementing
their ideas. The first, are papers that are purely theoretical, they don’t consider
an implementation and are simply concerned with presenting the the theoretical
properties of the techniques they describe. Sadly this covers 38 of the 60 papers
considered, and includes work by Ari et al. [13], Arlitt et al. [14], Das and Banerjee
[45] and Gu and Ding [74]. This is a problem because as there is no implementation
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there is no consideration of non-functional properties, like time and space, which
are incredibly important when we’re considering applying this to a real system as it
allows us to understand the domain into which these solutions could be deployed. For
example some solutions are targeted at Web or OS caches, which have very different
time and space requirements when compared to hardware caches. In addition they
don’t attempt to quantify any overheads their techniquesmight introduce which again
makes it more challenging to assess the efficacy of the technique when compared to
other approaches.
The second category are those that do consider implementation to some degree
but then fall back to simulation for their experiments. This covers 18 of the 60
papers, and includes work by Das and Kapoor [47], Johnson and Shasha [93],
Subramanian, Smaragdakis and Loh [202] and Wong and Baer [228]. The level to
which this is done varies however, the vast majority consider the hardware costs of
their implementation and some focus on time complexity as well. Of these that are
considered though very few of these claims are backed up by experiment and again
are still not implemented. This is clearly better than the previous category of not
even considering the implementation, and were they to be implemented they would
seem to be efficient, but still leads to problems because a lot of the claims made are
simply assertions, they’re not backed up by measurement in the vast majority of
cases.
Finally the third category is those that actually do implement their cache policies
but as we shall see even then these are not very helpful to us. 4 out of the 60 papers
([94, 110, 177, 237]) actually do this but of those 4, 3 of them implement their chosen
technique in software on top of an OS, and the last one is implemented as a web proxy
cache which is on a different scale to the kind of caching we’re considering. Even in
these cases, very little about non-functional requirements is written, again making it
difficult to understand exactly how efficient these might be so again it’s challenging
to understand how they might aid or hinder our efforts to reduce memory latency in
a real scenario.
This shows there is a large gap in research of cache policies around implementing
the designs that are proposed, and consequently measuring the non-functional
properties that these policies have. For example, as we’re considering medium sized
embedded systems it’s important that we know how much extra hardware would be
required, both for the storage of the extra data but also for the calculations associated
with the cache. Some solutions simply require an extra bit to be added to a cache
whereas others require calculations that may need extra functional units adding to
the processor. Without these results it makes comparing the approaches very difficult,
and also makes it more difficult to rule out unworkable solutions for our context if
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the paper does not make it clear.
2.2.2 Augmenting Cache Architectures
Having considered cache policies, we can now turn our attention to Cache Architec-
tures and how effectively designing them can lead to reductions in latency. In the
coming section we will consider: Associativity, Multi-Banking, Multi-Level Caches,
Non-Blocking Caches, Pipelined Caches and Victim Caches.
At the outset of this section it is important to restate the purpose of this literature
review, which is to explicitly search for evidence of a reduction in latency via the use
of the above techniques. As a consequence, several papers in each of the areas just
described will be omitted, as they are primarily concerned with saving energy in the
cache rather than reducing memory access latency. It is also worth pointing out that
trace caches [174, 182], though very useful for reducing latency in instruction caches,
will not be included either, because this thesis focuses on reducing data cache latency
and trace caches specifically target instruction caches.
Increasing Associativity
Put simply, the level of associativity a cache presents is the number of alternative
places a cache block could be placed for a given cache index [147]. For example, if you
have a cache with 128 entries that is divided into 8 equally sized sets then the cache
has an associativity of 16, as there are 16 different places you could place an element
for a given set. Associativity forms a continuum that ranges from 1, which we refer
to as a Direct-Mapped cache, to an associativity of = where = is the size of the cache.
This latter form of cache is known as fully associative.
Increasing associativity introduces a trade-off, because as associativity increases, the
miss rate for a cache goes down. This is because there are multiple locations for each
element inside the cache, cutting down on conflict misses.4 However, because these
locations all have to be searchedwhen querying the cache, the access time for elements
in the cache goes up on average [104]. Consequently many researchers have tried to
find ways to balance this trade-off, with the ultimate goal of producing a cache with a
high level of associativity and a correspondingly low access time.
There are three general approaches to solving this problem, the first is to accept that
to have the benefits of associativity searches are inevitable, and therefore to focus on
making them as fast as possible.
4Conflict misses occur when a new block is forced to displace one currently in the cache, because they
map to the same cache address.
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Fast Searching
Kessler et al. [104] is one of the first to attempt this approach and formulates a scheme
whereby the tags for elements in the cache are stored in associative sets, but are
ordered by MRU. This arrangement could allow some searches to be ended early, if
MRU is a proxy for most likely to be accessed, and thus save time on average. As
an alternative, the work also introduces partial comparison for tags. This means it





bits, where C is the length of the tag
in bits and 0 is the level of associativity. This means tags that are definitely not in
the cache can easily be thrown out, which on average decreases the access time, as
a search is avoided. However, although overall this approach gives associativity
for a relatively low cost, there are many factors that govern its performance that
are outside its control. These include the design of the program and various cache
design parameters, including the length of tags, so it fails to be a good candidate for
latency reduction. Calder, Grunwald and Emer [27] takes a similar approach, but
uses a steering bit to direct the search towards one or the other bank within the cache.
When this is correct it negates the need for a second costly search and so reduces
the average case access time. The approach taken by Calder, Grunwald and Emer
is described by Zhang, Zhang and Yan [233] as optimal for a 2-way Set-Associative
cache.
Building on the aforementioned optimality, Zhang, Zhang and Yan presents an
approach that provides multiple entry points into each set, known as “major loca-
tions” [233]. It then tracks “selected locations” [233], which are locations that have
been loaded from main memory as a result of other misses to this major location.
Consequently, it is possible to construct a simple search algorithm, that checks the
major location first (which is kept updated with the MRU element) and then, if that
fails, checks the selected locations until either a LOAD from main memory is required
or the data has been found. This way the number of searches required is reduced
as the likelihood is the check to the MRU element will succeed. The problem with
these techniques is that although they improve access time on average, they introduce
variable latency and complexity for very small gains. In addition, these are very much
attempts to mitigate the problem of latency to provide parity with a Direct-Mapped
cache, and as will become clear in later sections, there is much more to be done to
bring significant latency reductions.
Removing Searching Entirely
An alternative approach to that discussed above is to try and remove the problem
of search time entirely by making it unnecessary. This is the approach favoured
by Agarwal and Pudar [2] which implements pseudo-associativity by having two
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hashing functions to reduce conflict misses. The index from the address is put
through the first hash function and if this results in a clash it is then put through the
second. This eliminates the need for searches and via some optimisations means the
second lookup can easily be bypassed. Hallnor and Reinhardt [77] also uses hashes
to create an Indirect Index Cache. This cache both eliminates searches and breaks
the link between the placement of tags in the tag array and location of cache data
in the data array. This is done by hashing tags directly from addresses and then
looking up the result in a hash table which contains the index required to find the
associated data. Unfortunately, from the results presented the performance is only
competitive with current caches. There are no large gains to be made in reducing
latency.
Seznec and Bodin [26, 186, 187] also use hashing functions to eliminate searching
by using a separate hashing function for each way in the cache. Djordjalian [57]
builds on Seznec, but builds to a higher level of associativity by grouping 4-ways into
subsets of 2 and then re-using Seznec’s technique on each of the sub-levels. Sanchez
and Kozyrakis [184] takes this even further and uses multiple hashing functions to
simulate arbitrary levels of associativity with the Z-Cache, but with much improved
performance due to search reduction. The problem with a lot of these schemes is that
they require a lot of extra hardware to implement, especially in terms of functional
units if complicated hash functions are required. Not only that, but the high hardware
cost does not have a matching large drop in latency associated with it; therefore, it is
uneconomical to add such a high hardware cost for relatively little gain. In addition,
the extra latency added from calculation of the hash function, while it may be less
than searching a whole cache, is not trivial. Thus, in a lot of cases, it may be that one
source of latency is simply being traded for another.
Selective Application
Some research attempts to maximise the benefits of associativity by only applying
it when the program will benefit. For example, if a working set fits perfectly in a
Direct-Mapped cache, then all the extra cycles spent on managing a fully associative
cache are wasted. Batson and Vĳaykumar [20] takes this idea and fuses together the
ideas of direct-mapping and set-associativity by trying tomap everything directly and
falling back to a Set-Associativemapping only if that fails. This work also incorporates
a predictor for the Set-Associative side to reduce probing delay. Aly, Nallamilli and
Bayoumi [9] uses the idea of different mapping functions in parallel and varies the
associativity on the fly, based on offline profiling of the program. The speed-up
gained, however, is only 2%, with most of the other gains being in power reduction.
In addition, the applicability is limited, because it requires a-priori knowledge of the
code that is going to run, making this only applicable for a limited class of embedded
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systems.
Qureshi, Thompson and Patt [166] takes the idea of variable associativity but rather
than using lookup tables to remap memory throughout the cache, the size of the tag
store is increased, so there is no longer a 1-1 correspondence between a tag and a
location in the data store. This is dubbed the V-Way Cache and these features mean
associativity can increase and decrease as the workload demands. The V-Way cache
is used as a component in Deepika and Lee [51], where the primary way for an index
is directly mapped to the data, but the V-Cache is used for the other minor ways.
This does lead to a large drop in miss rates, but at the cost of more hardware and
higher power utilisation. Das and Kapoor [48] takes a slightly different approach and
partitions the ways in an associative LLC into normal and reserve portions. Recently
evicted blocks can then be shared between reserve portions to effectively increase
the associativity of certain sets in the cache as the need arises. In the extension work
[46] the sharing is limited to “fellow sets” [46], or sets that are ‘near’ to each other
and miss rate reductions of 30% are recorded when compared against their baseline
CMP.
Multi-Banked Caches
Multi-banked caches focus on architecting the cache into multiple portions that are
all placed on a common interconnect. This interconnect allows them to interface with
several LOAD and STORE units, increasing the potential for cache parallelism, and in
the best case, spreading the data more evenly throughout the cache [178]. When a
memory read or write is required the address is routed in two phases, first to the
correct bank and then to the correct line. This allows for accesses that have very
similar low order bits to be spread out amongst multiple banks to allow faster recall.
Rivers et al. [178] combines this technique with memory re-ordering by the compiler
to increase the efficacy of the approach. One of the problems with the interconnect
approach is that bank conflicts can introduce non-determinism in the latencies seen
when accessing data. Neefs, Vandierendonck and De Bosschere [137] solves this by
extending the work of Rivers et al. [178], adding a predictor. This means that on a
correct prediction the latency is constant and known in advance. However, the latency
reductions are quite low, and in the optimal case rely on a clairvoyant prediction
mechanism, which is impossible to implement.
Multi-Level Caches
One of the larger areas of research in increasing cache performance has been the
use of multi-level caches. Their development follows a roughly chronological
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progression, necessitated by the ever-increasing nature of the processor memory gap,
but little appetite to spend orders of magnitude more on memory hardware. Over
time, it has become the pre-eminent mechanism for increasing cache effectiveness
used in modern processors. The technique works by having multiple caches that
increase in size and ‘distance’ from the processor. These are usually arranged into
numbered levels (L1, L2 etc.), where the number increases with the distance and
access time.
Early Work
The development of multi-level caches begins with the acceptance, after analysis in
Przybylski, Horowitz and Hennessy [161], that there are limits to the effectiveness of
a single cache, no matter how large it may be. Przybylski, Horowitz and Hennessy
[160] characterises the optimal cache as having a short cycle time (serves hits quickly)
and a lowmiss ratio. It suggests expanding to two levels of caching to reduce the miss
penalty in the L1 cache without having a corresponding increase in cycle time [95].
Azimi, Prasad and Bhat [17] refines this notion and shows that while this technique
is very good at reducing latency, the key is placement of cache objects within the
cache hierarchy, in order that more latency is not introduced with second level cache
misses. Moreover, Tang and So [204] discusses the benefits of making the L2 cache
much larger than the L1 to reduce lengthy miss pauses, but also acknowledges the
degree to which the workload itself determines the most effective cache hierarchy. In
effect there is no silver bullet for every conceivable program.
Expanding Beyond Two Levels
Expanding beyond two levels of caching, Zhao et al. [236] considers four levels of
caching, with the LLC being composed of DRAM, the same memory technology that
main memory is usually constructed from. Although the capacity of main memory
is reduced due to chip space constraints, lower latencies are seen, because the data
has not got to travel off-chip. The problem with a large DRAM LLC is storing a large
number of tags to address it. There are several options, but the optimal one is to
only use partial tags and accept a string of false positives, while also using a sectored
cache on chip. Wu et al. [230] extends this and proposes that every level of the cache
should be constructed from a different memory technology to gain the most from the
in-built advantages of each. A variety of cache designs are proposed, and even 3D
stacking is introduced, which achieves an 18% Instruction-per-Cycle (IPC) increase
compared to a standard three level cache. This does not address all concerns though,
as problems with the endurance of memory technologies are not considered. There
is also an acknowledgement that much better performance could be gained if the
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construction of the cache were tuned to the specific requirements of the program to
run.
Hameed, Bauer and Henkel [78], extended in 2014 [79] takes a similar view, but
proposes a hybrid LLC composed of DRAM and SRAM to act as its own independent
cache. A MissMap [121] is used to decide on whether there is a hit in the DRAM
or not and set-duelling is used to decide on a policy to refill the L3-DRAM, a large
source of latency. There are even proposals to allow applications at runtime to decide
whether to bypass the LLC [219]. This decision is made by monitoring the miss-rate
or the miss latency for an LLC access and there are lots of technical challenges this
poses, including issues of cache coherency that are yet to be addressed. All this
culminates in the work of Tsai, Beckmann and Sanchez [207], which proposes that
software should define the cache hierarchy from a pool of generic resources. This
is very much the optimal utilisation of this technique, as some workloads will not
benefit from deep hierarchies and actually a large L1 cache may be preferable, for
example.
Replacement Policies in Light of Multi-Level Caches
Little work has been done on replacement policies that act across all levels of the cache
hierarchy. Indeed, the opposite is often true, with attempts frequently made to keep
caches self contained, simple and without an overall managing process, even if they
exist as part of a hierarchy. Thus, most of the work on replacement policies simply
adapts work seen in Section 2.2.1. Kelwade et al. [102] considers several policies
including PROMOTE, DEMOTE and a hybrid method. The first two policies use the
number of promotions and demotions in the hierarchy to decide which block should
be replaced, but the latter combines those two measures to give better performance.
Cache replacement policy over multiple levels of caching is certainly an area ripe for
further research, particularly perhaps used as a supplement to existing techniques to
identify hot and cold data and thus cache data more effectively.
Non-Blocking Caches
Non-blocking caches attempt to decouple the cache from synchronously accessing
external memory. First proposed by Kroft [112] in 1981, this approach works by
effectively buffering the memory operations that miss in the cache in Miss Inform-
ation/Status Holding Registers (MSHRs). This allows stalls for data dependencies
on reads to be ignored until they become essential, and via the use of write buffers,
allows writes to memory to be dealt with asynchronously. Chen and Baer [34] found
that write penalties could be eliminated entirely, as long as reads could bypass writes
in a write buffer.
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There are limits to the technique, however. Belayneh and Kaeli [23] discusses that
in general, the more resources spent on these caches (wider buffers etc.), the better
they become, but eventually other unrelated delays dominate the latency calculations,
so there is a sense of diminishing returns. To be specific, in the examples shown in
their paper, increasing the number of MSHRs to 6 virtually removes most structural
hazards, but 29.4% of load misses are data dependant so this is unaffected by the
number of MSHRs. Tuck, Ceze and Torrellas [209] develops this idea further and
proposes a hierarchical MSHR structure to support many more outstanding misses.
Each cache bank contains its ownMSHR along with a bloom filter that links to a large
MSHR file. This leads to a large increase in performance, but the limitation is then
on the compiler and the program author. If the code consists of relatively few data
hazards, this technique will work very effectively, but there is no guarantee of this.
Closer hardware and software co-operation is needed to consistently produce code
that can exercise these structures to their best effect.
Pipelined Caches
Applying the same techniques to caches as to CPU designs, pipelined caches [142,
143] have also been proposed as a way to counter latency. They work in a similar way
to the multiple stage pipelines that are seen in CPUs, so any memory access required
because of a cache miss or similar can be split into several smaller phases that can
be interleaved. For example Gunadi and Lipasti [75] uses 4 stages: in the first stage
subarray decoding for data and tag is performed. This is followed by the second stage
where row decoders are activated and the tag array is read. In the third stage the data
array is ready and partial tag comparison is performed. Finally in the fourth stage
the rest of the tag bits are compared and then data is further selected, if the cache is
an associative one. Breaking the process of caching into multiple stages allows caches
to effectively hide some of the latency they experience in accessing memory and
challenges the dichotomy that as cache size increases so does access time. Agarwal,
Roy and Vĳaykumar [3], Martin et al. [126] and Srivastava et al. [198] show examples
of this. Unfortunately this technique has been rather ignored in the recent past, with
only Hong and Kim [84] developing the idea. They use asymmetric pipelining to
resolve the problem that SRAM cell access can be somewhat unpredictable in its
latency, by extending the cell access phase in the pipeline. The SRAM also adds
pseudo-multi-banking to regain any bandwidth lost.
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Victim Caches
The final architectural technique employed to reduce latency is victim caches. First
proposed by Jouppi [96] in 1990, they grew out of the idea of miss caching. In this
technique, when a cache miss occurs, a small (2-5 entry) fully associative cache is also
loaded with the data that is being loaded into the main cache. As a result, if in future
the entry disappears from the main cache because of a conflict miss, the data will be
retained in the miss cache, so retrieving it will be faster than requesting it from main
memory. The victim cache takes this one step further by removing the duplication
present in miss caching. Hence, in a scheme with victim caching, anything that
is evicted from the main cache is stored in the victim cache instead of duplicating
the main cache. This leads to a stark drop in the number of conflict misses, some
benchmarks increasing from removing 0% of conflict misses to 45% of conflict misses
and in one case removing conflict misses altogether.
This idea is further developed by Stiliadis and Varma [199] which adds a more
selective element to the victim cache. This formulation acts very much like Jouppi
[96]. However, if an access misses in the main cache, but hits in the victim cache, a
prediction algorithm is invoked to decide if the main cache and victim cache should
be swapped. Similarly, if the access misses in both caches the prediction algorithm
is again used to decide which element should be evicted. This approach improves
on Jouppi, but is deficient when turned towards data caches, because the elements
retrieved are inherently less predictable than instructions. Hormdee, Garside and
Furber [85] develops the idea into an asynchronous formulation, but achieves little in
terms of latency reductions.
The next step change in victim caches comes from Khan et al. [106] which proposes
virtualising victim caches through the re-use of dead blocks. The idea is that if a
block is dead it is taking up valuable capacity with no benefit. Khan et al. uses this to
suggest that these dead-blocks could be re-appropriated as a victim cache, so that all
the benefits of retaining elements are kept, but without any extra hardware to store
them. This leads to a significant decrease in MPKI, but is entirely dependent on the
effectiveness of the dead block predictor, as a incorrect identification can lead to extra
latency being incurred to re-load the evicted block. A selection of papers following
this improve further on the concept. Asaduzzaman, Allen and Jareen [16] proposes
a Smart Victim Cache which includes a level of cache locking to keep good data
in the cache longer. Navarro and Hübner [136] proposes an adaptive victim cache
that adapts its size and level of associativity as the program progresses. However, it
does not provide any concrete methods to achieve this. Finally, Subha [201] suggests
changing the victim cache from being fully associative to using a small register to cut
down cache searches. Overall, victim caches are a very useful concept and have been
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extended to cover a wide range of use-cases. There needs to be more research into
the adaptive models considered by Navarro and Hübner [136], as this could be a very
fruitful area of research, but the extra resource they require needs to be justified and
may not always be utilised to its fullest capacity.
2.2.3 Summary
We have now come to the end of our consideration of cache intrinsic techniques and
have seen the plethora of techniques available. These techniques are summarised
in the graph presented in Figure 2.6, which includes the extra entries considered in
this section to give an overall picture of cache intrinsic changes and their effects on
miss rates. Sadly there are many fewer entries to be included in this graph because
the data for many techniques was not available in the papers referenced. In addition
it is difficult to compare many of these techniques fairly because there are so many
factors that can impact a cache’s miss rate and these are varied to a greater or lesser
degree by each author in different ways, making it difficult to establish a reliable
baseline. To further compound the problem, as each author has a different focus when
presenting these techniques it may be the case that metrics crucial to our comparisons
are omitted, because they are not relevant to the discussions in the paper. The best
way to accurately compare all these techniques would be to implement them all with
a known fixed set of constraints and then measure them, however that would be
prohibitively time consuming and would not add significantly to the discussion in
this thesis.
Considering the techniques presented in Figure 2.6, many of themprovide appreciable
reductions in latency, however there are several fundamental problems that prevent
any of these techniques entirely solving the problem we presented in Chapter
1.
Cache replacement policies are all bounded above by OPT and even with the best
adaptive policies no researchers claim they have found a way to produce miss rates
below what could be expected from OPT. Moreover, even OPT does not claim a miss
rate of zero. It will still incur misses due to cache capacity for example; hence, even
trying to implement OPT is not a complete solution, if our aim is to push latency as
low as possible. Not only that but very few of these policies are actually implemented
so it’s very difficult to gain an insight into their impact on non-functional properties
of the cache. In terms of Cache Architectures, we see a similar story. There are many
good options here, but a lot of them aim for parity of latency with existing models,
rather than trying to push the latencies lower. In addition most of the techniques that



































































































































Miss Rate for Selection of Cache Intrinsic Policies
Figure 2.6: The graphs extends Figure 2.5 by adding the further cache augmentations which it was possible to compare. This was made
difficult by a lack of comparable metrics but allows us to see that still OPT is the best strategy to reduce miss rate and therefore
latency. There also maybe grounds to combine some of these techniques, as many of the papers on cache augmentations did
not explicitly consider replacement techniques.
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or require wholesale re-thinking of how caching works. This leads to the question
of whether anything else could be changed to reduce latency outside of the cache,
which our next section will discuss.
2.3 Cache Extrinsic Techniques
If we return to Figure 2.3, we can now consider the second branch of methods to
reduce latency, which are not focused on the cache. First we will consider prefetching,
a schemewhere latency is reduced by trying to executememory operations in advance
of the need for them. That will be followed by a section on Memory Scheduling and
how re-ordering memory accesses can be beneficial. Finally, there will be a short
section on Code Transformations to aid latency reduction.
2.3.1 Prefetching
Prefetching, at its heart, is very simple. It means attempting to issue memory
instructions before they are needed by the CPU, so that the long latencymainmemory
access can be hidden. Obviously this is idealised, but many authors have constructed
schemes that perform a function similar to this with varying degrees of success.
Prefetching methods are loosely split into software and hardware types, but some
combine elements of both. A crucial point tomake here is that, asmentioned in Section
1.1.2, the difficulty of prefetching varies enormously with the kind of items that are
being prefetched (instructions or data), due to the characteristics of each. On thewhole,
programs are structured in large blocks of sequentially executed code, as the success
of the basic block abstraction of programming shows. Therefore, prefetching is much
easier because the shape of programs in memory is more predictable. By contrast,
data can have very little apparent structure in memory. Particularly for complex,
pointer-laden, data structures, patterns of data can appear almost random, without
any intuition as to the underlying structure. As a consequence, data prefetching is
much more difficult and requires either an acceptance of a high rate of misprediction
or a high degree of introspection in the program to achieve. Consequently, in this
section we focus on data prefetching.
Software-based Prefetching
Software-based Prefetching tends to involve either the compiler or the programmer
giving explicit instructions to the memory control system to perform a prefetch action.
This is exactly the approach taken by Callahan, Kennedy and Porterfield [28] in that
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the compiler decides when a prefetch instruction should be executed. This is focused
on loops and makes the assumption that the latency of a load in the loop will be
covered by one iteration of the loop. With this in mind prefetches are inserted into
the loop body, so that on the next iteration of the loop the necessary data will always
be present. However, this is quite a primitive approach, so in work by Mowry, Lam
and Gupta [133] the algorithm is refined, in an attempt to prefetch for only those
accesses that are likely to be cache misses.
Zhang and Torrellas [235] takes the idea of explicitly inserting instructions further
by marking groups of records that should be prefetched together in the code. This
allows the compiler to bind these seemingly disparate pieces of data together, so that
when they are accessed in the program, they can be prefetched. Another approach to
software prefetching is proposed by Lipasti et al. [119], in the form of Speculatively
Prefetching Anticipated Interprocedural Dereferences (SPAID). This is a heuristic that
inserts prefetch instructions for the data referenced by pointers when they are used
as arguments to a procedure. Luk and Mowry [122] takes a similar approach, but
considers pointers in recursive data structures, proposing several different algorithms
for prefetching them. The problem with both of these schemes is that one is only
proposed and the other is implemented by hand, adding lots of complexity to the task
of a programmer. They also leave open the question of how the recursive structure or
pointer candidates are discovered, which is the key to the efficacy of approaches like
this.
There are several problems with software prefetching that mean it’s not worth
exploring any further. The first is that the addition of prefetch instructions can as
much as double the size of the executable code [113]. This a problem for two reasons.
Firstly, it is uneconomical to double the code size when we’re considering medium
sized embedded systems due to the obvious memory constraints; secondly, there is no
guarantee that all the extra instructions will be effective. The placement of software
prefetch instructions must be made at the ‘Goldilocks’5 point, before the actual
memory request is made. If the prefetch is made too close to the memory request, it
will not have time to complete before it is required; so the processor will still stall. On
the other hand, if it is made too far away from the access, then there is a chance it could
be displaced from the cache by another memory operation, which would still cause a
cache miss. If that were not challenging enough, to even calculate the ‘Goldilocks’
point would require knowledge of the system that is either very hard to attain or
may not even be knowable statically. This includes the latencies of all the memory
components involved or the state of each component at a particular code point. As a
result, this section will focus on hardware-based prefetching.




In comparison to software-based prefetching, hardware-based prefetching does not
rely on the programmer or compiler to insert prefetch instructions. Instead, the
prefetching happens entirely transparently to the programmer and is handled by struc-
tures in hardware that dictate when and how prefetches occur.
The earliest example of this is Smith [194], describing One Block Lookahead (OBL),
which simply fetches the block next to the current one. This can be triggered either on
every miss, on every memory access or using a tagging system. Hence, it prefetches
on a miss or when a prefetch is good, i.e. it prevents a miss. Jouppi [96] develops this
idea with a hardware structure known as a stream buffer. This uses Smith’s ideas
but places the prefetched data into an auxiliary structure, rather than straight into
the cache. This avoids the issue of having prefetched data replaced by another cache
operation. This is also effective at reducing the program runtime, as Farkas, Jouppi
and Chow [64] demonstrates, with 26% reductions on average.
Regular Data Patterns
Fu and Patel [65] develops the ideas of OBL by defining it as a special case of sequential
prefetching, where the memory unit is instructed to get the next ? consecutive blocks
after the desired block. However, as they point out, some data is stored in a pattern
which is still regular, but has large gaps. Therefore, they introduce stride prefetching,
whereby ? blocks are still prefetched, but each block is separated by a given number of
bytes. Baer and Chen [18] makes the stride dynamic by predicting it based on tracking
good and bad prefetches and correcting the stride length accordingly. A similar
approach is taken by Fu, Patel and Janssens [66], with the use of a stride prediction
table, although this is limited to prediction in loops only. Dahlgren, Dubois and
Stenstrom [43] takes on the idea of adaptation, but applies it to sequential prefetching
instead, monitoring the number of successful prefetches and slowly increasing the
degree of prefetching.6 Meanwhile, Palacharla and Kessler [148] synthesises several
ideas to extend stream buffers with filtering and non-unit strides. Chen and Baer
[33] extends previous work [18] to create a correlated reference prediction table that
solves the problem of miss-prediction when nested loops are involved. All of these
approaches show reductions in execution time for the benchmarks they use, but they
are still focused on predictable regular data patterns like loops or contiguous memory
sections. The next step in the development of this method is accounting for irregular
data patterns.
6how many elements are prefetched in each iteration.
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Irregular Data Patterns
One of the first pieces of work to attempt to account for irregular data patterns is
Alexander and Kedem [6]. In this approach stride prefetching is taken as a baseline,
but instead of trying to predict individual addresses to prefetch this work attempts to
predict blocks of addresses. This takes advantage of the fact that memory references
tend to cluster. Therefore, if you can predict a block of addresses effectively, you will
decrease latency through spatial locality. Lin, Reinhardt and Burger [117] tries to
use spatial locality as well by fetching around misses, but also couples the prefetch
to the memory controller, so that prefetches are only issued when the memory
system is idle. Though this method sees large speed-ups in some benchmarks,
the authors admit more work is still to be done to shape the prefetching to the
application.
Solihin, Lee and Torrellas [196] attempts to solve the problem of prefetching complex
structures by using pair-based correlation prefetching. Under this scheme chains of
misses are detected by the system and stored so that action can be taken on multiple
misses at once, after they have been observed the first time. Cooksey, Jourdan and
Grunwald [39] develops the ideas of address identification and pointer chasing by
attempting to identify virtual addresses as they are returned from memory systems,
so they can be prefetched. This is combined with a standard stride prefetcher to give
12.6% speed-up on average throughout a suite of benchmarks. Finally, Yu et al. [232]
also uses correlation prefetching for the specific case of accesses in high performance
computing of the form, A[B[i]]where A and B are arrays.
Despite all this, prefetching the disparate memory accesses that often occur in
general programs is still difficult to do through correlation as there is not enough
information to predict some accesses. Many authors recognise this and as OoO
processors developed, the next step in hardware based prefetching was to separate
out the prefetch controller to allow it to be asynchronous from the processor. This
effectively lets the processor define locality rather than the placement of objects in
memory.
Asynchronous Prefetching
One of the first steps down the path to asynchronicity was by Veidenbaum and
Gallivan [216], who took the drastic step of splitting memory and computation onto
two entirely separate processors, with a specialised compiler. They reasoned that
this would give the ultimate overlap, as the memory processor could run ahead
of the computation processor. However, this approach was rendered less effective
by the inability of the compiler and programmer to produce code amenable to this
process. For example, if a program has lots of memory accesses with no, or very
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few, computation instructions between them, the ability to prefetch will be severely
diminished as there will not be enough time to have completely performed a prefetch
operation before the data is requested. Roth, Moshovos and Sohi [183] takes a more
conservative approach and proposes a structure based on a correlation table and a
prefetch buffer. This is combined with a method of pointer chasing that allows the
prefetcher to remain ahead of the processor. However, there are issues with address
identification and also problems with letting the prefetcher run too far ahead due to
the ‘Goldilocks point’ mentioned in the previous section.
Vander Wiel and Lilja [215] takes a similar approach to Veidenbaum and Gallivan
in letting the compiler control which prefetches are issued, but offloading the task
of issuing them to a separate data-prefetch-controller. Work by Collins et al. [37],
developed in 2002 [38], takes the idea of separate execution, but optimises it by
precomputing a subset of the program to prefetch dynamically and then executing it
in a separate thread context. This is augmented in the later paper by adding a pointer
cache to break load dependencies, where memory instructions wait for pointers that
are also stored in memory.
Mutlu et al. [134, 135] takes this concept the furthest with the run-ahead processor.
Under this scheme when a long latency instruction is hit, the program state is
checkpointed, as in a context switch, and the processor is left to run. This allows
independent memory instructions to execute without needing to wait. None of the
operations are actually committed to the processor’s registers, as once the long latency
instruction stops, processing is resumed and all interim results are erased, but this
means that in the ideal case, a lot of prefetching has happened in the run-ahead
period.
All these techniques show promise, but they rely on a lot of assumptions, particularly
about the amount of independent instructions that a processor has between long
latency instructions. Unfortunately, some programs are very prone to not exhibiting
this behaviour. Therefore, although these techniques are useful, there are limitations
on what they can achieve without substantial care on the programmer’s part or an
incredibly sophisticated compiler, with knowledge of the internal hardware of the
processor.
Adaptive Prefetching
All these methods lead to increases in the performance of the system under test, but
still suffer from the inherent problems seen in previous iterations of hardware-based
prefetching. To move beyond those limitations, adaptive schemes are introduced so
that the prefetching mechanism itself is not a-priori dictating the form of memory
accesses, but is instead being driven by the compiler. This development is very
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similar to the development of cache policies that we saw in Section 2.2.1. Nesbit,
Dhodapkar and Smith [138] were some of the first to try this approach. Building on
their work on global history buffers [139] Nesbit, Dhodapkar and Smith use a system
of calculating address deltas to find the next address to prefetch. The adaptive part
comes by monitoring this algorithm and tuning the zone size and prefetch degree or
turning off prefetching altogether when it is degrading performance. This idea is
developed further by Arora, Banerjee and Davina [15] which takes the monitoring
and optimisation idea and switches between multiple prefetching algorithms, as the
prefetchingdegree changes in apredictableway. This is taken to its ultimate conclusion
by Panda and Balachandran [150] which uses multiple expert predictors andweighted
majority voting to decide the best element to prefetch.
2.3.2 Scheduling
Scheduling based techniques are often used to re-order accesses to memory to
decrease latency. All are designed in some way to make the schedule of memory
accesses more suited to the underlying memory technology and this is done in a
number of ways.
New Scheduling Algorithms
Kiniwa and Kameda [111] were one of first authors to pursue this route, taking a
similar approach to the work on non-blocking caches that we saw in Section 2.2.2.
Under this scheme all memory requests are placed into a queue and this can be
re-ordered to maximise the length of time elements spend in the cache. Unfortunately,
this method requires some knowledge of future events, so is not a completely online
process, and has a significant overhead to implement. Yang et al. [231] look at
resolving LOAD-LOAD dependencies7 faster, via a data forwarding mechanism to allow
more overlapping. This has somewhat limited utility, but is the only place that
explicitly considers data hazards in this context. Luo et al. [123] tries a similar
approach but uses genetic algorithms to generate a scheduling algorithm offline.
This gains a modest speed-up, but requires the software under discussion to display
predictable patterns of execution.
The same is true of Kegley et al. [100] and Wei-Che Tseng et al. [222]. However, rather
than genetic algorithms, they propose a slightly different optimisation approach by
making tasks ‘wander’ around the schedule in the latter case and assigning a System
Metric for Applciation Cache Knowledge (SMACK) score to various schedules in
the former. Qazi et al. [164] describes a method of re-organising loop operations
7places where processors load an address from memory and then immediately access it.
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to fill up empty slots and so make them more efficient, although the reduction in
latency is quite small and its unclear how to apply the technique outside of the
predictable context of loop execution. Modgil and Sehgal [132] take a more drastic
approach and allow the memory controller to adapt its policy on when to act on write
commands based on the level of memory traffic it observes. This is certainly a step
in the right direction, but the performance increases are highly correlated with the
memory configuration, showing this policy is much less general than necessary for
our purposes.
Exploiting the Underlying Memory Structure
Approaching this from the point-of-view of a scheduling algorithm requires more
information than the system can provide in the current paradigm. Other research
has instead chosen to exploit the properties of the underlying memory technologies.
Rixner et al. [179] increases the complexity of the memory controller, adding queues
of pending references and an address arbitrator to produce a stream of DRAM
instructions that (in more aggressive cases) take advantage of row and column locality
to reduce the number of actual access the DRAM must make. Shao and Davis
[188] takes the idea further in the context of OoO processors and groups memory
transactions into bursts due to the non-uniform access latency of Synchronous
Dynamic Random Access Memory (SDRAM).
These methods are all reasonable and achieve approximately a 30% performance
increase [179] and 21% execution time decrease [188], but the real problem with
reducing particularly DRAM latency is that the memory has preset timing parameters
to ensure the data is valid when it is accessed. These parameters change incredibly
slowly are now very long compared to processor cycle times. However, Hassan et al.
[80] makes the observation that it is possible to reduce the timing parameters if the
data has been accessed recently, due to the electrical properties of DRAM. Therefore,
they propose a small cache of recently accessed rows that dictate the values of the
timing parameters, allowing a performance increase for row local data. Shin et al.
[189] pushes this idea even further, but rather than caching the rows, they track the
time between refreshes, exploiting electrical properties of the DRAM to restore data
that had previously been present more quickly. Kim et al. [109] brings a similar
approach, describing a new kind of DRAM called Solar-DRAM. This new memory
type has different regions characterised as strong or weak, allowing different timing
parameters to be used for different regions. The idea here would be to place key data
in the strong regions, so as to speed up latency when required.
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Augmenting the Memory Controller
Rather than approach this from the point of view of the memory technology, other
research has added new hardware to thememory controller, in general to integrate the
controller more with the cache and memory systems. Stuecheli et al. [200] proposes
a virtual write queue and scheduled write-backs so the memory controller directs
the cache to transfer lines, and the writes are ‘harvested’ from the LRU part of the
LLC, this section becoming the virtual write queue. Wasly and Pellizzoni [220] on the
other hand splits the memory controller out of the processor completely and uses the
existing Direct Memory Access (DMA) module to control memory behaviour, instead
of delegating this responsibility to theCPU. This has a lot of similarities toVeidenbaum
and Gallivan [216], though prefetching is not considered.
All these methods exhibit performance increases against the benchmarks they run
but there are fundamental problems with attacking this problem from the point of
view of scheduling, no matter which general approach is taken. The big problem
is that in many cases there simply is not enough information available online to
make the best decisions. This problem stems from a number of sources: the lack
of integration between the cache, memory controller and memory hardware; the
simplicity of memory controllers due to the lack of available space on a processor die;
and the lack of knowledge in a compiler of the underlying memory system. This last
point has been addressed in the literature, and in the last part of this section we will
therefore consider how programs can be transformed and data can best be laid out in
memory to reduce latency.
2.3.3 Program Transformation & Data Layout
The idea that there are better and worse ways of laying out data in memory is not new.
So many processes (prefetching and caching among others) rely on the idea that data
used together will be ‘physically’ close together, so it makes sense to use processes to
increase the likelihood of this occurring, if at all possible. This is the approach taken
by Panda, Dutt and Nicolau [152] which considers clustering of variables in the code
and the insertion of dummy instructions to make sure that pieces of data accessed
together are assigned to different cache lines, so that they do not displace each other.
Other research considers loop fusion, a technique first demonstrated by Gao et al.
[68] in 1993. Here multiple loops can be merged together into a single loop to reduce
program runtime.
Amyriad of techniques can be added on top of this to increase the technique’s efficacy:
Ding and Kennedy [56] proposes the use of hyper-graphs to discover the data sharing
between loops, an improvement on the original technique as it means more than two
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loops can be fused if there is sufficient data sharing. Gomez et al. [72] pushes this even
further and proposes loop morphing which, via loop splitting and fusion, can make
even non-conformable loops fuse under some circumstances. Marchal, Catthoor and
Gomez [125] in turn describes a technique where loop fusion is done incrementally
and over several passes to gain the maximum speed up. On the data side there has
been comparatively little work done from the point of view of latency reduction.
Qazi et al. [164] describes a technique where you can search the array accesses for
potential conflicts and place them in different parts of memory, akin to Panda, Dutt
and Nicolau [152]. In recent times more significant work has been done in Wei et al.
[224] which uses a mix of offline profiling and online monitoring to place data and
code into an environment of different memory types. This leads to a reduction in
average memory latency of 12.1% and reduced energy costs.
2.3.4 Summary
This marks the end of our consideration of cache extrinsic techniques, so what havewe
learned? Many of these techniques do produce appreciable reductions in both latency
and overall program runtime which would seem to make them ideal candidates to
answer some of the questions posed in Chapter 1. Prefetching in particular seems
very promising, but all the examples seen are still only able to exploit fairly simple
predictable patterns, rather than covering the diversity of expression that can be seen
in programs, such as pointer-laden data structures and or non-deterministic system
calls like malloc. Scheduling and program transformation are also a sensible ideal,
but they have very little consideration for dynamic behaviour due to the disconnection
between many of the hardware elements present. What is necessary to improve a
lot of these techniques is the ability to consider dynamic behaviour alongside static.
This would allow us, over time, to get a real picture of what operations actually
cause latency, rather than accepting a lack of information on this point. If a way
existed to feedback this dynamic behaviour to the cache and memory system, it could
be incorporated with the static information and used to improve the quality of the
predictions made by these techniques. One way to include this dynamic information
is through the use of tracing and creating a feedback loop throughout the memory
system, something the next section explores.
2.4 Incorporating Tracing to Reduce Latency
In the third portion of this literature review we consider tracing. Tracing is very
simply a way of producing an ordered list of all the instructions a program has
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performed during its operation. This may not immediately seem useful, but the huge
benefit of traces is that they include dynamic information about memory accesses
that would not normally be accessible. For example, imagine there are two memory
accesses to two addresses, one is stored in register t3 and the other in register t4. If
we see, in a program listing, that we store to the address in t3 and read from the
address in t4, is it impossible, without simulating the program and all the previous
register interactions, to know if they are the same address. This prevents a lot of
optimisations and insights that would be possible if this information was available,
as Figure 2.7 demonstrates.
SW a0, 8(t3)






Figure 2.7: This shows a programming code fragment of RISC-V assembly code and
two registers t3 and t4. Without conducting extensive simulation of all
register accesses it would be impossible for a static analysis tool to know
that at this point in the program that the memory address referred to
by the first STORE instruction and the last LOAD instruction are the same.
Consequently re-ordering these instructions, though it might look safe
could lead to the program not functioning as the programmer intended.
There has been very little work in online trace processing, i.e. processing and reacting
to the trace while the program is running, and even less work on applying those
ideas to the problem of latency reduction. However, some work has been done to
utilise tracing in various offline processes, some of which are detailed in the next
few sections. To bring this consideration of the literature to a close we will also
consider some examples of work done on using tracing as a method of on-chip
debugging, as this forms the basis for the implementation that will be presented in
future chapters.
2.4.1 Tracing as a Control Loop
Tracing is most often used as a tool to generate large amounts of data that can be
explored offline, with engineers then making manual adjustments to the program as
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a result of the knowledge gained from the trace. Hu and Chen [86] is an example
of this with the TraceDo System. This system, aggregates traces from DSPs in the
System-on-Chip (SoC) and streams them into an emulator that adds timestamps to
the various events. The data is then explored offline and is used to optimise long
running functions in the program. Wang, Gao and Zhang [217] makes similar use
of an emulator, but utilises the trace to drive cache emulation in a separate process,
continuing a trend of making information useful to the programmer, but not to the
system. This trend continues in Li and Mayer [114] and Mertz and Nunes [130]. In
addition they both focus on trace collection and reducing the size of the traces collected,
rather than on acting on the information the traces give.
The problem with all of these ideas is that they all consider trace analysis and action
as something to be done offline, rather than as part of the system itself. However,
some authors have tried to make this work. Singh et al. [191] describes a process of
mapping applications to cores on a Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) while
the applications are running. This is a step towards the kind of closed loop feedback
that would be of benefit, but sadly the trace collection is done at design-time not
runtime. In addition this model targets throughput rather than latency reduction, but
there is no reason why the objective function used could not be changed. Shoukry
et al. [190] proposes a system for scheduling content delivery on mobile devices,
attempting, via the analysis of usage patterns, to predict what content users will want
and fetching it via WiFi, rather than placing a large burden on Mobile Data Networks.
Though this example is from an entirely separate field, this approach is exactly the one
we should aim to emulate. There are questions to be answered about how accurate
their statistical modelling is, but nevertheless this is an example of a tight feedback
loop, using traces to predict activity to increase performance.
2.4.2 Tracing for In-Silicon Debugging
To finish this short section on tracing we will consider the use of tracing as a method
of in-silicon debugging. While the relevance of this may not be immediately apparent,
many of these papers formed the basis for the implementation of the solution that
will be presented in Chapters 3 and 4. The first of these is Uzelac and Milenković
[213], which presents an off-chip debug host that mirrors the internals of the system
being traced. This idea in turn is picked up by Decker et al. [50], which also starts to
do the analysis in this offline module, converting the trace stream to series of events
that can be processed. This idea, of taking a large amount of trace information and
filtering the crucial events, while also having to deal with instruction reconstruction,
is crucial for the development of our solution in Chapter 3. A couple of ancillary
issues are covered by other papers: Scheipel, Mauroner and Baunach [185] describes a
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method of tracking execution time in RISC-V processors without interfering with the
system itself, but this is conceived as a set of performance counters on the chip. This
is developed by Delshadtehrani et al. [52] who describe a programmable co-processor
for tracking execution time which was crucial for the design of Gouram, which will
be seen in Chapter 4 and Appendix A.
2.5 Review Summary
Having considered a large number of papers in the last three sections, we are forced
to ask where this leaves us. The state of the art in each of the areas we’ve looked at
appears to be as follows. When considering Cache Replacement Policies, the state of
the art is very much as it has been for a long time, in fact much cache research has
dried up in recent years as policies are “good enough” [158]. Consequently, especially
in the field of medium-sized embedded systems we’re looking at, the state of the
art is still LRU and approximations to it [44], despite the fact that other policies will
perform better, because space is at a premium and approximations of LRU are very
easy to implement. Not only that but as many of the papers have shown it’s more
economical to increase the size of the cache instead of increasing it’s complexity in
terms of raw performance.
In terms of techniques that are external to the cache the state of the art here, considering
the context within which we are working, is that of stride or unit-prefetching, again
for reasons of simplicity of implementation, and there are further moves to shift
complexity into the compiler and linker at compile-time rather than into the hardware
at runtime. In other domains, particularly in servers or HPC other techniques are
being employed that includemultiplememory fabrics [149] andwork like JENGA[207]
to define caches in software, but it’s difficult to apply that to the embedded context
due to the need to apply as much resource as possible to the computation job in hand
rather than to simply managing memory, despite the impact that might have on the
runtime of the system.
So it would appear our goal of reducing latency appears to be blocked along the
many paths we have considered. Solutions which attempt to improve the cache, via
cache policy, are bounded above by OPT as shown in Figure 2.6, which does not itself
reduce misses to 0, due to compulsory misses and a finite cache capacity. Solutions
that target the cache architecture are fine in their way, but do not address the basic
problem that they are trying to make decisions with a paltry amount of information
because of the need to decouple all these systems from each other. Certain papers
propose integrating the cache and memory controllers, for example [200], but there
is a lack of integration across all components of the system, from the compiler to
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the memory hardware, that would give the information necessary to make better
decisions.
Moving outside the cache, prefetching seems like a sensible way to solve these
problems, and could be added on to almost any other solution, but its failures
come down again to the lack of information available to the prefetching unit. As a
result, most prefetching comes down to recognising patterns or attempting to derive
the future from the past. Whilst this is good, it is not foolproof, especially as the
diversity of applications increases. Scheduling and program transformation also
look promising, but the inability to incorporate dynamic information limits their
utility to what can be predicted statically, which is a relatively small amount of
information.
2.5.1 Potential for the Application of Tracing
Hence, it would appear that there is little more that can be done, other than tinker at
the edges with cache policies or prefetch units and hope that the processor-memory
gap shrinks of its own accord. But what if there was a way to address the lack of
information that is at the heart of the problems we have seen? What if we could
fuse together prefetching and cache policy with dynamic information gathered from
traces? Caches could act preemptively to fetch data they know might be required,
utilising existing slack in programs to improve their overall runtime by better hiding
the latency that exists. This is the basis of Trace Assisted Caching which will be
explored in much more detail in the next chapter.
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Having now considered the literature we move on to a theoretical explanation of
Trace Assisted Caching, the new technique this thesis proposes. We will start by
exploring the motivation for this new technique. We follow that with a theoretical,
processor agnostic, description of how it works and then conclude with a section
that explains how this technique will bring benefit to hardware that implements this
system.
3.1 Motivation
If we return to the central question of this thesis, we are trying to understand how
memory latency can be reduced to reduce overall program runtime. However, the
results of the literature review in the previous chapter appear to show that though
progress has been made in multiple areas there is are still problems to be addressed.
Cache policies definitely show some potential, however there is an upper limit on their
ability to reduce latency, as demonstrated in Figure 2.6. Some of the gap between this
ceiling and the state of the art has been closed with the research we have discussed,
but a lot of researchers have effectively abandoned work on cache policies because
they are now “good enough” [158, pg. 13 (386)] and the extra effort expended is not
commensurate with the gains. To add to that, we cannot implement OPT efficiently,
because it relies on clairvoyance to achieve its high performance, but even if we could
there is a question as to whether we should. OPT, whilst the most effective cache
policy from the point of view of miss rate, does not boast a 100% hit rate, because it is
essentially reactionary. All the cache policies we have considered up to this point are
in this vein; they all take action in response to a request for data rather than looking
to find leading indicators and taking action on those, meaning that latency in waiting
for memory to respond could be overlapped with computation when memory is
inactive. Thus, all these reasons necessitate looking beyond cache policies if we want
to reduce runtime in a non-piecemeal fashion.
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3.1.1 Defining the Key Problems
If we look at the other key areas of the literature we see the same story repeatedly.
So where does the root cause lie? It stems from two key problems: the first is
that techniques are making decisions based upon limited information and have a
limited choice of reactions when a point of decisions arises. In the case of caches, for
example, which can only react to information once a miss has happened, the only
option they have is to perform a costly memory access. With more information they
could react earlier and have more scope to perform other actions, which when used
correctly, should lead to lower program runtime. Even with prefetching, which is
more pro-active, the problem recurs. Simpler prefetch schemes like OBL or stride
are limited in the information they have, or can be undermined by memory padding
or poor memory layout choices. Even in more advanced schemes, prefetching often
lacks the information it needs, like effective addresses, to make very high quality
decisions.
The second key problem is the abstraction presented bymost programming languages,
thatmemory and computation instructions take a similar amount of time. Maintaining
this abstraction gives us pipeline stalls and the need for caching and memory
hierarchies in the first place and leads to a co-assumption that because they take the
same length of time they should operate synchronously. Some work, particularly
in the realm of prefetching has tried to address this [134, 215, 216], by proposing
systems where the memory system can work independently of the computation
system. However, even these papers do not go as far as they could, because of a lack
of information. In particular, if you cannot predict effective addresses, you are forced
to incur lots of stalls in your memory execution, while you wait for non-obvious
effective addresses to be calculated. This will increase the level of synchronicity
between memory and computation which you are trying to avoid. Otherwise, you
accept that you are predicting these memory accesses and have to allow for incorrect
predictions and roll-backs. These two points together form the starting point from
which the ideas that support Trace Assisted Caching arise.
To take this idea further, let us engage in a thought experiment by relaxing some of the
aforementioned assumptions. Let us suppose we have a processor that can record and
efficiently query information about any instruction that it has previously executed. It
can ask how long a previous instruction execution took, what the effective address of
that instruction was, which branch was taken by an instruction and so on. We are
not assuming that this processor is perfectly clairvoyant, something that is clearly
impossible in general, so it is possible that even with this level of recall the processor
will make mistakes. For example, if a processor is in a loop with 50 iterations and it
tries to use the information for branch prediction it would be unable to predict the
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break out of the loop using this method alone. By setting these parameters we keep
the processor within the realms of possibility, but open ourselves to the potential for
some interesting performance improvements.
Let us imagine a processor with a 4-stage pipeline, namely Fetch (IF), Decode (ID),
Execute (EX) and Write-back (WB). Let us further suppose that there are no data
forwarding mechanisms and for the sake of argument let us assume that fetches from
main memory take 5 clock cycles from the submission of the request to the data being
available. Now, let us imagine the processor is executing the code fragment in Listing
3.1. The execution in terms of pipeline stages will probably look something like the
diagram in 3.1, where it takes 14 clock cycles to execute these 5 relatively simple
instructions.
Listing 3.1: This code executes a few computational instructions that have interde-
pendencies.
1 addi t3, 100
2 add t2, t2, t3
3 lw t4, -440(s0)
4 mul t2, t2, t4
5 mv a0, t2
Because of the data dependencies in the processor, this is the limit that we can reach in
terms of effectiveness, but now imagine we ran the same program on a processor that
had all the advantages previously described. It has a store of information pertinent
to all the previous runs of this particular program, can query it efficiently and its
memory system can act asynchronously from the computation side of the CPU.
With this system we could very easily have the memory query for the most likely
memory location and execute it early, in order to avoid a lot of the stalls that we
see. With a situation like that we would see something like the diagram in Figure
3.2.
As the caption states this has reduced the runtime of the program by almost 30%
and while this experiment is somewhat artificial, it does lead to the question: what
allows that to happen? The answer is the availability of effective addresses much
earlier than they would usually be available. In Figure 3.1 the effective address
of the LOAD instruction in Line 3 of Listing 3.1 is only known at clock cycle 4, so a
number of stalls are introduced, because of the data dependencies in this part of the
program. If the address were known earlier, then the request could also be made
earlier, eliminating those stalls and their knock-on effects. However, it is not just a







ADDI IF ID EX WB
ADD IF ID EX WB
LW IF ID EX EX EX EX EX WB
MUL IF ID STALL STALL STALL STALL STALL EX WB
MV IF STALL STALL STALL STALL STALL ID STALL EX WB
Clock Cycle 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Memory System PR PR PR PR AV
Figure 3.1: The pipeline execution continues as normal until clock cycle 4 where the LW instruction enters its Execution phase. Because
loading a value from main memory takes 5 clock cycles this extra latency is not only added to the LW, but also to the MUL and
MV instructions. Overall this leads to a program runtime of 14 clock cycles, when the optimal time, assuming no pipeline stalls,
would be 8. To further clarify, the memory system row contains PR and AV standing for Processing and Available respectively.
Instruction Pipeline Stage
ADDI IF ID EX WB
ADD IF ID EX WB
LW IF ID EX WB
MUL IF ID STALL EX WB
MV IF STALL ID STALL EX WB
Clock Cycle 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Memory System PR PR PR PR AV
Figure 3.2: If we assume the preemptive action to take is the one at line 3 in Listing 3.1, then because the effective address can be known at
clock cycle 1, the memory system can begin this load much earlier. As a consequence, the stalls associated with performing




tie those effective addresses to the instructions that create them, because we need to be
able to understand what is safe and unsafe to do preemptively. For example, if there
was a preemptive LOAD into an address that was expecting a STORE then the loaded
value will be overwritten by the preemptive LOAD. Therefore, when the processor
actually executes the LOAD, it will read an incorrect value. Consequently, we need
both pieces of information, effective address and instruction, in order to understand
how and whether preemptive action is possible.
3.1.2 Exploring the Design Space
Now we have an idea of the information we require to make the solution viable,
several decisions have to be made before we can start exploring exactly how this
system is designed. For example, if we need to capture this data when should
it be captured? We have effectively three choices, design time, compile time or
runtime.
When Should Information Be Captured?
If we first consider design time we almost immediately start to run into problems.
Firstly there are limits to the amount of information that can be known statically
about a program in this context. For example, if there is an instruction of the form
LW t4, -300(t1). To calculate this effective address we need the data that is in
t1, but of course that cannot become available until the previous instruction has
completed its execution and t1 could hold any value. Therefore, predicting it is
next to impossible without simulating the entire program. Now on the surface this
doesn’t seem to be a problem, but in order for that simulation to be entirely accurate
it would be necessary to have accurate simulation models for every component in
the system that’s involved in deciding the effective address. For example, we would
need accurate models of the CPU, the memory controller, the memory hardware, the
OS and many more components besides. These models are often not available and
sometimes have non-deterministic elements. Consequently getting to the dynamic
information that we need to move this approach beyond the application of static
analysis is very difficult or even impossible to get in this context.
Moving to compile time, we have a similar problem in that it’s possible to write
programs that are very difficult to analyse without also turning the compiler into
a simulator. Furthermore, if we attempt to make this approach work at compile
time, we risk this approach becoming very implementation specific. It may indeed
be possible to augment compilers with information about the platform they are
compiling for beyond that which they currently have. Say that it was known that
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variables were going to be allocated sequentially from address 0x200, then this would
be information that could be encoded into the compiler to work out more of the
effective addresses than is possible statically. However this would then force the use
of a particular compiler that had this knowledge and would mean changing any other
component in the toolchain would require changes to the compiler as well. It also
could limit the applicability of this research to one very specific toolchain which is
not desirable.
On a related note, a trade-off we would have to make with any system like this is
that we will be sacrificing space to store the extra information that we need to make
this approach work. We could try and achieve this by adding extra markers to the
compiled assembly code, but this could have the same problem as Software-based
Prefetching where the code-size may well increase beyond the capacity of the system.
In that case we have to accept that the data will need to be stored elsewhere which
would mean we could not take a Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) compiler and
start using it, we would again be forcing the use of a particular compiler which had
the ability to extract and store this extra data, further constraining any potential users
and the applicability of this research.
This leads us naturally to considering how we might do this at runtime, here there
are none of the problems of what we can know statically because we can capture
dynamic information as it happens if we can record the program somehow. In
addition we don’t need accurate models because we have the actual system. Now
of course this would mean we would require some kind of ‘training’ phase where
the program simply executes and we record information before it can be used, but it
may be possible to circumvent this by priming this store of information at design or
compile-time so this can be eliminated.
Of course there are further trade-offs we have to make, we’re going to have to expend
more resources within the system itself to make this happen at run-time, as many
systems do not have the capability to capture information at the level of granularity
that we require. In addition we need somewhere to store this information, however
that would be required in any event if we chose compile-time or design-time. The
key trade-off we’re going to make is how much of an overhead, in terms of time,
is this system going to add? Now clearly the ambition of this system is to convert
cache misses into cache hits by overlapping the cache misses as shown in Figures 3.1
and 3.2, and if that is the case it’s hoped that this trade-off will be balanced by the
commensurate gains we make. This is key to the entire project, if we cannot find a
way to ensure that the overheads do not exceed the gains then this solution is simply
not feasible.
So it seems as though runtime gives us the most capacity for improvement over static
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techniques while also presenting us with trade-offs that we will have to keep a close
eye on if we want to ensure this method is a success. The next question is therefore
exactly where this system should be integrated, can we keep the chip architecture the
same and simply observe external signals or do we need to augment the CPU itself to
gain access to the information we need?
Where should this system be integrated?
As we have now decided on runtime as the best time to capture this information
where is it best to site the mechanisms we’re planning to use? Can we simply add
this component off-chip with respect to the CPU or are we going to need to update
the CPU structure in order to make this work? Initial experiments focused on trying
to place a component outside of the CPU that had knowledge of the instructions
the processor was receiving, and the data requests the processor was producing by
monitoring the instruction and data lines the CPU exposed. However this ran into two
problems very quickly. The first was that it was very difficult to match instructions
that were sent to the processor with the memory addresses that were requested.
This is explained further in Appendix A, but briefly there are situations where the
processor will fetch an instruction from memory, but not actually execute it. If this
instruction is an instruction with memory consequences it can lead to a situation
where each of the inferences as to which instruction matches which effective address
are off-by-one or more if this happens repeatedly. This has no solution because there
is no external signal given, per instruction, as to whether it is actually executed or
not, at least not within the processor models considered.
With that in mind this approach has fundamental problems, as we are relying on
the fact that we can successfully associate memory addresses with instructions in an
accurate way. As a result we are forced to the conclusion that we cannot treat the
processor as a black-box that we can simply measure inputs and outputs from. We
need to expose signals that were previously hidden in order to be able to successfully
associate memory instructions with effective addresses in order for this approach to
successfully work.
With all this in mind now that we are now looking at a system that works at run-time
and will have to update an existing CPU architecture in order to work successfully.
So where does this leave us? We know we are now working at runtime and need a
way to record program interactions so we can extract the required information from
them. This naturally leads us towards tracing as a method of getting the information
we require. The next section explores tracing as a solution and show a high-level
design for a system that implements it.
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3.1.3 Tracing
A program trace is an ordered list of events that track the execution of a particular
program from start to finish. What constitutes an event in a trace is very much defined
by the granularity of the trace itself. If we are tracing at the level of clock cycles then an
event might be a change of signal value, but if we are tracing at the level of instructions
then it might only be code branches that constitute an event.
With that in mind, what might we need to record to realise the ambitions in the
previous section? We would certainly need to record at the level of instructions in
the program, but we would also need to trace the data concerned with the program
as well, because it is the effective addresses we need to record for the technique to
work. This means that we will have to record at the level of pipeline stages and then
aggregate the recordings up to instruction level. If we did not do this, we would have
no way to guarantee that the correct instruction matched the correct effective address,
as mentioned in the previous section.
However, tracing is not the whole story, we also need some method to store the traces
and to query them efficiently. It may be possible to do this in the same memory as
the program data, but that will be explored as we design the solution. Further, we
also need some way of adding agency to the existing cache, so that it is able to action
the memory requests from the trace. This is almost akin to a small processor within
the cache, though one that is very limited. There will also need to be some degree of
co-ordination between this system and the CPU, otherwise it would be very easy for
the state of memory to become incorrect with respect to the program’s semantics. In
the next section we discuss a high-level design for the system and how it might be
implemented.
3.2 High Level Design
Now that we have seen a theoretical description of how Trace Assisted Caching
works let us consider a high-level design for the system. Chapter 4 will focus on the
implementation, but let us consider how the key pieces in this scheme would work.
First, let us imagine a single-core, Harvard Architecture, CPU with an L1 data cache,
akin to the medium sized embedded system we presented in Figure 1.2. This cache
can be Direct-Mapped or Set-Associative and implements a replacement policy of
some kind as appropriate. This can be seen in Figure 3.3.
As alluded to in theprevious section, there are twokeypieces that form the architecture
for Trace Assisted Caching: the trace recorder and the intelligent cache. Each will be
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Figure 3.3: The basic design begins with a processor with a Harvard Architecture.
This allows the effect of any caching on the data side to be isolated and
quantified more easily.
described in turn. We will also describe any changes that would need to be made to
the processor to support these new pieces of hardware.
3.2.1 Trace Recorder
The trace recorder would sit attached to the processor and would monitor the internal
control signals emitted by the processor. These internal signals would not only
be those that manipulated memory, but would initially be every pipeline phase
of every instruction the processor executed. This would require changes to the
processor, externalising previously internal signals to allow us to track the execution
of instructions, as explained in the previous section. A diagram of this can be seen
in Figure 3.4. Perhaps it would be simpler to rely on dedicated, preexisting tracing
hardware, such as CoreSight[41], but this does not provide the level of introspection
to track every pipeline stage. At present CoreSight only provides branch-tracing for
programs[41] which does not help us as we’re interested in data. Further, we do not
want this system to introduce a performance penalty to the running system. Therefore,
anything that means the processor has to perform more actions than it would on a
normal execution, like outputting to a trace port or adding extra instructions, must
be avoided.
The amount of data a trace like this would generate is potentially gargantuan,
multiplying the amount which already exists in instruction traces by the length of the
pipeline, but there are several reasons why this level of detail is required. The first is
that the goal is to link together instructions in the programwith the effective addresses
they generate. If we record at a coarser granularity, it can be very difficult to associate
memory accesses with the instructions that generated them. This is particularly true
in very complex programs, unless an Instruction Set Simulator (ISS) is implemented,
which can be co-simulatedwith the actual processor. Recording at the level of pipeline
stages and aggregating to instructions later means there is no ambiguity. This also
means that we have to take into account branching behaviour and stalls in our recorder,
and this will be explored further in Appendix A. This would give us a complete trace,
at the level of pipeline stages, for any program that runs on the processor. In addition
tracing at the level of pipeline stages means that we are recording a serialised data
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Figure 3.4: The trace recorder takes in information from both the instruction stream
and the data stream to produce a stream of pipeline stages bundled into
instructions. It will also consider signals that were previously internal
to the processor so it can track the execution of pipeline stages. This is
stored in the trace repository after filtering to remove all non-memory
instructions.
stream. Thus, there is no need to do any de-multiplexing or complex analysis to
associate memory operations with instructions, at the level of pipeline stages there
can only be one instruction per stage at a time.
Now we have this data it is imperative that we filter it down in some way. Even for
a small processor running a short program, gigabytes of data could be generated
and this is simply not viable to store or query efficiently, especially in the context
of an embedded processor. The first thing we can do is to throw away the details
of each individual pipeline stage. These are not needed to instruct the memory
system directly. We use them as a way to ensure the correct ordering of the memory
instructions and the correct association of effective addresses. The second piece of
filtering is to remove any instructions that do not have memory implications. This
could be as much as 60% of the instructions captured. We are fortunate when using
a processor like the RI5CY that only LOAD and STORE can access memory and these
are easily identified by their opcodes. In other architectures this may not be the case,
especially if the architecture is more Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC)-like.
By filtering and aggregating using these two criteria we can produce a trace that is an
ordered list of instructions linked to effective memory addresses. An example of this
is shown in Figure 3.5.
A further point to add here regards the trade-off between space and accuracy. Under
the scheme as currently described we veer very much towards the accuracy end of
the spectrum with regards to the data that is stored. The trace we store is a complete
record of all the memory accesses made by the processor during the execution of
the program, so it is completely accurate in the information it records. There is
certainly an argument to say that all this data is not necessary and there are probably
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refinements and simplifications to be made, such that only the most pertinent data
is retained, as this will give the largest return on investment. This is not something
we have actively explored in this thesis. However, the topic will be returned to in
Chapter 6.
fe010113 addi sp,sp,-32
258 00112e23 sw ra,28(sp)
00812c23 sw s0,24(sp)
260 02010413 addi s0,sp,32
fe042423 sw zero,-24(s0)
268 00500793 li a5,5
fef42223 sw a5,-28(s0)
270 fe042623 sw zero,-20(s0)
0280006f j 29c
278 fec42503 lw a0,-20(s0)
f85ff0ef jal ra,fac
280 00050713 mv a4,a0
fe842783 lw a5,-24(s0)
288 00e787b3 add a5,a5,a4
fef42423 sw a5,-24(s0)
290 fec42783 lw a5,-20(s0)
00178793 addi a5,a5,1
298 fef42623 sw a5,-20(s0)
fe442783 lw a5,-28(s0)
2A0 fec42703 lw a4,-20(s0)
fce7dae3 ble a4,a5,278
2A8 fe842783 lw a5,-24(s0)
00078513 mv a0,a5
2B0 01c12083 lw ra,28(sp)
01812403 lw s0,24(sp)











Figure 3.5: On the left a fragment of the disassembled version of the benchmark fac.c
can be seen, which is part of the Mälardalen Benchmark Suite [76]. On the
right the trace that relates to this part of the file can be seen, with effective
addresses next to each memory instruction. The colours indicate which
trace element maps to each instruction in the disassembled file and it can
be seen that the trace follows the execution of the program, following
jumps and branches as they arise.
We now need to turn our attention to a second problem, how should this data be
stored? We cannot employ the same data memory as the running processor, because
it could affect the retrieval of actual program data. Therefore, we need a separate
memory store to keep these traces accessible to the cache. This takes the form of a
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trace repository that is stored in a physically separate memory, so it can be queried
by the cache on each clock cycle when the program is run for a second time. It
is also possible to seed this trace repository with data from a previous run if we
did not want to have to run the program once in a ‘training phase’. Issues such as
where this repository is to be stored, how it might be fetched from efficiently and
how it might be built up iteratively over multiple runs will be dealt with in future
sections.
So how might all this work in practice? The program would execute as normal,
though the cache would be bypassed during the recording phase. This is so that we
record the ‘worst case’ behaviour, rather than that caused by the cache. While the
CPU executes, the control signals it generates are tracked and recorded by the trace
recorder, filtered as the recording occurs, and sent to the trace repository. Once the
program reaches its end, marked by it entering the processor’s trap state, the trace
recorder will stop recording. The data held in the repository is then available for the
second and further runs of the program.
3.2.2 Intelligent Cache & Memory System
Now that we have a highly filtered version of the trace stored we can start to use it
to allow the cache and memory system to work asynchronously from the processor.
This works in the following way: on every clock cycle, instead of sitting waiting for
the processor to issue a command to it, the cache polls the trace repository. The trace
repository then sends to the cache the next trace in the stream that it had recorded in
the previous run of the program. The cache now has potentially two requests it could
service, a preemptive request or an on-demand request. In all cases the on-demand
request would take priority, because we do not want to introduce further latency by
delaying a request from the processor. If we did allow this, it might be possible for
the program to exhibit performance worse than the training run and this is something
we wish to avoid at all costs.
If there is no on-demand request, the cache seeks to service the preemptive request and
there are four scenarios that could occur, depending on the content of the instruction
to be executed. These four scenarios are illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Scenario 1: If the preemptive instruction is a LOAD and there is space within the
cache then simply execute the instruction.
Scenario 2: If the preemptive instruction is a STORE and there is space in the cache
then you cannot execute it, because you do not know what data is to
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be stored there. However, you can reserve the space in the cache to
make sure it is not overwritten by another action.
Scenario 3: If it is a LOAD, but there is no space in the cache, then perform a
write-back and then do the same as in Scenario 1.
Scenario 4: If it is a STORE and there is no space, again perform the write-back
and then reserve the space.
All this means that when the processor catches up to the preemptive action it will
either, have the data already, in the case of scenarios 1 or 3, or it will be guaranteed
to not have to perform a write-back in the case of scenarios 2 or 4. As a result,
latency will decrease, because all these operations will have been done ahead of
time.
There are some limitations to this approach of course, most of which relate to how
far ahead of the processor the memory system can go. For one thing no attempt is
made to re-order the memory operations in the way that an OoO processor would.
This is mostly to simplify the implementation and to avoid the complex problems
of ensuring consistency over multiple interleavings of the instructions. That being
said if an OoO processor was presented with this information it certainly possible
that it could make less conservative re-orderings but this purely speculative and
potentially something to be explored as future work. As a result of this, there are
situations where no more preemptive actions can be taken until the processor has
performed some critical action. For example, should a processor issue preemptive
instructions, such that it tries to perform a LOAD to a location that is being reserved
for a STOREwhere the memory addresses are not the same, then it will not take any
action until the processor has completed the STORE. This is because the cache cannot
know in advance what data will be part of the STORE operation and therefore cannot
writeback that data until it is known. This is shown in Figure 3.7. In this situation
the processor will keep polling to discover if the operation has happened and can
then act accordingly. There is a potential for future work to consider continuing to
execute independent instructions at this point, but that was not considered in this
thesis.
A final point to address is that this scheme is agnostic to the implementation details
of the cache that it works with. In this thesis both an 8-way Set-Associative and a
Direct-Mapped cache were used, but there is nothing special about these choices. It
would be very easy to implement higher associativity caches or larger caches with
very few changes to the Trace Assisted mechanism. This also brings up the possibility
of varying the replacement policy for the cache but again that was not considered in
this thesis.
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(a) Scenario 1 - A load where the cache has capacity, the load is simply executed by the cache









(b) Scenario 2 - A store where the cache has capacity, the store cannot be actioned because the










(c) Scenario 3 - If the cache does not have capacity for a load then perform the write-back to
memory first and then act in accordance with Scenario 1
Figure 3.6: Illustrations of the four scenarios described. The R, O and D columns
above the cache in each diagram stand for Reserved, Occupied and Data
respectively. The bold text indicates elements that change throughout the
scenario. The cache may also have other elements, such as validity bits,
but these are omitted for the sake of clarity and are mostly implementation
details. Scenario 4 is printed on the next page.
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(d) Scenario 4 - If the cache does not have capacity for a store, then again perform a write-back











Figure 3.7: In this situation the latest trace entry is attempting a LOAD into a location
that is reserved for a store. At this point the preemptive execution cannot
continue because the STORE has not yet happened. The only option is for
the preemptive instruction to poll the cache until the STORE has happened
and then processing can continue.
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This is Trace Assisted Caching, recording the traces of programs, filtering them
and then allowing the cache to run-ahead of the processor, leveraging the trace
information to preemptively perform memory operations. How do we know whether
this is going to be a success? And, how do we know that we are not going to
introduce performance regressions from this technique? The next section answers
these questions.
3.3 Justification of Success
Nowwe understand how Trace Assisted Cachingworks at a high level we need to look
more closely into how we expect to benefit from this system. It is potentially a high
investment in extra hardware, as a trace recorder is required, as well as the changes
to the cache and the trace repository. Hence, there needs to be a commensurate
benefit in runtime reduction to justify the expense. We have already seen in Figures
3.1 and 3.2 the method by which we should benefit, by overlapping long and short
latency instructions to remove potential pipeline stalls. This has benefits through the
whole program and is additive to any other techniques that might be used to reduce
runtime, but what about performance degradation? Without careful thought it can
be easy to get into the situation where trying to improve performance is worse than
not having used the technique at all. How can we be sure that this technique will not
introduce a performance penalty that will eliminate all the gains it might otherwise
have made?
3.3.1 Protections against Performance Degradation
Let us consider the three scenarios that might arise when we try to execute a
preemptive instruction before the processor requires the data it references. There are
three scenarios, detailed below:
Situation 1 The memory instruction is predicted far enough ahead of time such
that the data is ready in the cache before the processor requests it.
This is the situation depicted in Figure 3.2.
Situation 2 Thememory instruction is predicted ahead of its execution, but not far
enough to be ready when the processor requests it. In this situation,
there will still be some benefit, but the pipeline will still stall. This is
depicted in Figure 3.8.
Situation 3 There is not enough time to perform the memory instruction ahead
of it being needed. The processor reverts to the original behaviour or
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the address predicted is incorrect and the time spent preemptively
accessing memory is wasted. Here no benefit will be experienced.
This is depicted in Figure 3.9.
It’s worth pointing out here that due to the constraints mentioned in Section 3.2.2
we can never get into a situation where the preemptive fetch happens ‘too early’ and
is therefore replaced by the cache before it can of use. To take an example suppose
we have three LOAD instructions A, B and C where A and C map to the same cache
block but B doesn’t. To get into the situation described above the cache would have
to fetch the data at C before the processor had completed the load from A from its
perspective. However that’s impossible because when the cache loads into the cache
block that could hold A or C that block is marked as ‘in use’ so the cache will stall
and wait until the processor has completed the LOAD from A, which will have no
memory consequences as the data is already present, before it continues. So there
is no need to worry about data becoming invalid once it has been preemptively
fetched.
In all of these situations the effect on the length of time taken for thememory operation
ranges from nothing, where it is as effective as in the first run of the program, to a
memory instruction that has virtually no latency. Because we are not attempting to
re-order the memory operations, we are not allowing the processor to overtake the
preemptivememory system. Therefore, the only thing it will experience is much faster
memory accesses in a transparent way. There is, of course, the chance that no benefit
is gained from any of these enhancements, which admittedly questions the case for
the economics of this technique, but at the very least this technique is not actively
harmful to the program running on it in terms of its runtime.
A further point that must be considered is about programs that are not well-suited
for this technique. Specifically programs that repeatedly cause situations as in Figure
3.7, or programs that are heavily computational and so access memory very little. In
these cases, we will repeatedly see the kinds of behaviour described in Situation 3,
and the technique will have little to no impact on latency. This technique relies on
exposing more potential for concurrent memory and processor execution, but this has
to be present in the first place in order to be exposed. If there is no scope to allow this
interleaving in the first place, there is no improvement to be had. One of the research
questions is around identifying sets of circumstances where this technique will
perform better, and one of the outcomes of this thesis should be the ability to quantify
exactly which types programswill benefit most from this technique. If this is achieved
it will be much easier to appropriately target the technique, rather than wasting time







ADDI IF ID EX WB
ADD IF ID EX WB
LW IF ID EX EX EX WB
MUL IF ID STALL STALL STALL EX WB
MV IF STALL STALL STALL ID STALL EX WB
Clock Cycle 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Memory System PR PR PR PR AV
Figure 3.8: In this scenario we assume that for some reason the request to memory does not begin until Clock Cycle 2. In that instance we
still introduce some stalling, but runtime is still decreased, so there is still a net positive effect. This shows that any advantage
gained should be beneficial, accepting that there may be cases where knock-on effects could occur.
Instruction Pipeline Stage
ADDI IF ID EX WB
ADD IF ID EX WB
LW IF ID EX EX EX EX EX WB
MUL IF ID STALL STALL STALL STALL STALL EX WB
MV IF STALL STALL STALL STALL STALL ID STALL EX WB
Clock Cycle 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Memory System PR PR PR PR AV
Figure 3.9: In this scenario we start a preemptive memory access in Clock Cycle 0, but when the CPU starts to perform the access in
Clock Cycle 3, this is actually not the address the CPU is requesting. As a result execution continues as though no preemptive
behaviour had happened. As a consequence, apart from an extra piece of data in the cache. This is no different from a cache
miss, so the runtime is made no worse by the preemptive action having taken place. Of course the extra data in the cache
could have positive or negative consequences, but these are difficult to quantify and this situation is quite rare in the programs
studied.
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It would be remiss of us, when considering performance degradation, not to think
about what happens in the case of a miss-prediction. An example of this might
be if there are memory instructions that rely on data that must be input to the
program at the start. Consequently it would be impossible to predict those addresses
before the program starts and running the program repeatedly will not generate
any useful patterns, because the addresses are input dependent. It’s possible to
make an argument that extra work at compile-time could resolve this problem, but
as explained in Section 3.1.2, even if we used compile time to construct some kind
of dependency graph where we could relate each memory access to the input data
somehow this still doesn’t resolve the problem of methods of accessing memory
that obscure the true values, we still have the static analysis problem, see Figure 2.7.
Further it’s not just the effective address values that could be input dependent but
also the whole structure of the program, and this will have an impact on the collected
traces. In this work we do not deal explicitly with this problem, however, Chapter 7
lays out the work that would need to done ot begin to address this. For the purposes
of this thesis we are going to assume that repeated runs of a program work with the
same input data each time for the purposes of simplicity.
This chapter has described a design for what a TAC would look like and examines
some of the theoretical hurdles that will have to be considered in order to implement
such a scheme. The next chapter deals with the implementation of this scheme in








4 Implementing the Platform
So far in this thesis we have seen examples of what a system that implements
Trace Assisted Caching might look like from a very high level. For the purposes
of context, our ambition for this experiment is to design the hardware that would
be necessary to implement Trace Assisted Caching in a medium-sized embedded
system. To evaluate the efficacy of the design we will then synthesise this design so
that it can be realised inside the Xilinx VC707 FPGA [211]. We will then perform
measurements on the newly designed hardware, as well as on other simpler designs,
to demonstrate the performance increase that is seen as a result of Trace Assisted
Caching.
In this chapter we are going to explore the actual implementation of the scheme
that was undertaken as part of this thesis. We will first explore some of the
pre-existing components that were used. We then follow that by discussing the
development of each of the new elements that were necessary to implement the
scheme. To conclude we will discuss the resource implications of the chosen
implementation.
4.1 Pre-existing Components
When beginning the construction of the hardware necessary to implement Trace
AssistedCaching there are severalmodules thatwe can re-purpose fromother projects.
Starting with the processor as a whole, for these experiments we are going to use
the RI5CY [70] processor from the PULP Foundation which implements the RISC-V
ISA[221]. The RI5CY is a 32-bit, in order processor with a 4-stage pipeline. It supports
the RV32I, RV32C and RV32M standards found within the RISC-V standard, which
allows for integer computation, compressed instructions and integer multiplication
and division. There is an optional floating point module, but that will not be included
in our instance of the RI5CY, because it simplifies tracking the computation of the
instructions. A big benefit of the RI5CY is that it has a Harvard Architecture, making
it ideal for these experiments, because we can isolate the data memory to more
accurately quantify the benefit from Trace Assisted Caching. In addition, because
the RISC-V ISA is based on classic Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) we do
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not have to be concerned about multiple esoteric addressing modes or microcode, as
we might have to with a CISC architecture. To be precise, only LOAD and STORE are
allowed to access memory, which simplifies the task of tracking memory operations
significantly.
As the RI5CY processor is released under the OpenHardware [144] initiative, all of the
source code is publicly available to be scrutinised and adapted if necessary. We will
need to make certain changes to the RI5CY processor to expose some internal signals,
but because we have source code access, and because Xilinx’s Vivado Design Suite
can synthesise this code into a hardware description for an FPGA, this is relatively
straightforward. This will be dealt with more fully in the next section, where we
discuss the Trace Recorder. A further benefit of using the RI5CY processor is that it has
already been integrated into the PULPino [206] SoC which was built using the Xilinx
Vivado toolchain. This means there are several ancillary hardware blocks available
online that allow the RI5CY’s native memory protocol to interface with the Xilinx
AXI protocol, used to communicate easily with the various hardware blocks on the
FPGA. This means we can re-use lots of different AXI-basedmemory implementations,
without having to write our own adapter. This adapter is known as a core2axi
block.
Another important factor is the memory technology we will use to support the
processor. Xilinx provides a feature as part of newer versions of Vivado known as
XPMs [212]. These XPMs allow us to specify the parameters of memory implementa-
tion (size, address width, latency etc.) and then delegate the problem of constructing
such a memory system to Vivado’s in-built tool set. As memory system design can
be one of the more complex areas of design when dealing with FPGAs, and it is not
something we are that interested in for these experiments, it makes sense to make
use of this facility rather than manually crafting our own memory implementation.
We can communicate with this memory system using the AXI protocol [10], for which
all the interfaces are generated by Vivado. This allows us to specify the instruction
memory and data memory separately, in a much simpler way than having to write
all the code to implement the AXI protocol and manage individual physical memory
elements.
Therefore, at this point we have a fully functioning processor, connected to two
physically separate memory implementations, generated by the XPMs. Between
the processor and the AXI ports on the XPM generated memory are two core2axi
blocks that convert the processors native memory protocol to a set of signals which
conform to the AXI4 standard. A diagram of the current architecture can be seen in
Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The resulting architecture that is used as a starting point for implementing
the more complex parts of Trace Assisted Caching. The Memory protocols
used are the RI5CY’s built in protocol, before the core2axi adapter, where
the protocol is converted to AXI4 for communication with the XPMs. The
XPMs are implemented as collections of Block Ram Access Memories
(BRAMs). The use of BRAMs over the onboard DRAM and the mitigations
around latency are explored in Section 5.1.3.
4.2 Trace Recorder (Gouram)
The next stop on the journey to building the hardware platform we require will
be to construct the Trace Recorder, which shall be called Gouram, so that that the
TAC has a source of trace data. There was some consideration initially of using
an existing system, particularly considering the RISC-V debug and trace standard
was recently published [153], and a version has been created for the RI5CY [163].
However, the implementation offered by the PULP project does not offer data tracing
at present, which we require. Therefore, we were forced to construct our own Trace
Recorder to work in concert with the TAC. The exact details of the implementation
can be found in Appendix A. We will not focus on the details in this section, suffice
to say that we can assume we have a reliable method of producing the required
trace data. Great effort has been taken to decouple the Trace Recorder from the
TAC, such that if an implementation is developed that is more integrated with the
CPU or uses fewer resources, it can be used instead, as long as there is interface
compatibility.
4.2.1 A Note on Names
As stated in the previous section the Trace Recorder is referred to interchangeably in
this thesis as Gouram, and it is labelled as such in the source code for the hardware.
The Trace Assisted Cache is named Enokida and encompasses the traditional cache
implementation module and the extra hardware required to add the trace-assistance.
Due to implementation requirements a name was also required for the non-trace-
assisted version of the cache (in reality a very thin wrapper around a traditional cache
implementation) and this is called Saruyu. Finally the altered RI5CY CPU is referred
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to as Godai. The full hardware platform developed for this solution, including Godai,
Enokida and Gouram is referred to collectively as Kuuga.
For ease of reference these are all containedwithin the following table.
Name Description
Kuuga The entire hardware platform implemented for these experiments,
containing a modified CPU (Godai), a trace assisted or standard cache
(Enokia/Saruyu) and a Trace Recorder (Gouram).
Gouram The Trace Recorder, (see Appendix A)
Godai A modified version of the RI5CY CPU that exposes internal signals
Enokida The trace assisted cache, consisting of a standard cache implementation plus
the extra hardware associated with co-ordinating communication with the
Trace Repository and CPU memory requests.
Saruyu The standard cache, a very thin wrapper around the same cache
implementations used in Enokida, but without any of the trace assistance
hardware.
Table 4.1: This table lists the names of the components created for this thesis and
gives a brief description of their function.
4.3 Trace Assisted Cache (Enokida)
Now that we have a process that can produce a large amount of trace data for a
standard run of a program, we need a mechanism to act on the information collected,
the TAC itself. This section divides into two, because we utilise two different cache
architectures to demonstrate the benefits this technique derives, even with very
different underlying cache implementations.
The overall functioning of the TAC consists of two modules that are intimately linked,
but serve separate functions: the Trace Repository, which is responsible for tracking
the state of the trace entries; and, a cache implementation. This architecture is laid out
in Figure 4.2, with the connections between them also shown. We will explain each
module in turn and then follow with an example that tracks how they link together
to give the functionality we require.
4.3.1 Trace Repository
In keeping track of the state of the traces, the Trace Repository operates in one of two
states, read or write mode. In write mode the Trace Repository sits and listens to the
trace events that are output from Gouram and stores them in BRAMmemory in the
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Figure 4.2: A very high level block diagram of the structure of the TAC. The logic for
the controller is contained within the same SystemVerilog module as the
container, labelled Trace Assisted Cache in the diagram.
order they are received. This means that a non-insignificant amount of memory is
required to store the necessary traces.
As will be demonstrated in Section 4.3.2, each trace entry consists of a 48-bits split
into a 16-bit address and a 32-bit instruction so we will require 48-bits per memory
instruction executed. With this in mind, and due to resource limitations on the
FPGA the Trace Repository is limited to 217 = 131072 entries, which comes to 768KiB.
This is much larger than the capacity of the cache itself and in a medium sized
embedded system this could be prohibitively large. It’s important to remember
however that the Trace Repository is not storing the data associated with the memory
requests. The fact that this much memory is required by the Trace Repository is one
of the limiting factors in the wider applicability of this technique. Chapter 7 discuss
some of the methods by which this might be overcome, however these were not
implemented in this thesis due to time constraints and the proof-of-concept nature of
this solution.
Read Mode
When the Trace Repository is in read mode it follows a very simple state machine,
shown in Figure 4.3. As a result, when the Trace Repository is in the LISTEN_FOR_REQ
state, it is trying to ensure that it is always ready to respond to the request for a trace,
should it arise. To that end, every clock cycle, it checks if a trace has been requested
and whether it has a trace to return. If the answer to the second part of that question
is no, it proceeds to query the underlying memory structure (Transition G) to get a
trace back from memory and to be in a state where it would be actionable if a request
were called for.
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Figure 4.3: This state machine describes the behaviour of the Trace Repository when
in read mode. It sits waiting in the LISTEN_FOR_REQ state until a request
is made to the Trace Repository and then acts accordingly.
Whenever the TAC is idle, i.e. when it is not processing a memory request either from
the processor or from the Trace Repository, the control module signals the repository
to get the next trace that is not currently being processed. As the process above has
been running constantly in the background, let us assume that when the request
comes the repository is ready to respond. At this point, the repository checks if
the trace it has recalled from memory is executable at the current time, by taking
transition B to the WAIT_FOR_VALID state. When in this state the Trace Repository
queries it’s own representation of the state of the cache to check the status of the slot
that this piece of data would be mapped to, were it actioned. This will resolve in
one of two ways, either the slot is available (it is empty or the entry that is present
is not the subject of a pending memory operation) or the slot is not. If the slot is
available then obviously we can proceed, because there are no dependencies. If the
data has already been processed, then it must have already been used and we are not
re-ordering, which means it can be replaced with no ill effects. So in either case the
trace entry is returned to the TAC to be acted upon.
However if this is not the case, then there are two further options. If a memory
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instruction has arrived at the cache from the processor, then this supersedes any trace
memory operations, so we set the cancelled signal high to acknowledge this to the
top-level of the cache. Alternatively if we cannot execute the instruction because
of what is in the cache, we sit in the WAIT_FOR_VALID state (transition D), where
we repeatedly ask the cache if we can now act on the trace that has been retrieved
from memory. This is not optimal because it may be the case that other independent
instructions could execute while the dependency is resolved. However as we are not
implementing re-ordering this is not a situation we can take advantage of. As the
processor is still executing while this happens, every time the question is asked the
state of the cache could be quite different, so this is a legitimate question to ask on each
clock cycle. Once it is appropriate to proceed, the underlying cache implementation
is signaled with the address and the instruction type (LOAD or STORE) so the cache
can act upon the information in the trace. After this, the repository returns to the
LISTEN_FOR_REQ state (transition C) and the process starts again.
Tracking the Active Set of Memory Instructions
There is a second important function that the repository also fulfils, which is tracking
the traces as the memory instructions they denote are enacted in the cache, so that it
is clear which are in-flight and which are not. It also has to keep track of the memory
instructions executed directly by the processor, so that traces are not returned from
the repository if they have already been acted upon. In order to do this, the repository
maintains a small circular buffer of in-flight memory operations, known as the active
set of memory operations.
Consequently, whenever the cache completes a memory transaction and stores it, it
fires a signal called mark_done and sets several corresponding flags. There are three
separate situations that might arise at this point and they are all handled slightly
differently by the repository1:
1. The cache has executed a memory instruction from the Trace Repository, but
there is still some work to be done by the system for this instruction to be
considered as complete. For example, if the repository returns a store operation,
it is impossible to predict the value that would need to be stored, so we can
reserve the space, but we cannot action the store until the data is available from
the processor.
2. This is a counter-point to the previous point, whereby the processor is now
completing an instruction that was set up by the repository, for example a
1We are making several assumptions here that the order of memory operations is consistent between
the trace and the running program. These are addressed in Chapter 7 with some strategies to remedy
this dependency, however for the purposes of our experiments, as is explained in Chapter 5, these
assumptions hold.
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STORE instruction. It should be noted that this also includes the effective NO-OP
situation, where the processor requests a LOAD, but the cache has already done
this LOAD ahead of time.
3. A memory operation has been completed by the cache in the standard way, as
the processor requested the data before the cache had time to request the trace
to action it.
In the first situation we add the trace in question to the in-flight set of memory
instructions and designate it as processing by advancing a processing pointer. In the
second case we designate the trace as complete by advancing a retired pointer and add
to the counter of committed memory operations that lets us know when processing
is complete. In the final case the repository does both things, and advances both
pointers. We then update the cache_tracker, which is a data structure designed
to preserve the link between the index of the trace in memory that is executing and
the cache index that the trace is mapped to. This is very important when asking
whether a new trace instruction can be executed or not without having to query
the cache directly. Furthermore, in the Set-Associative cache implementation of
the Trace Repository, there are extra steps to track the replacement order of the
cache sets through a fifo_tracker data structure. This is because in the case of the
Direct-Mapped cache, the index can be predicted from the effective address of the
memory instruction. However, in a Set-Associative world we need to track the state
of each of the sets, which in this case is modelled as a series of FIFO queues, so extra
tracking data is required here.
A final function the repository serves is to return trace indexes or the address of
the trace in the memory that backs the Trace Repository. This is done by linearly
searching the active set, which is very small, and the importance of this will be-
come clearer once we explain how the trace assisted cache functions, in the next
section.
Liveness & Correctness
A very reasonable question at this point is: how can we guarantee the correct
functioning of this state machine? Further, how can we guarantee it will function
without deadlocking? In an idealised scenario, we could produce formal proofs
for each component, but that was not undertaken as part of this thesis due to the
large amount of time spent on the implementation of the platform. However, taking
each state in turn, there are several arguments we can make that give very strong
indications that the state machine in Figure 4.3 possesses the properties of liveness
and correctness.
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Listing 4.1: This SystemVerilog code details the LISTEN_FOR_REQ state’s operation
inside of the Trace Repository’s state machine.
163 LISTEN_FOR_REQ:
164 begin
165 automatic bit next_trace_ready = (action_pointer + 1
== last_addr) && trace_valid;
166 if (next_trace_ready && trace_req)
167 begin








174 trace_out <= trace;
175 trace_index_o <= action_pointer+1;
176 entry_valid <= 1'b1;
177 state <= LISTEN_FOR_REQ;
178 end
179 else if (cancel) cancelled <= 1'b1;





185 entry_valid <= 1'b0;
186 cancelled <= 1'b0;
187 if (!next_trace_ready)
188 begin
189 trace_valid <= 1'b0;
190 trace_entries_addr_i <= action_pointer+1;
191 trace_entries_ena_i <= 1'b1;
192 last_addr <= action_pointer+1;
193 latency_counter <= READ_LATENCY;
194 state <= GET_TRACE_FROM_MEMORY;
195 end
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196 end
197 end
Initially there will be no data retrieved from memory so next_trace_readywill be
0. As a result, it will take the else branch of the if statement and its state will
change to GET_TRACE_FROM_MEMORY. There is no chance of deadlock at this stage,
because if next_trace_ready is 0, and next_trace_ready is declared as a bit value,
so can only be 0 or 1, it forces the state machine into the GET_TRACE_FROM_MEMORY
state.
Listing 4.2: This SystemVerilog code details the GET_TRACE_FROM_MEMORY state’s op-
eration inside the Trace Repository’s state machine.
198 GET_TRACE_FROM_MEMORY:
199 begin




203 state <= LISTEN_FOR_REQ;
204 trace.mem_addr <= trace_entries_data_o[
DATA_ADDR_WIDTH+DATA_DATA_WIDTH -1:
DATA_DATA_WIDTH];
205 trace.instruction <= trace_entries_data_o[
DATA_DATA_WIDTH:0];
206 trace_valid <= 1'b1;
207 end
208 end
Listing 4.3: This SystemVerilog code details the parameters passed to the XPM that
backs the Trace Repository showing how the latency is controlled by the
localparam on line 64 being passed to the parameter in line 78.





68 .AUTO_SLEEP_TIME(0), // DECIMAL
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69 .BYTE_WRITE_WIDTH_A((DATA_ADDR_WIDTH + DATA_DATA_WIDTH))
, // DECIMAL
70 .ECC_MODE("no_ecc"), // String
71 .MEMORY_INIT_FILE("none"), // String
72 .MEMORY_INIT_PARAM("0"), // String
73 .MEMORY_OPTIMIZATION("true"), // String
74 .MEMORY_PRIMITIVE("block"), // String
75 .MEMORY_SIZE((DATA_ADDR_WIDTH + DATA_DATA_WIDTH)*
TRACE_ENTRIES), // DECIMAL
76 .MESSAGE_CONTROL(0), // DECIMAL
77 .READ_DATA_WIDTH_A(DATA_ADDR_WIDTH + DATA_DATA_WIDTH),
// DECIMAL
78 .READ_LATENCY_A(READ_LATENCY), // DECIMAL
79 .READ_RESET_VALUE_A("FF"), // String
80 .USE_MEM_INIT(0), // DECIMAL
81 .WAKEUP_TIME("disable_sleep"), // String
82 .WRITE_DATA_WIDTH_A(DATA_ADDR_WIDTH + DATA_DATA_WIDTH),
// DECIMAL
83 .WRITE_MODE_A("no_change") // String
84 )
Once in the GET_TRACE_FROM_MEMORY state (Listing 4.2) transition E will be taken
multiple times until the latency_counter variable is 0. This must occur as the
READ_LATENCY parameter is set to a positive value, as can be seen in Listing 4.3. It
would also be impossible for this to be set to a negative value, because the XPM
declaration that can also be seen in Listing 4.3will throw an exception if READ_LATENCY
is set to a negative value and the code will not synthesise, so we will not deadlock
here. Once in the else branch we can guarantee that the information will be ready to
read from memory, because we are targeting BRAMs which require [212] a latency of
1 to be set for READ_LATENCY_A. This will cause us to take transition E once; after that
the data will be ready, because we have spent the 1 cycle required to retrieve it. Again,
as we are assuming the correct functioning of the XPM. Therefore, we can assume we
will receive the correct data once we read it out of the output ports of the XPM. Once
that is complete, we will return to the LISTEN_FOR_REQ state via transition F, but with
entry_valid now set to 1.
So far we have not observed a situation where a deadlock is possible and we can guar-
antee that wewill have correct data at each phase. Nowback into LISTEN_FOR_REQ, we
can guarantee that last_addrwill equal action_pointer + 1, because it will have
been set as such the last time we were in this state. Consequently, next_trace_ready
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will become 1. Now, if trace_req is not high, then the else branch of the if statement
will be taken, but because next_trace_ready is set to 1, transition A will be taken
rather than G.
At this point one of two things will happen: either the processor will continue to
process computation instructions, so the TAC will be allowed to send the trace_req
signal, as previously described; or, the processor will complete the memory operation
referred to by the trace that has been fetched. If the latter happens then the
action_pointerwill be advanced, so next_trace_readywill become 0 and the same
process we have just seen will continue.
However, in the former case, execution will advance to the first branch of the if
statement. Let us assume that it is not the last trace to be executed, otherwise
processing_complete would be set to 1. This would lead to trace_req never being
set to 1 again. Thus, transition A would always be taken, and the state machine
would have entered a trap state. In the case that it is not the last trace, the function
can_next_available_be_executedwill be computed. This function has no loops, so
must return a result. Assuming the TAC has reported correctly thus far, it will have
an accurate model of the cache to query. Consequently, an answer will be provided.
If the answer is positive, the trace will be output as expected, if not transition B
will be taken because the trace cannot be actioned without potentially changing the
semantics of the program.
Listing 4.4: This SystemVerilog code details the WAIT_FOR_VALID state’s operation





213 trace_out <= trace;
214 trace_index_o <= next_available;
215 entry_valid <= 1'b1;
216 state <= LISTEN_FOR_REQ;
217 end
218 else if (cancel)
219 begin
220 cancelled <= 1'b1;
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At this point, it is natural to ask the question, couldwe get stuck in the WAIT_FOR_VALID
state? If we consider the code in Listing 4.4, then we see this is impossible, because
on every transition it asks whether the instruction can be executed. Again, assuming
the TAC is responding correctly, then the cache model must be accurate. If we now
consider the processor, it must be executing an instruction that is before the one that
has been retrieved from the repository or in fact is the instruction retrieved from the
repository. This is because the action_pointer that governs where the next trace is
to be retrieved from is updated on every memory access, be it preemptive or from
the processor. Therefore, either the trace retrieved is the current instruction being
executed or is ahead of the processor by some distance.
If it is the case that the processor is executing an instruction that is behind the one
retrieved, then we know that it must action all the memory instructions between the
one it is currently executing and the one that is waiting to be valid. Consequently,
the instruction we are waiting for will either eventually be executable, because
the memory instruction that blocks it must be executed by the processor, or the
cancel signal will be fired, which will mean transition C will be taken and further
progress can be made. Once we are back in the LISTEN_FOR_REQ state, trace_req
will be 0, because the TAC sets it as such once it has received the trace from the
Trace Repository. Therefore, transition A or G will be taken and the process begins
again.
Consequently, there does not appear to be a way for the machine to deadlock. It
would also appear to be correct from the point of view of returning the data we
require as we require it. Clearly this is not a formal proof, but it should suffice for the
Proof-of-Concept nature of this thesis. Any further work that expands the role of the
Trace Repository would be well advised to invest time in a formal proof. One final
point is that this discussion is based on the assumption that the memory instructions
are the same between the first and second run of the program, which is true for the
benchmarks studied in this thesis.
4.3.2 Trace Assisted Cache (Enokida)
So now we understand the Trace Repository, our attention can turn to the TAC. Here
all of the work we have done comes together and we see our goal of a cache that
can act preemptively, backed by the knowledge from the Trace Repository, has been
realised. Again, there are small differences between the way the cache acts if it is
backed by a Direct-Mapped, as opposed to a Set-Associative, but these are minor and
will be flagged as we explore the implementation.
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Operation of the Cache
In a similar manner to the Trace Repository the cache can effectively be in two modes.
These are either a pass-through mode, where it delegates the memory calls through
directly to the memory system or an active mode where it uses the trace information
to make preemptive decisions. The first mode is used when the Trace Repository is
filling up with data, typically in the first execution of a program. This is encompassed
by the ID, CPG and CPR states in Figure 4.4. The second mode is then used to act on
that data.
In the second mode the cache again acts as a relatively complex state machine, as in
Figure 4.4. We will explore each state in turn and then present an example which
demonstrates how all of these pieces fit together to give the complete implementation
we are looking for. To begin, Enokida starts in the IDLE/ID state, where it resets
various variables and sends a request to the Trace Repository, enabling a trace to be
ready in the next state, should it be possible to act on it. This is dealt with as in Section
4.3.1. After that, it transitions (G) into the MAKE_REQ_TO_CACHE/MRC state, where the
address that is being requested is checked against the cache to see if a write-back is
necessary and if the entry is valid. This has to be checked at this point, because the
CPU memory protocol only guarantees the correctness of the address at this point in
time. Thus, requesting this data early is important.
Once that has been achieved, in the next clock cycle, Enokida makes a decision as to
whether to action the trace it recalled from the Trace Repository or whether to act on a
request coming from the CPU directly. As our intended result is not to introducemore
latency to existing memory operations, we cause the CPU operations to take priority
and so cancel the preemptive operation if both are available at the same time. This is
communicated back to the Trace Repository as described in Section 4.3.1. Once this has
been decided, the relevant data is bundled into a request to the cache implementation
and this is sent to the cache. We then transition (I) into the CACHE_HIT_GNT/CHG state,
where several different things might happen.
In the first case if we are acting on a trace from the Trace Repository, it may be the
case that the data that is already present in the cache at the location we would need is
not yet ready to be written back. For example, it may be the subject of a STORE or a
LOADmay be in progress. If that is the case we have no choice but to wait for the CPU
to finish with the data. Consequently the cache goes into a SLEEP state (transition K)
until such time as another memory operation from the CPU arrives and unblocks the
preemptive operation (transition ). If that is not the case then we also need to check
if we are in the position where there is nothing to be done, so that we can move on.


















































Figure 4.4: This state machine details the operation of the trace assisted cache. The names of the states are abbreviated to allow a more
concise presentation of the diagram and some states have been merged for similar reasons.
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Repository and there is no need to write anything back from the cache to memory. In
that case, we set the processing flag high and advance to UPDATE_TRACE_REPO/UTR
via transition L. Finally, if neither of those situations is in play, the machine wait for
the cache to respond to our request (transition J).
Once it has responded, we will either see a cache hit or a miss. In the case of a hit, if
the instruction was a LOADwe can transition to CACHE_HIT_DATA (via M), where we
manipulate the memory protocol responses to make it appear as though a memory
transactionhas occurredveryquickly and thenproceed toupdateUPDATE_MAPPING/UM
via transition S. In this state the Trace Repository is queried to find the index of the
trace that has just executed. This is then placed into a map that is indexed by the cache
index, so Enokida has knowledge of where the data related to each trace is actually
stored in the cache. After this, the Trace Repository is updated in UPDATE_TRACE_REPO,
via transition U. Alternatively if it is a STORE, we mark the cache location as reserved
and then transition to UPDATE_TRACE_REPO.
Alternatively, if our request to the cache comes back amiss, thenwe need towrite-back
the data that is already present. Therefore, we transition to SERVICE_WB_WAIT_GNT
and then SERVICE_WB_WAIT_RVALID (all encapsulated in the WB state and reached
via transition N), which stimulates the memory to writeback what is presently in
the cache to memory. After that or once the cache miss is detected, we then need
to deal with the substance of the memory operation. There are four possible trans-
itions here, and the correct one is decided as a combination of the source of the
memory instruction and the type of instruction it is. For example, we could trans-
ition to SERVICE_CACHE_MISS_TRACE_LOAD/CMTL if the memory instruction came
from the Trace Repository and it was a LOAD, and so on for the other combina-
tions.
Let us deal with STORE operations first. If they come from a trace entry, then we
transition to SERVICE_CACHE_MISS_TRACE_STORE/CMTS via transition R. This state
then either reserves the entry in the cache once the data is available, or in the case
where we are storing something that is not full-word length, performs a write-back
first to preserve the data that is already present. Once this happens, we transition
to UPDATE_TRACE_REPO via . If the operation comes from the CPU, however, then
we perform the operation by passing the signals directly through to memory and
then updating the necessary indexes as the data enters the cache, passing through
state CMMS and transition P. Finally, then we can transition to UPDATE_TRACE_REPO via
transition . If the operation is a LOAD and has come from the CPU, then we again
pass through the signals and update the cache indexes as a result. If it is a LOAD that
comes from a trace instruction, we instrument the memory as though we were the
CPU and update the cache indexes accordingly. This passes through analogous states
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and transitions to the STORE operation.
Once all this is complete, we transition to the UPDATE_TRACE_REPO state, whereby the
trace index that has been actioned is sent off to the Trace Repository to be marked as
done and then Enokida returns to the IDLE state via transition  for the process to
begin again. The operation of the Set-Associative cache, as opposed to the Direct-
Mapped, is very similar in this case. However, there is some more book keeping
to be done in the Set-Associative version, because the cache index cannot easily be
obtained from the memory address in the same way that the Direct-Mapped cache
can.
Liveness & Correctness
In a similar manner to our discussions on liveness and correctness in the previous
section, we need to undertake a similar analysis for the TAC. Again, let us assume
that the Trace Repository, the underlying cache implementation and the processor are
correctly implemented and deadlock free. To begin, we can exclude any thoughts of
deadlock from the states that operate in the pass-through mode previously described.
Because of the assumptions we have made, these states enact the memory side of the
protocol that is detailed in the RI5CYmanual [12]. If we assume that the processor is
correct and deadlock free, this cannot deadlock and will produce the correct results,
because it conforms to the contracts laid out in the user manual.
Listing 4.5: This SystemVerilog code details the MAKE_REQ_TO_CACHE state’s operation
inside of the TAC state machine.
212 MAKE_REQ_TO_CACHE:
213 begin
214 mem_data.ready <= 1'b0;
215 proc_cache_data_rvalid_o <= 1'b0;
216 proc_cache_data_rdata_o <= 32'b0;
217 if ((entry_valid || proc_cache_data_req_i) && !
prev_signals_saught)
218 begin
219 addr_to_check <= (proc_cache_data_req_i) ?
proc_cache_data_addr_i : trace_out.mem_addr;
220 prev_signals_saught <= 1'b1;
221 end
222 else if (prev_signals_saught)
223 begin
224 req <= 1'b0;
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225 // If it's the case that a memory request is
waiting as well then give that priority
226 if (proc_cache_data_req_i)
227 begin
228 // Cancel a request to the Trace Repo if there
is one.
229 cancel <= 1'b1;
230 cpu_req.addr <= proc_cache_data_addr_i;
231 cpu_req.rw <= proc_cache_data_we_i;
232 cpu_req.data <= (proc_cache_data_we_i) ?
proc_cache_data_wdata_i : 0;
233 cpu_req.valid <= 1'b1;
234 mem_trace_flag <= 1'b0;




239 cpu_req.addr <= trace_out.mem_addr;
240 cpu_req.rw <= check_store(trace_out.
instruction);
241 cpu_req.data <= 32'b0;
242 cpu_req.valid <= 1'b1;
243 mem_trace_flag <= 1'b1;
244 load_store_in <= check_store(trace_out.
instruction);
245 end
246 state <= CACHE_HIT_GNT;
247 end
248 end
Thus, if we now consider the MRC state in Listing 4.5,2 when this state is entered
for the first time we know that either entry_valid is high or will become high
eventually. This is because we have assumed the correct functioning of the Trace
Repository, or that proc_cache_data_req_i could be high now or must become high
at some point in the future, as the processor is assumed to be functioning correctly.
Consequently, when the first if statement is reached, though it may take a few cycles
of waiting, prev_signals_saughtmust become high, which will allow, after the next
2In a similar fashion to the previous section, Listings 4.5 - 4.7 are based on the single SystemVerilog
file that governs the TAC; hence, the discontinuous line numbers. They are also taken from the
Direct-Mapped version of the TAC, as for these states, there is no difference in their operation.
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cycle sets up the cpu_req variable, transition M to be taken. Consequently, there
cannot be deadlock here, as there is no way that prev_signals_saught could remain
unset and thus keep the machine locked in this state. In terms of correctness, if
proc_cache_data_req_i becomes high at any point during this state, it will override
the trace entry, which is the desired behaviour. Therefore, we can be sure that the
correct request to the cache will be made, so that both properties are satisfied thus
far.
Listing 4.6: This SystemVerilog code details the CACHE_HIT_GNT state’s operation
inside of the TAC state machine.
249 CACHE_HIT_GNT:
250 begin
251 if (cancelled) cancel <= 1'b0;
252 if (wb_necessary && !proc_cache_data_req_i)
253 begin
254 addr_to_check <= cpu_req.addr;
255 state <= SLEEP;
256 end
257 if (!cpu_req.rw && indexed_cache_entry_valid &&
mem_trace_flag && !wb_necessary)
258 begin
259 processing_flag <= 1'b1;
260 if (cpu_res.checked)
261 begin












274 proc_cache_data_gnt_o <= 1'b1;
275 cache_hit_count <= cache_hit_count +
1;
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276 cache_trans_count <= cache_trans_count
+ 1;








283 state <= UPDATE_TRACE_REPO;
284 end
285 end
286 else if (mem_req.rw)
287 begin
288 cached_addr <= mem_req.addr;
289 cached_data <= mem_req.data;















When we reach the CHG state (Listing 4.6), again we are not going to deadlock because
there are three situations, one of which will occur with certainty. Either the first
if statement will be taken, indicating that even though a preemptive action should
occur, we are blocked from doing so. Therefore, the cache should take transition K; or,
we can already calculate that there is no work to be done, so transition L can be taken
to the UTR state; finally, since we have assumed the cache will respond eventually,
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the else branch of the second if statement can be taken, which then causes one of
potentially many actions to occur. At the end of each of these actions is a different
transition, dependent first on if there is a cache hit or miss and then on whether the
source of the memory operation is a trace or comes from the processor. Therefore,
again at this point, there cannot be deadlock, because there is no fourth alternative
allowing transition J to be taken forever.
Once the CHG state has been left, we enter a series of states that have no loops and
either implement the memory protocol from the RI5CY manual or perform book-
keeping. With that in mind, both the correctness and liveness of the machine is
therefore dependent on the contracts set in other components that we consider to
be deadlock-free and correct. This is true of the CHD, CMML, CMMS, CMTL, CMTS and WB
states. The only states that are left which are of concern are the SLEEP state, and the
UM and UTR states.




209 // Continue to sleep unless it's the case that the
blocking entry has been retired, or that a memory
request starts
210 if (proc_cache_data_req_i) state <= MAKE_REQ_TO_CACHE;
211 end
Turning to the last few states, in the case of the SLEEP state (Listing 4.7), we know
that the processor cannot be ahead of the Trace Repository in the instructions it
executes. Consequently, if the SLEEP state is entered it must be the case that the Trace
Repository is ahead of the processor. Therefore, either the next memory instruction
it executes will be the one referred to by the entry in the Trace Repository or it will
occur some time later. Consequently, we know the proc_cache_data_req_i signal
will go high at least once, allowing transition  to be taken. As any actions initiated by
the processor will override any preemptive actions, a material change to the state of
the cache will take place, meaning that when the check for the preemptive instruction
is made again, it will be considering a different state and there is further chance for
progress.
Considering the last two states, UM and UTR, if we assume the correct functioning of
the other components, then neither of these could cause deadlock and will update
the correct parts of the state to be considered correct. As a result, we can guarantee
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that transition  will always be reached. Thus, the process can begin again. On a final
point, if we have reached the end of processing, i.e. the processor has moved to the
trap state, then the TAC will lock up as well in the IDLE state, but this is expected
behaviour to make our experiments easier to measure.
Again, the discussion that is presented above is by no means a rigorous proof of the
correctness of this machine. For complete confidence a full proof and the application
of model-checking would need to be used, not only for this machine, but for all
the components that make up the experimental platform. An alternative would be
to start from scratch with a formal specification and refine the state machine and
implementation from that. However, in both these cases the complexity involved
was time-prohibitive, but this informal proof provides enough confidence to proceed
in engineering the system. Any future work should seek to add the theoretical
guarantees of correctness presented here.
Cache Implementations
The previous section describes the operation of Enokida, but it relies on a standard
cache implementation that acts as a submodule of the overall cache. As already stated
in this chapter, we use two different cache architectures, the first one being a 128 entry
Direct-Mapped cache write-back cache that is taken from Hennessy and Patterson
[82] directly. The Set-Associative cache is based on the same implementation as the
Direct-Mapped, but is further adapted to be Set-Associative. After the adaptation it
becomes an 8-way associative cache, so we have 16 sets of 8 cache blocks and each
set is ordered in a FIFO fashion for simplicity. It is worth pointing out that there
is no compulsion for this to be the case and it would be very easy to change the
cache architecture to a full associative or even a non-standard architecture without
changing Trace Assisted Caching at all. Any other number of techniques could also be
used alongside Trace Assisted Caching including dead-block prediction and others,
if it were so desired. However, this is not an avenue that has been explored in this
thesis.
Example
Nowwe have fully described the hardware that implements the ideas from Chapter 3,
we can see an end to end example of exactly how this technique works. For this
purpose, we will look at the execution of a small part of nsichneu.c, the decompiled
RISC-V assembly, which is shown in Listing 4.8. We will only focus on the first
few memory operations that are executed, as these are the most illustrative. We
also assume that this program has already run to completion once, so that the
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trace cache is filled with useful information to reduce the runtime on a subsequent
run.
Listing 4.8: This is a snippet from the execution of nsichneu.c, address 0x200 is the
start of main and so execution begins from there.
200 a0010113 addi sp,sp,-1536
204 5e812e23 sw s0,1532(sp)
208 60010413 addi s0,sp,1536
20C 00200793 li a5,2
210 fef42623 sw a5,-20(s0)
214 4580906f j 966c <main+0x946c>
218 fec42783 lw a5,-20(s0)
21C fff78793 addi a5,a5,-1
... ...
966C fec42783 lw a5,-20(s0)
9670 00f05463 blez a5,9678 <main+0x9478>
9674 ba5f606f j 218 <main+0x18>
After some boot up code that is omitted for brevity, execution of the example begins
at address 0x200, which the processor will execute. The Trace Repository is already
primed with data as soon as the fetch begins for 0xA0010113, so the Trace Repository
will return the pair (5E812E23, 0xFEFC) to the cache. This pair is the raw trace entry
that is stored inside the Trace Repository from a previous run of this program, the
first element of the pair stores the instruction, as can be seen on line 204 in Listing 4.8.
The second element contains the effective address that instruction generated in the
previous run. With this information the cache can begin it’s work, as this instruction
is a STORE it will look at the contents of the cache, discover that the appropriate
entry is empty, mark it as reserved and then signal the TAC to update the state of
that particular trace. This will update the trace as stored in the Trace Repository’s
active set, as it is still technically ‘in-flight’. The movement of data in the architecture
described can be seen in Figure 4.5.
While this is happening the processor is still executing 0xA0010113, so the Trace
Repository will return a new pair (0xFEF42623, 0xFEEC), corresponding to 0x210 in
Listing 4.8. The sequence of events will then be very similar to before, the cache will
look into the space it has available, discover the entry required is empty, reserve it and
then return control to the Trace Repository. At this point the Trace Repository will add
this STORE trace to its active set, as a second in flight instruction.
At this point the processor is processing 0x5E812E23, which means that the Trace
Repository, despite returning the pair (0xFEC42783, 0xFEEC) will be ignored in favour
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Figure 4.5: The first step of this example shows the Trace Repository signalling an
intent to store data at 0xFEFC. This is communicated to the cache, which
then reserves the space and then the controller communicates with the
Trace Repository to mark that trace as in-flight. On an additional point
the diagram is very similar to the one in Figure 4.2, however modules
have been split apart to better illustrate the passing of signals between
the modules. As a result they have been recoloured to reinforce the fact
they are part of the same system, even though they appear separate in the
diagram.
of servicing the processor’s request. This request will store the data from register s0 at
address 0xFEFC, which in reality fills up the already reserved space in the cache from
the previous trace execution of the STORE instruction. At this point, this is exactly
what would have happened in any case, because the cache is cold. The real power
of this solution comes in the next action. Once this happens the Trace Repository
is again signalled to update the state of its active set. This update causes the object
that represents the trace element (0x5E812E23, 0xFEFC) to be marked as complete, so
it can be safely overwritten, as it is no longer in flight. This can be seen in Figure
4.6.
Now the processor moves on to executing 0x00200793, but the Trace Repository
has returned the same pair as previously (FEC42783, FEEC). This pair can now be
actioned, so the cache performs a LOAD to the correct place in the cache for address
FEFC. This LOAD happens much earlier than it otherwise would have done, not taking
place from the processor’s point of view for another four instructions. This allows
more overlapping, so that when the memory bus would have been idle, it is now
performing useful work. This LOADwill execute, be stored in the cache and then the
Trace Repository will be signalled to mark this trace element as done, because it has
been completely performed, unlike the STORE operations where we need to wait for
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Figure 4.6: In this step the processor overrides the pair from the Trace Repository by
requesting to store 0x1122AABB at address 0x1122AABB. This is communic-
ated to the cache, which writes the data, as the memory has not been used
before.
the data to become available. This can be seen in Figure 4.7.
The Trace Repository then returns a new pair (0xFEC42783, 0xFEEC). However, again
the processor wants to execute the instruction at 0x210, so that supersedes the
preemptive call. This STORE takes very little time, because again the data can very
quickly be stored in the cache. Then, the processor will take the JUMP instruction
to 0x966C, as per the instruction at 0x214 and will execute the load instruction at
0x966C to load data from 0xFEEC. Now at this point, under normal circumstances the
processor would have to stall and wait for this LOAD to complete, because the data
cannot be in the cache and the caches are cold, so a long wait would ensure. However,
because of Trace Assisted Caching, this is not the case and the data is in fact already
available in the cache. This means that the instruction takes relatively little time and
the processor can move on to the next branch instruction instead. This can be seen in
Figure 4.8.
This pattern is repeated throughout the execution of this code, with the cache getting
as far ahead of the processor as it can without violating the semantics of the program
being executed and then the processor catching up as it actually executes the program.
This means the process is transparent as far as the processor is concerned; from
its point of view, it seems as though every memory access that is preemptively
resolved is a cache hit, so all of the modifications are confined to the cache not to the
processor.
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Figure 4.7: Here the processor is not requesting any memory operations, so the
Trace Repository’s request for a LOAD can be actioned. This misses in the
cache and is then passed to the data memory to be recalled. Once this









Figure 4.8: Now that the cache is primed with the information from 0xFEEC, when
the processor requests the data it becomes a cache hit, when otherwise it
might have been a cache miss. This then reduces the overall runtime of





In this final section on experimental design, we will consider what our expectations
might be of a platform that follows the design we have already laid out. This
includes not only the Trace Recorder, but also the TAC and its associated Trace
Repository. We will then conclude by thinking about the very practical concerns of
implementing the platform, before moving on to conducting the experiments in the
next chapter.
4.4.1 Expectations of the Platform
A fair question to ask before we consider the concrete implementation of the experi-
mental hardware platform is how we expect it to behave with regards to some key
parameters. What should the time and space requirements be for a system like this?
What kind of expectations can we set around its behaviour? And, how effective do
we think it will be?
Time & Space Requirements
Taking the questions of time and space first, the TAC is essentially implemented
as two large modules, a cache implementation and the Trace Repository. These
are composited by a higher level SystemVerilog wrapper that co-ordinates their
interactions and communicates with memory. Taking these three components in
turn, the cache implementation (either Direct-Mapped or Set-Associative) is relatively
fixed and also does not have a complicated implementation. We would expect
it to have a fairly low usage of both memory3 and computation resources 4 as a
result, and contribute only a small amount to the overall hardware footprint of the
platform.
Turning now to the Trace Repository, we need a mechanism to communicate the
traces that have been captured back to the processor as it is running; as a result this
component consumes a large amount of hardware. In our current design the Trace
Repository stores 48-bit traces (32 bits for the instruction that generated the memory
access being tracked and 16 bits for the effective address). This means that if we
wanted a Trace Repository to take up the same amount of memory resource as the
cache, we could only have 85 trace entries stored at once. This is not enough for
any reasonable speed ups. Therefore, the decision was made to include the whole
3BRAMs and LookUp Table (LUT) memory.
4LUTs, Flip-Flops (FFs) and Digital Signal Processor (DSP) resources.
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trace for this implementation to demonstrate the technique, accepting that there will
certainly be more efficient ways to filter this data to gain the maximum advantage for
a minimal resource spend.
The Trace Repository also features several data structures that are needed in order
to track the execution of traces. These include a set of in-flight memory operations,
held in a circular buffer and known as the ‘active-set’, as well as a tracker that
matches cache indexes with trace indexes, so we know how the two relate. This
is further compounded in the Set-Associative case, because the state of the FIFO
queues have to be tracked as well. These data structures scale as the cache does, with
more cache entries prompting larger trackers. The active set may need to scale as
well, but the size is determined much more by program dynamics, as it relates to
the amount of instructions that can be executed before the preemptive execution is
blocked.
Putting all this together, we would expect the Trace Repository to contribute a large
amount of hardware to that used by the TAC, especially in the Set-Associative case,
where more needs to be tracked. Looking at the SystemVerilog wrapper that co-
ordinates these two smaller components, wewould expect this to have negligible extra
effect on memory resources. The only data structure it contains that is not a signal
or a simple variable is a mapping of cache to trace indexes, which is a copy of that
held by the Trace Repository. Consequently we would expect the Trace Repository to
dominate these areas in terms of resource usage, as this is where a large amount of
hardware will be needed to realise the design.
In terms of computation resource requirements, wewould expect the Trace Repository
to score very low, as it is essentially a glorified memory representation. The Trace
Repository does not need to perform calculations or reformat the data it presents,
so we would expect this measure to be very low when compared to a standard
cache. This is particularly true in the Set-Associative case as it features a lot of extra
querying hardware to find the correct placement of data elements in a set. Similarly,
we would expect the wrapper to contribute very little. Even though it contains a large
state machine, each of the phases does very little in terms of computation, setting
some signals here and there, but mostly waiting and acting as a coordinator, rather
than trying to compute results. As a result we would expect the usage in these
categories to be very low across the board, with the exception of the Set-Associative
cache.
Time requirements are a slightly different story. It has to be possible for the Trace
Repository to respond on every clock cycle to allow trace requests to execute as soon as
possible. However, there is very little the Trace Repository does other than co-ordinate
querying an underlying memory implementation and presenting the results, so its
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time requirement in terms of clock cycles will be very low. The cache, of course, has
to co-ordinate with main memory, so requires a lot more time to be spent, which will
dwarf any extra cycles the repository makes by a large amount.
Moving to the question of the overarching SystemVerilogwrapper, this contains a very
large state machine, which adds multiple clock cycles on top of every memory request,
regardless of whether it is preemptive or not. This is because, in this implementation,
a lot of co-ordination with the Trace Repository is required, even in the case that a
memory access is made from the CPU, so there can be no preemptive element. We
will explore this further in Chapter 6, but the overhead of adding the TAC is quite high
in terms of clock cycles. Therefore, we would expect that it would not perform as well
as the cache in the case of there being no preemptive actions at all. This is because an
overhead is being incurred on every memory access, with no chance for the required
overlapping to occur to reduce or outweigh this penalty. The other elements should
introduce negligible time constraints, so we would expect the wrapper to be the
largest contributor to any time overheads that we may see in the data. It is hoped
that this can be accounted for and will not force worse performance than a standard
cache, but this has to be accepted as a possibility.
Behaviour & Effectiveness
In terms of settings expectations for behaviour and effectiveness, it seems unlikely that
the TAC will outperform a standard cache in all situations that could be presented.
For a start, it would be exceptional if the TAC outperformed a standard cache in a
situation where the active set of a program fitted entirely into the cache. Because
the TAC relies on overlapping computation and memory instructions to achieve a
runtime decrease, if there are no, or very few, memory interactions, then there will
no spare capacity for the overlapping, and thus no performance increase. It would be
reasonable to expect there to be parity between the two implementations, since in
this situation they would be performing exactly the same operations. However, as
mentioned in the previous section, there is quite a high clock cycle overhead on the
TAC, this seems less likely in practice.
Secondly, we would not expect the TAC to perform particularly well for programs
where there is very little gap between the memory instructions executed, i.e. there is
very little ‘slack’ in the memory utilisation figures. We will define this more precisely
in Chapter 6, but for now, if we consider that the TAC exists to re-order memory
operations in such a way as to decrease runtime, if there are no gaps into which
memory operations can be moved, it will be impossible to re-order them. In addition,
due to the way that the TAC will be engineered, any CPU requests will automatically
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trump any preemptive requests. Therefore, it may well be the case that we could
incur a large amount of overhead with regards clock cycles for no benefit, because all
the TAC does is act like the cache implementation at its heart, rather than in a more
intelligent way.
All that being said, it should be expected that if we are in a situation where the
cache hit rate is fairly low and the memory accesses in the program are fairly spread
out, then the TAC should perform much better than a standard cache, because
there is more potential for the overlapping that is crucial to its success. Exactly
how much overlapping of the memory instructions is required in order to perform
better than a standard cache, while outweighing the overhead the TAC adds, is a
question that the experimental results should help us answer. We will return to this
in Chapter 6.
4.4.2 Implementing the Platform
Now we have considered what we might expect from the experimental hardware
platform comes the task of actually constructing it. All the source code and auto-
mation scripts that power the experiments can be seen in Zenodo [171, 172]. This
section will discuss some of the finer details of the implementation of the plat-
form, how it was tested and some of the post-implementation results from the
Xilinx Vivado suite. This will allow us to compare our expectations with the actual
implementation.
The hardware was created using the Xilinx Vivado suite of tools, version 2018.2. The
source code for the hardware is written in SystemVerilog and synthesised using
Vivado’s internal synthesiser and bit-file generator. The hardware platform is com-
posed of several custom designed hardware blocks, including:
• A delay element (which emulates the large delays seen when consulting main
memory, this will be discussed further in Chapter 5)
• The TAC (Enokida)
• The Trace Recorder (Gouram)
• The chosen cache implementation (Direct-Mapped/Set-Associative)
The designs also feature a System Integrated Logic Analyser (ILA)[155], a block that
Xilinx themselves provide, so that signals can be monitored in a way that is akin
to their simulation environment, but without the flexibility of software simulation.
This will be used to measure runtime and extract various counter values from the
system-under-test once the program has completed its execution. More about this
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process is discussed in Chapter 5, as well as the automation framework designed to
extract this data.
Testing
As Vivado allows us to create a block design describing our hardware platform and
then re-use that design in multiple projects, we took this approach when testing
the platform. Several testbenches were designed, each of which could utilise the
same block design and input a memory file as the experimental hardware, but in an
environment that allowed much more introspection than after the design has been
synthesised and a bitfile created. The simulation environments also made use of a
proprietary Xilinx AXI Verification IP (VIP)[156] block that effectively mocked out
the memory implementation to allow us to focus on confirming the effectiveness of
the hardware that had been designed.
For purposes of clarity, it’s worth mentioning at this point that a lot of this testing was
not done using the real hardware itself. Vivado offers a comprehensive simulation
suite that allows you to do functional and some non-functional testing inside of the
tool itself. This was very useful when testing, not only because it allows a global view
of all the signals that are being communicated in a design, but also because it allowed
single step debugging over some of the complex synchronisation and state machine
mechanics that were present. In addition Vivado bundles a lot of functionally accurate
models of the components you can synthesise in the tool, however it makes very few
guarantees about the timing accuracy of some of these models. It would have been
very convenient to simply use the more accurate simulations to take measures of
latency and other non-functional properties. This would have given us the ability
to better analyse any delays or overheads introduced by the process and also would
give us richer data to analyse, rather than being constrained by the data limits of the
ILA that Xilinx provides. Unfortunately there were several issues with doing this,
and these are explored in the opening sections of Chapter 5.
Very little, if any automated testing was done in these environments. This was
not because it was not possible, but because the nature of the hardware that was
being written was iterative, and it was very obvious when mistakes existed as the
hardware would get stuck and programs would fail to complete. As a result, a lot of
end-to-end testing was used to confirm that the caches performed as expected. As
the final state of the program could be known in advance, it was easy to capture this
in testbenches and then use those to quickly iterate on multiple hardware designs.
In future, or if this work were to be continued, some extra time investing in a
more comprehensive, module level set of testcases would be a welcome addition
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to the platform. SystemVerilog has had a rich assertion language for a long time
versions of Vivado have been published since this work was done that support those
features. Therefore, in future versions of the platform this would be worthwhile
pursuing.
Actual Implementation Figures & Implications
Once the system was tested, the code could then be synthesised and a bitfile created,
with appropriate ILA triggers applied. This allows us to inspect the utilisation figures
to see how they compare to our expectations in sections above. In Tables 4.2 to 4.5,
we can see the number of resources that are consumed by each of the components
of interest, broken down by sub-module where appropriate. It should be noted
that in Tables, 4.2 and 4.3, Gouram (the Trace Recorder) is instantiated in the Top
Level design, for debugging purposes, even though it is not shown in this table.
Diagrams showing how those submodules are related are included in Figures 4.9a
and 4.9b.
From looking at these tables we can see that the Trace Recorder Gouram is the
largest consumer of resources, taking up the vast majority of the resources of the
whole platform, with the worst offenders being the EX Tracker and the various
buffers that power it. This is very much an artifact of the Proof-of-Concept nature
of this implementation, but is also due to the fact that architecturally we chose an
asynchronous model for tracking the memory requests. As can be seen from the
tables, the IF tracker takes a synchronous approach and this is much more efficient
in terms of resources.
Looking at the caches specifically, we see that the Direct-Mapped cache takes many
fewer resources across multiple categories than a Set-Associative cache of the same
size. This is not surprising, because a Direct-Mapped cache does not have any of the
search hardware required in the Set-Associative cache. Specifically on this search
hardware, this was implemented using a for loop construct in SystemVerilog. Since
implementing this, it has come to light that when this synthesises, it trades space for
time and synthesises parallel hardware to satisfy the specification. Unfortunately this
only came to light during the data analysis and due to the length of time required to
gather the data there was no opportunity to explore alternatives.
Regarding the Trace Repository in the TAC, as we predicted the Trace Repository is
the largest element by an order of magnitude and contains a large amount of BRAMs
to implement the XPM that backs the Trace Repository. This is a further topic we
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(b) This tree diagrams shows how the modules that make up our hardware platform (Kuuga) are arranged hierarchically when instantiated with a TAC.







Name Slice LUTs Slice Registers F7 Muxes F8 Muxes Slice LUT as Logic
Top Level Design 141939 27736 18598 4985 39679 140364
— RI5CY 6234 2535 502 77 1875 6234
— Sayuru (Direct Mapped) 1048 2250 224 112 836 1016
—— Direct Mapped Cache Implementation 848 1794 224 112 692 816
——— Tag Store 742 1792 224 112 653 742
———Data Store 96 0 0 0 40 64
LUT as Memory LUT Flip Flop Pairs Block RAM Tile DSPs
1575 16229 279.5 6
0 1364 0 6
32 269 0 0
32 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
32 0 0 0








Name Slice LUTs Slice Registers F7 Muxes F8 Muxes Slice LUT as Logic
Top Level Design 145894 30694 19768 5545 42519 144283
— RI5CY 6233 2535 502 77 1788 6233
— Sayuru (Set-Associative) 5016 5208 1394 672 3044 4948
—— Set-Associative Cache Implementation 4816 4738 1394 672 2901 4748
——— Tag Store 4679 4736 1362 672 2857 4675
———Data Store 128 0 32 0 45 64
LUT as Memory LUT Flip Flop Pairs Block RAM Tile DSPs
1611 17179 279.5 6
0 1369 0 6
68 1460 0 0
68 1171 0 0
4 1169 0 0
64 0 0 0








Name Slice LUTs Slice Registers F7 Muxes F8 Muxes Slice LUT as Logic
Top Level Design 158675 35606 19766 5250 45136 156338
— RI5CY 6233 2535 502 77 1845 6233
— Gouram 128452 15430 17720 4762 35800 128452
—— IF Module 27770 7606 4936 98 7611 27770
—— EX Module 100669 7790 12784 4664 28227 100669
——— Trace Buffer 2176 1771 192 0 669 2176
———Memory rvalid Buffer 44045 620 6024 2204 12010 44045
———Memory req Buffer 44208 624 6024 2204 12058 44208
———Memory addr Buffer 1246 4136 544 256 1705 1246
— Enokida (TAC) 15965 8023 1238 360 5253 15885
—— Trace Repository 14411 5544 790 142 4273 14411
——— Trace Repository Memory Implementation 254 13 0 0 201 254
—— Direct Mapped Cache Implementation 1333 1794 448 218 1024 1301
——— Tag Store 1231 1792 448 218 983 1231
———Data Store 96 0 0 0 40 64
LUT as Memory LUT Flip Flop Pairs Block RAM Tile DSPs
2337 21342 664 6
0 1362 0 6
0 10665 0 0
0 7450 0 0
0 3168 0 0
0 1763 0 0
0 560 0 0
0 532 0 0
0 38 0 0
80 4578 256 0
0 4320 256 0
0 5 256 0
32 3 0 0
0 2 0 0
32 0 0 0







Name Slice LUTs Slice Registers F7 Muxes F8 Muxes Slice LUT as Logic
Top Level Design 183448 43555 28249 9022 53788 181025
— RI5CY 6232 2535 502 77 1816 6232
— Gouram 128434 15430 17720 4762 36198 128434
—— IF Module 27743 7606 4936 98 7609 27743
—— EX Module 100678 7790 12784 4664 28628 100678
——— Trace Buffer 2176 1771 192 0 670 2176
———Memory rvalid Buffer 44046 620 6024 2204 12076 44046
———Memory req Buffer 44217 624 6024 2204 12141 44217
———Memory addr Buffer 1246 4136 544 256 1790 1246
— Enokida (TAC) 40709 15972 9721 4132 14087 40543
—— Trace Repository 33527 10458 7384 3007 10677 33527
——— Trace Repository Memory Implementation 254 13 0 0 225 254
—— Set-Associative Cache Implementation 6839 4740 2337 1125 3271 6769
——— Tag Store 6670 4738 2305 1125 3197 6664
———Data Store 160 0 32 0 72 96
LUT as Memory LUT Flip Flop Pairs Block RAM Tile DSPs
2423 23678 664 6
0 1364 0 6
0 10651 0 0
0 7449 0 0
0 3156 0 0
0 1768 0 0
0 551 0 0
0 522 0 0
0 39 0 0
166 6857 256 0
0 5419 256 0
0 7 256 0
70 1165 0 0
6 1163 0 0
64 0 0 0
Table 4.5: This table shows the hardware utilisation breakdown for our hardware platform, using a Set-Associative TAC.
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potentially implement further caching to both reduce hardware requirements and
also reduce the overhead it introduces.
Overall regarding resources it is obvious that the TAC requires a higher level of
resource spend than a standard cache of the same size. Comparing Table 4.2 and
Table 4.4, specifically Enokida to Saruyu, the latter takes 15965 LUTs while the former
is only 1048, and similar drops are seen throughout the resources measured. A
similar story is seen in the other tables (4.3 and 4.5 where the former takes 5016
LUTs and the latter 15965. This is reasonable, not only because it is much larger
than the bare cache implementations that are recorded in the tables, but also because
if we consider other sources we see similar implementations fall along the same
lines. If we consider the VexRiscv [81], a processor that implements the same RISC-V
standard as the RI5CY, we can see from Table 4.6 that the caches are much more
efficiently implemented. Our implementations only include a 0.5Kib cache, while this
implementation includes a 4Kib Instruction Cache and a 4Kib Data Cache. Clearly
many more resources are being used in our designs than necessary, even when
comparing raw implementations. Furthermore, the figures for our implementation
have not been engineered to reduce resource consumption, whilst the VexRiscv is a
commercial offering. However, it demonstrates the potential for optimisation that
exists, which gives us hope that even though this Proof-of-Concept implementation
is very resource hungry, this will not be the case indefinitely, if more time is spent on
the implementation.
Despite the high level of hardware spend the tables document, it is hoped that the
high level of resource usage will lead to a commensurate high level of improvement
to justify the large hardware spend, compared to having a non Trace Assisted Cache.
This could be lower were it to be implemented differently and this is certainly a target
for optimisation in future versions. However, this broadly falls into line with what we
would expect to see for the TAC, in that it takes up more resources than a standard
cache, but hopefully produces results which a standard cache would never be able
to.
4.5 Summary
This chapter has shown how the experimental platform we are going to use was
implemented. From high level descriptions down to discussions of the correctness of
the hardware designed, we now have a high level of confidence that the hardware
will perform as required in order to conduct the experiments and answer our research
questions. We have also discussed the time and space usage of this new technique,






Name Slice LUTs Slice Registers F7 Muxes F8 Muxes Slice LUT as Logic
Top Level Design 1952 1489 2 0 644 1951
— VexRiscV (Caches Included) 1937 1456 2 0 635 1937
—— VexRiscV 1937 1456 2 0 635 1937
———Data Cache 718 163 0 0 282 718
——— Instruction Cache 490 75 0 0 183 490
LUT as Memory LUT Flip Flop Pairs Block RAM Tile DSPs
1 582 5.5 4
0 569 5.5 4
0 569 5.5 4
0 35 2.5 0
0 43 1.5 0
Table 4.6: This table shows the hardware utilisation breakdown in a competitor to RI5CY, the VexRiscv. This is an in order 5-stage design
that includes an instruction and data cache bundled with the processor. These results were measured on the same FPGA as the
RI5CY to allow a direct comparison.
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a standard cache. We have seen the very high level of resource usage that the TAC
consumes and hope that it will be justified by the performance increase the TAC
allows in the programs we test.
The next step is to design an experiment such that we can verify whether the
addition of this new technique is in fact worthwhile. Using these experiments
we can more robustly quantify the improvement and also begin to identify and
generalise a pattern for the types of program that are most amenable to this technique.
The next chapter describes how this experiment is set up and then documents the
results.
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Now that we have an experimental platform we need to define a series of experiments
to verify the claims made about the reduction in runtime the TAC should enable.
This chapter covers those experiments and presents the results before also engaging
in a discussion of those results.
5.1 Experimental Setup
By way of an experiment, we need a series of tests that can verify whether we see
reductions in the runtime of programs when a TAC is used. To achieve this we have
taken a benchmark suite that will serve as a stimulus, in this case the Mälardalen
Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) [76] benchmark. This benchmark was chosen
because it is well established and well used. In addition it does not rely on particular
hardware implementations, as all the benchmarks are provided as compilable C code.
There are discussions to be had around how much the choice of benchmark will
influence the results, for example Mälardalen is very focussed on code that is difficult
to predict a WCET for so you often find unstructured code or code with lots of nested
loops. Clearly that has an impact on the situations that arise during the execution
of the code and its conceivable that there are some situations that will more favour
Trace Assisted Caching. We will discuss this further in Chapter 6 once the data has
been analysed as it would be premature to speculate about this before the results
were known.
With a benchmark decided, we need to further decide on the hardware variations
we will exercise with the benchmarks. We use five different configurations that take
into account a control implementation (so simply a processor with no data caching
whatsoever), and the four combinations that arise from choosing a Direct-Mapped or
Set-Associative cache and including the Trace Assisted hardware or not. This leads to
the following five hardware variations:
1. A RI5CY processor directly connected to data memory with no caching (No
Cache)
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2. A RI5CY processor with a standard Direct-Mapped cache connected to data
memory (Saruyu - Direct-Mapped)
3. A RI5CY processor with an 8-way Set-Associative cache connected to data
memory (Saruyu - Set-Associative)
4. A RI5CY processor with a Direct-Mapped TAC connected to data memory
(Enokida - Direct-Mapped)
5. A RI5CYprocessorwith an 8-way Set-Associative TACconnected to datamemory
(Enokida - Set-Associative)
These variations were chosen because they allow us to answer the research questions
posed in Chapter 1. The first question around runtime reduction can be answered by
comparing the No Cache Hardware Variant to the other 4, while the second question
can be answered by pairwise comparing Saruyu and Enokida for the same underlying
cache implementation. By tracking not only runtime but also the number of situations
each cache experiences as the benchmarks execute we will also be in a position to
answer the third question around overheads; and the final question can be answered
by considering data from the two Enokida variants.
Not only this but by varying the cache implementations, it allows a view onto the
impact of associativity on the performance of the TAC. By including a Set-Associative
and a Direct-Mapped cache it is possible to see how increasing associativity helps
or hinders the TAC. Of course this could be further expanded by including a
fully-associative cache, so that the full continuum was covered. However, because
fully-associative caches of a large size are rarely implemented, it was difficult to
find an implementation that could be synthesised, so this was not included in this
thesis.
Each of these hardware variations will be loaded with the executable code of one of
the benchmark tests, loaded onto a Xilinx VC707 FPGA and then monitored using
the ILA provided by Xilinx to track the execution time of the benchmark in clock
cycles. This will be then be stored and can be compared against the other hardware
variations.
5.1.1 Use of the Experimental Approach
It’s worth exploring at this point the use of this experimental approach at all. Much
research in the area of caching and architecture uses simulation as it allows a much
deeper level of introspection into the underlying dynamics at play. In addition it
would allow a better separation of cost and benefit, which might better allow us to
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answer the third research question from Chapter 1. This was originally how the
experiments were planned to be run, for the reasons previously stated, however as
mentioned in Section 4.4.2 there were several issues that prevented this from working
in the manner originally envisioned.
The first problem was that had we used a simulator like gem5[25] or a similar tool we
would have lost access to a lot of preexisting code that allowed us to focus on only
implementing the new pieces of the architecture rather than every other part of the
system. As RI5CY and the Pulpino SoC are synthesised using Vivado there are already
a lot of components written and maintained by the project that are written with the
Vivado toolchain in mind. Furthermore Vivado has access to a lot of proprietary
Xilinx hardware models which again reduce the burden of work from having to
implement our own interconnects or memory modules had we used something like
gem5.
The second problemwas much more of an issue in that Vivado has limited simulation
options in that its most accurate simulations require you to have already completed
the ‘Implementation’ phase of design. However even then there were many situations
where designs worked in simulation but actually failed on the real hardware. This
was mostly due to a lack of specificity in the SystemVerilog specification around
default values and required several complex workarounds to reproduce in simulation,
common cases in the actual hardware. Not only this but to get the hardware
descriptions to the point of being able to use this level of simulation it was necessary
to expend nearly as much time it took to generate the bitfile. Specifically, in Vivado the
process of generating a bitfile goes through 4 phases, each component is synthesised
in isolation, the whole system design is synthesised, the synthesised design is then
implemented on the chosen hardware and finally a bitfile is created. To pass through
the first three stages took around 50 minutes per design, and the generation of
the bitfile around 30 seconds. So with the combination of the questions around
accuracy and the fact that it confers no time advantage made experimentation more
attractive, despite the fact that the level of information that could be attained was
lower.
That being said, a lack of information was sometimes a benefit, particularly for the
largest traces, adpcm being a prime example, trying to simulate the program even
simply in a functional simulator, proved to be impossible on multiple occasions due
to the length of the benchmark and the amount of data it produced. Even though
actually implementing the design did cause a lot of information to be untracked,
using the ILA made more benchmarks tractable than some alternatives because it
focused the information captured.
So for these reasons, although it trades off a lot of the capabilities of introspection
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that would have been useful, taking the experimental approach allowed us to re-use
many components that cut down the implementation time, allowed us more accurate
results and also allowed us a broader range of benchmarks to compare. That being
said the introspection was not lost as with some work the functional simulations
could be correlated with the hardware behaviour, allowing more introspection than
the hardware alone provided.
5.1.2 Process for Each Experiment
Each experiment follows a predefined set of steps:
1. Compile thebenchmark into an executableusing theriscv32-unknown-elf-gcc
compiler. This requires a custom linker script as the Harvard memory layout is
very different to the von Neumann architecture that gcc is expecting.
2. Take the compiled binary and decompile it to convert it into Xilinx’s proprietary
mem format, which is essentially a textual representation of the binary contents
of the memory we want to load. As part of this process, the instruction and
data segments of memory will be split into separate mem files. This will be
passed into the hardware synthesis process in order to load the program into
the BRAM, because although Xilinx has tools to do this post-synthesis, they do
not support custom processor designs.
3. Generate a top-level design that references the generated mem files and the pre-
existing Block Designs for the hardware variation that is required. These block
designs also include monitoring tools in order to track the runtime effectively
from within the FPGA.
4. Synthesise and implement this design as a bitfile that can be loaded onto the
FPGA. There is some extra complexity here, because triggers for the logic
analyser have to be loaded so that they run at boot. Thus, there is a small
amount of back and forth between the FPGA and the host machine to arrange
this.
5. Load the bitfile onto the FPGA and then connect to the ILA to extract the data
generated while the program was running.
a) In cases where the TAC was not included the program was run once and
the results collected. In the other cases, the program was run twice, the
first time as though it had no cache run to prime the trace repository and
the second time with the Trace Assisted Caching enabled. The second time
end-to-end is reported and the first run through of the program is ignored.
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Great care was taken to ensure that the same event markers were used to
measure the end-to-end time, so that neither hardware variation had any
advantage or disadvantage.
b) This required small changes to Gouram and Enokida in order to recognise
when the program had turned from a first run into a second. This was
accomplished by injecting an artificial store into the zero register. As this is
not something anyone could want to do, it was considered to be different
enough that it would not be confused for a genuine instruction. In future
implementations, this could become a custom RISCV instruction, but as
that is relatively complex to achieve, it was deemed out of scope for this
thesis.
6. Export this data into a script that calculates the runtime of the program and the
values of various counters for cache misses, cache hits and so on. The runtime
specifically was calculated by triggering the ILA on the JUMP instruction, before
the first instruction of the main function. This trigger was set to be in the
middle of the capture window for the ILA, so that it would also capture the first
instruction of main. It was then possible to scan through the address values
recorded and work backwards to the first clock cycle of a data_req signal that
related to the first instruction of main. This calculated the start time. As the
end time was dictated by the program hitting the trap state, the decision was
made to designate the end time as the start of the third repetition of the JUMP
instruction that formed the trap state. This was consistent for each hardware
variant.
7. Store these values and then begin again with a new hardware configuration or
benchmark as appropriate.
All these steps were automated via a automation framework, known as Ichĳou
[171].
5.1.3 Specific Experimental Concerns
In discussing the experiment, there are a few important issues that should be raised
at this point to give a full and accurate account of exactly how the experiments work.
The first point to make is that not all the Mälardalen benchmarks were run for these
experiments. It was decided that only a subset of 25 out of the full set would be run,












They were largely discounted for three key reasons, with each presenting one or more
of the following problems:
1. The Benchmarks required access to memory directly - In certain benchmarks,
particularly compress, it is assumed you can know a-priori howmuchmemory
will be available to the program. However, because of the way Vivado generates
memory, this introduced a circular dependency into the automation script.
Consequently it was very difficult to tune the parameter effectively, so the
decision was made to exclude benchmarks that exhibited this behaviour.
2. Intrinsic use of Floating Point Operations - The RI5CY processor that was
used for these experiments, whilst having the option to be configured with a
floating point unit, was not configured as such for these experiments due to the
complicated pipeline behaviour that would introduce. This is not to say that
our approach wouldn’t work but would have required the repetition of work
already completed to track the stages of the floating point pipeline. As a result,
for reasons of simplicity, this particular avenue was not explored. Consequently,
any benchmarks that relied on the use of floating point numbers were excluded.
3. Traces Too Large for trace repository - The trace repository was limited in size
to 131,072 trace entries. Consequently, any benchmarks that had more than
that number of memory operations could not be used. This eliminated some of
the largest benchmarks due to their length and the profligate way they utilised
memory instructions.
It is also worth mentioning that some of the other benchmarks had to be slightly
modified in order to remove their reliance on floating point calculations. The
three benchmarks that suffered from this were minver, select and qsort-exam,
consequently they are postfixed by -intwhen they are presented in the results. There
were also a few small fixes to the logic in some benchmarks, as some were hitting
segmentation faults in the processor and reading undefined data.
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In addition, benchmarks like bsort, that rely on arbitrary data, were changed to use
a fixed known value before the execution of the benchmarks. For example, in bsort
there was a fixed array of 100 numbers given to the function, rather than generating
them randomly on each run. This was done because we had made a simplifying
assumption that the two runs of a program would be consistently parameterised so
as to focus on the implementation of the TAC, rather than focusing on other issues.
Relaxing these restrictions is considered future work.
A further point to make is that extra hardware was also introduced to artificially delay
calls to memory. Though this was not ideal, it was necessary for two reasons. The first
was that the FPGA we used, the VC707, did not have an easy way to communicate
with its on-board DRAM when the definition of memory that was expected by
the RI5CY was out of sync with what was provided by the on-board DRAM. This
meant it was very difficult to store the programs we wanted in memory and then
measure the interactions with the DRAM. BRAMs, on the other hand, could be
reconfigured into any non-standard configuration and is compatible with the Xilinx
XPM system. Therefore we arrived at a compromise, that we would use BRAMs,
which have very low latency, and delay them by introducing artificial delay modules.
This effectively simulates a very slow main memory compared to a CPU, which can
execute instructions much faster. To be specific the delay module introduced a delay
of 50 cycles to the round-trip latency of a request to memory. As seen in Figure
2.1 this is roughly in line with what would be expected from main memory in a
medium-sized embedded system.
With all this in hand, we can now progress to the results of these experiments
and attempting to understand what they tell us about runtime decreases in these
circumstances.
5.2 Results
The results of the experiments are presented below in several forms, the first of
which is a graph that shows the runtime, in clock cycles, of each of the benchmarks
executed on the different hardware variants. The benchmarks are ordered by
increasing number of memory instructions recorded, a very rough approximation of
complexity.
Turning back to our research questions from Chapter 1 we can immediately pick
out some interesting details from this graph. The first is that the blue lines in each
bar group are never exceeded by any of the other hardware variants. That being




















































A Graph to Show the Runtime of Benchmarks when executed on Hardware with Different Cache Configurations
No Cache
Direct Mapped Cache
8-Way Set Associative Cache
Direct Mapped TAC
8-Way Set Associative TAC
Figure 5.1: This graph shows the runtime of each of the benchmarks as it executed on each hardware variant. The raw data used to plot
this graph can be seen in Appendix B.
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however as it also clear from the graph it does not reduce runtime as much as
the standard caches in any of the benchmarks that were tested. There are several
particular occasions where the performance is very close, such as cnt, prime and
expint but other occasions where performance is barely comparable between the
solutions, such as fac and recursion. In Chapter 6 we’ll analyse these particularly
poorly performing benchmarks as they have several interesting features that give
insight into why there is such a performance disparity. To make clear the difference in
performance Figure 5.2, will now plot the percentage improvement of each hardware
variant over the No Cache variant. This will allow us to normalise the performance
differences so we can see how much improvement or degradation is experienced in
each case.
Figure 5.2 shows in even more clarity exactly where the performance differences are
in the various benchmarks. In general the results are somewhat disappointing as,
even though we expended much more hardware, as we saw at the end of Chapter
4, the performance of the TAC never exceeded the performance of the standard
caches. From these results it would therefore appear as though we have to answer
our second research question in the negative, as there are no examples of the TAC
outperforming the standard caches for any of the benchmarks we tested. The
outliers mentioned in the previous paragraph also become more pronounced when
the data is viewed in this format, particularly in the cases of fac, recursion and
minver-int.
A further point to be made is that when we consider associativity the Set Associative
cache, without trace assistance, is consistently the best across every benchmark.
Specifically, it improves runtime over not having a cache by around 67% on average
and by 18% over a Direct-Mapped cache of the same size, as can be seen in Table 5.1.
This is despite the usual trade off between higher associativity and higher access times,
as mentioned in Chapter 2. Though no concrete analysis has been done as to exactly
the reasoning for this, since this thesis is concerned with the effects of adding the TAC
not the changes in associativity, it is conceivable that due to the relatively small size of
the cache the searching overhead is not comparable to the time it takes to writeback
an element to main memory. Since this phenomena happens much more frequently
in Direct-Mapped caches due to their design this could explain the consistently better
performance. However of course this is speculative and would need measurements
of each of the phenomena in question to quantify exactly.
To look more specifically at the exact performance differences, Table 5.1 shows
the percentage improvement or degradation when comparing the different caching
hardware variants to each other and from this we can see that the TAC always






































































A Graph to Show the Percentage Improvement for each Benchmark against running the benchmark without a Cache
Direct Mapped Cache
Direct Mapped Trace-Assisted Cache
8-Way Set Associative Cache
8-Way Set Associative Trace-Assisted Cache
Figure 5.2: This graph shows the percentage improvement for each hardware variant over our control hardware, which has no caching
at all and is directly connected to memory. This allows us to show how much adding the TAC is of benefit and sometimes
of detriment to different benchmarks on different pieces of hardware.The raw data used to plot this graph can be seen in
Appendix B.
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cache.
This adds further weight to our negative answer to our second research question,
and in the next chapter we will explore exactly the reasons for some of these very
large degredations in performance, particularly focusing on the largest outliers, duff,
fibcall, fac and janne_complex among others. At the other end of the spectrum,
some of the degradations are around 1%, such as insertsort, fac and fft1. What
makes these benchmarks so amenable to this technique, while some seem almost
allergic to it? This will also be explored in the next chapter. The key figure to bear
in mind from this table specifically is that the average degradation in performance
is 8%, which considering the large hardware spend identified in Chapter 4 is very
disappointing.
5.3 Exploring Cache Metrics
To begin that process of making sense of these results we can also consider some of
the ancillary metrics that were captured during the experiments, particularly those
around cache behaviour. Therefore, in the next set of tables we show increasingly
more detailed data about each cache implementation.
5.3.1 Standard Caches
For the simple caches we are more limited in the information we can capture, because
the number of situations that can arise is not as great as in a TAC. Consequently, every
memory access is either a cache hit or a cache miss and may involve a write-back to
memory if the desired location is full. This can be split further into hits and misses
that are in response to LOAD or STORE instructions. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 display this
information for a standardDirect-Mapped cache and a standard 8-way Set-Associative
cache respectively.
If we consider these tables at face value we start to see some indications as to the
performance differences. We will expand upon these in the next chapter, but if we
consider that the central idea of Trace Assisted Caching is that cache misses can be
converted into cache hits through overlapping if we look at benchmarks like expint,
insertsort and prime the number of misses present is very low as a proportion of
the total number of memory interactions. For example in Table 5.2 expint records
only 20 out of over 2000 memory interactions that were cache misses, while for
insertsort it’s 33 out of around 800, which gives limited space for any improvement




















bs 73.68% 17.98% 10.50% 8.37%
janne_complex 83.07% 0.00% 19.60% 19.66%
fac 62.19% 37.42% 1.07% 7.11%
fibcall 87.04% 10.18% 41.28% 37.52%
insertsort 75.56% 8.58% 0.80% 1.26%
select-int 75.64% 32.37% 5.14% 5.25%
qsort-exam-int 76.40% 41.51% 10.98% 6.84%
duff 79.36% 29.49% 18.93% 14.98%
cover 62.39% −2.86% 2.65% 4.45%
cnt 51.63% 3.94% 2.36% 3.25%
minver-int 70.50% 30.38% 9.65% 6.65%
recursion 65.69% 34.93% 8.22% 7.92%
expint 77.22% 2.68% 7.06% 6.60%
jfdctint 65.42% 19.61% 15.26% 12.03%
ud 69.49% 20.71% 9.04% 8.21%
qurt 46.43% 15.25% 3.94% 3.66%
fdct 74.86% 35.27% 13.24% 10.78%
nsichneu 58.78% 8.86% 7.66% 6.79%
prime 77.78% 1.70% 5.07% 7.06%
ns 62.22% 4.13% 3.67% 3.40%
ludcmp 47.00% 16.40% 3.29% 3.99%
fft1 48.02% 13.47% 1.10% 3.16%
bsort100 67.08% 16.80% 3.61% 4.68%
adpcm 78.73% 36.35% 14.35% 10.76%
matmult 44.35% 12.05% 2.45% 1.67%
Table 5.1: This table details the performance increase/decrease when comparing the runtime of each of the benchmarks in the situations
given in the headings. For example, the Improvement (Set-Associative vs. No Cache) gives the percentage improvement of the




















bs 42 8 7 8 2 0
janne_complex 128 43 0 8 0 0
fac 91 35 37 45 23 37
fibcall 238 115 2 10 2 2
duff 794 196 56 150 51 80
qsort-exam-int 564 147 107 76 57 36
select-int 598 155 62 56 44 33
insertsort 594 189 11 22 7 5
expint 1504 497 5 15 5 5
cover 889 366 206 9 29 1
recursion 812 431 217 280 190 235
jfdctint 1253 337 272 342 159 245
minver-int 1092 282 190 151 124 88
fdct 1556 555 340 254 199 153
ud 1657 425 286 115 115 69
cnt 861 399 158 126 45 101
nsichneu 2202 3 269 490 211 271
prime 3899 1727 9 23 8 15
qurt 1214 645 257 454 203 292
ns 4646 932 823 8 112 0
ludcmp 3208 1338 981 1165 626 617
fft1 3897 2707 687 926 574 488
bsort100 48170 13233 8294 1657 4944 692
adpcm 76672 32876 6592 6220 6209 6037
matmult 43550 6984 19392 4722 4075 793
Table 5.2: This table lists the number of each type of event that occurs during the run of each benchmark with regards to cache behaviour
when run using a Direct-Mapped Cache. Hits and misses are broken up into LOAD and STORE operations, as are cache misses.




















bs 44 8 5 8 0 0
janne_complex 128 43 0 8 0 0
fac 113 48 15 32 14 15
fibcall 240 115 0 10 0 0
duff 801 236 49 110 24 3
qsort-exam-int 661 187 10 36 10 5
select-int 651 177 9 34 8 4
insertsort 605 196 0 15 0 0
expint 1509 497 0 15 0 0
cover 879 367 216 8 38 0
recursion 936 565 93 146 81 111
jfdctint 1371 456 154 223 134 169
minver-int 1232 346 50 87 39 46
fdct 1767 720 129 89 71 52
ud 1827 463 116 77 71 35
cnt 894 398 125 127 46 86
nsichneu 2331 3 140 490 122 346
prime 3906 1733 2 17 2 2
qurt 1339 916 132 183 83 122
ns 4741 932 728 8 67 0
ludcmp 3610 2085 579 418 304 241
fft1 4327 3364 257 269 159 168
bsort100 52035 14524 4429 366 3332 277
adpcm 82571 38699 693 397 418 282
matmult 49985 9172 12957 2534 1745 871
Table 5.3: A this table features the same categories of presentation as Table 5.2, but focuses on the Set-Associative cache.
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misses for both expint and insertsort for the same number of memory accesses
overall.
If we compare that with the performance measures we’ve seen, particularly in Figure
5.2, we would expect to see parity in the ideal case but this is consistently not the case.
In fact expint and prime experience non-trivial performance degradations compared
to their equivalents running with standard caches. expint has a degradation of
7.06% when comparing Set-Associative Caches and 6.6% in the Direct-Mapped case,
whereas prime has a 5.07% degradation in the Set-Associative case and 7.06% in the
Direct-Mapped case. This suggests that there are overheads being introduced by
the TAC which are being incurred even in the cases where there is little potential
for it to act. This goes someway to explaining the average performance penalty that
is incurred in the transition to using a TAC and this will be explored more fully in
Chapter 6.
5.3.2 Trace-Assisted Caches
If we now move on to the TAC we can track many more events, because we introduce
more possibilities through the addition of the preemptive behaviour. Cache hits are
split into three variants for both LOAD hits and STORE hits. The first of these is the
simplest, which is a straight cache hit. Here, the CPU requests some data and it is
already in the cache with no preemptive action having been taken to place it there
directly. Of course it may be the case that the set of previous instructions that caused
this piece of data to occupy this place in the cache had preemptive elements, but
we only track at the granularity of individual memory instructions, not chains of
instructions that cause an outcome.
The second type of cache hit has a preemptive element, but that preemptive element
was a cache hit. This means that when the trace was recalled from the trace repository
it was found that the data was already in the cache, so no action was required. The
third type is a cache hit with a preemptive miss, this is the same as the previous
type, but a cache miss occurred, so there is the potential for a real memory operation
to have occurred also. The measurements relating to events of this type can be
seen in Table 5.4 for the Direct-Mapped cache and Table 5.6 for the Set-Associative
Cache.
Cache misses are still fairly simple, because if data is not present in the cache
there cannot have been any preemptive action, otherwise the cache query would
have hit. As a result, they are only split into LOAD and STORE. Writebacks are also
tracked separately, but are further subdivided by whether they occurred as part of
a preemptive action or in response to a CPU request. The measurements for these
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events are shown in Table 5.5 for the Direct-Mapped Cache and Table 5.7 for the
Complex Cache.
Considering this new data there are two key points that will inform some of our
discussions in the later chapters. The first is that we had been assuming that
the a high number of preemptive actions would be a positive indicator of higher
performance relative to the standard caches but this is not the case. Taking bsort100
in the Direct-Mapped case, 11478 preemptive actions out of a total number of 71354
memory interactions. However, according to Table 5.1 there is still a degradation
in performance of 4.68%. This implies there is not a direct correlation between the
number of preemptive actions taken and the corresponding performance increase
and adds further weight to the idea that overheads are being introduced somewhere
in the process. A further interesting example of this phenomena is matmult with
31409 preemptive actions but still a 1.67% degradation. While this is better it still
underscores that the standard caches are more economic as they produce better
performance and utilise fewer resources as shown in Chapter 4.
To dig into this slightly further it’s not only the number of preemptive actions that
occur its also the type of action that has a bearing, for example in the case of fibcall
all the preemptive actions are STORE operations. When we combine that with the fact
that there are few if any writebacks recorded this shows that even though these STORE
operations are being made preemptively they’re not reducing runtime very much
because they are mostly storing data in the cache rather than in main memory. This
gives the impression that for workloads that can store their working set effectively in
the cache, the TAC is not going to give any advantage because there are relatively few
memory operations that actually access main memory and so very few operations to
overlap.
On a related note the fact that the type of preemptive instruction is very important is
also demonstrated by adpcm. If we consider in Table 5.3 that it records 418 Writeback
proceeding a load but then in the comparative table (Table 5.7) for the TAC that is
only reduced to 381 while the performance is degraded by 14.35% but if we consider
fft1 it manages to reduce the same figures from 147 to 85 and shows only a 1.1%
degradation. This further demonstrates that not all preemptive operations contribute
equally and this is a theme we’ll explore further in Chapter 6 with reference to specific
benchmarks and their properties.
Anomalies
At this point it is worth addressing some of the anomalies that this very granular




























bs 37 5 2 8 0 2
janne_complex 114 14 0 43 0 1
fac 85 6 0 33 2 1
fibcall 238 0 0 115 0 2
duff 794 0 0 193 3 3
qsort-exam-int 529 35 0 144 3 14
select-int 564 34 0 137 18 14
insertsort 583 11 0 189 0 12
expint 1504 0 0 497 0 3
cover 711 178 11 364 2 2
recursion 799 13 0 374 57 4
jfdctint 1249 4 0 305 32 15
minver-int 989 103 0 261 21 10
fdct 1536 20 0 548 7 3
ud 1542 115 3 415 10 8
cnt 446 415 0 391 8 10
nsichneu 951 1251 3 2 1 4
prime 3899 0 0 1296 431 3
qurt 1140 74 11 628 17 1
ns 4598 48 8 932 0 2
ludcmp 2906 302 13 1309 29 3
fft1 3596 301 19 2651 56 2
bsort100 37515 10655 0 12424 809 14
adpcm 73667 3005 0 27147 5729 4
matmult 12195 31355 0 6934 50 4





















bs 5 6 2 0 0 0
janne_complex 0 7 0 0 0 0
fac 37 44 23 37 0 0
fibcall 2 8 2 2 0 0
duff 56 147 51 80 0 0
qsort-exam-int 107 62 57 36 0 0
select-int 62 42 44 33 0 0
insertsort 11 10 7 5 0 0
expint 5 12 5 5 0 0
cover 195 7 29 1 0 0
recursion 217 276 190 235 0 0
jfdctint 272 327 159 245 0 0
minver-int 190 141 124 88 0 0
fdct 340 251 199 153 0 0
ud 283 107 115 69 0 0
cnt 158 116 45 101 0 0
nsichneu 266 486 211 271 0 0
prime 9 20 8 15 0 0
qurt 246 453 203 292 0 0
ns 815 6 112 0 0 0
ludcmp 968 1162 626 617 0 0
fft1 668 924 574 488 0 0
bsort100 8294 1643 4944 692 0 0
adpcm 6592 6216 6209 6037 0 0
matmult 19392 4718 4075 793 0 0
Table 5.5: This table captures the behaviour of the Direct-Mapped TAC with regards to the cache misses and writebacks it experiences




























bs 44 0 4 8 0 2
janne_complex 128 0 0 43 0 1
fac 115 0 2 52 0 10
fibcall 240 0 0 115 0 2
duff 802 0 1 236 0 4
qsort-exam-int 660 0 8 187 0 23
select-int 652 0 6 177 0 22
insertsort 605 0 0 196 0 12
expint 1509 0 0 497 0 5
cover 879 0 180 366 0 4
recursion 946 0 65 573 0 54
jfdctint 1367 0 1 441 0 42
minver-int 1224 0 31 338 0 35
fdct 1771 0 2 714 0 15
ud 1821 0 93 461 0 41
cnt 889 0 110 402 0 107
nsichneu 2324 0 71 7 0 2
prime 3907 0 1 1734 0 5
qurt 1335 0 29 906 1 26
ns 4739 0 643 932 0 2
ludcmp 3608 0 186 2106 0 61
fft1 4356 0 104 3371 0 10
bsort100 52036 0 4304 14527 0 40
adpcm 82576 0 62 38707 0 91
matmult 49575 0 12631 8811 0 2059





















bs 1 6 0 0 0 0
janne_complex 0 7 0 0 0 0
fac 11 18 11 4 2 6
fibcall 0 8 0 0 0 0
duff 47 106 21 4 1 1
qsort-exam-int 3 13 3 4 8 1
select-int 2 12 2 4 5 0
insertsort 0 3 0 0 0 0
expint 0 10 0 0 0 0
cover 36 5 5 0 34 0
recursion 18 84 18 61 57 44
jfdctint 157 193 141 164 1 14
minver-int 27 60 21 39 24 12
fdct 123 80 72 48 2 7
ud 29 38 15 17 56 21
cnt 20 16 8 3 38 82
nsichneu 76 484 68 329 66 0
prime 0 11 0 1 1 0
qurt 104 162 73 116 16 22
ns 87 6 5 0 62 0
ludcmp 395 336 211 182 92 39
fft1 124 252 85 153 62 5
bsort100 124 320 100 263 3239 12
adpcm 626 298 381 194 37 72
matmult 736 836 189 752 1878 138
Table 5.7: This table captures the behaviour of the Set-Associative TAC with regards to the cache misses and writebacks it experiences
over the course of running each benchmark.
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Preemptive Hit) and the analogous column for STORE operations are empty on every
benchmark except 1. In addition, there are no reported preemptive writebacks in
Table 5.5. With regards to the first point, there are several explanations as to why this
is, ranging from a complex set of cache behaviours combined with the behaviour of
the preemptive unit, to a bug in the counters that are used within the hardware to
measure these metrics. However, we will not focus on that explicitly in the upcoming
sections, for several reasons. The first is that these are very much ancillary metrics
that help to give context to the main data in Figure 5.1 and Table B.1. Therefore,
their accuracy is helpful, but not crucial to the overall picture that the data provides
to us. Moreover, the issue that may be present in the hardware is most likely one
of miscategorisation, rather than an error in measurement, because we know that
there should be no more interactions with memory as we add the TAC; they should
simply be re-ordered, and if you calculate the number of memory accesses these
figures entail the numbers are still consistent. As a result, this data is still useful to
talk broadly about the number of preemptive actions taken, which is how it will be
used in Chapter 6.
The second point, on the number of writebacks, has very similar features to the first
point. However, it also has the added caveat that if we look at the results reporting
0 writebacks, it is quite consistent with the number of preemptive misses recorded.
Therefore, as the previous paragraph points out, this data is still useful and will be
expounded on further in Chapter 6.
5.3.3 Summary
Putting all this together the results give a fairly negative impression when compared
to our research questions. They show that while it’s true the TAC reduces runtime,
when compared to a standard cache it does so less and costs more hardware resources
to do so. In some benchmarks this can be as bad as a performance reduction of 40%,
however on average the degradation is less at around 8%.
In terms of reasoning as to why this is, the results seem to suggest that there are
overheads being introduced by the technique that are retarding its performance as
compared to a standard cache. Further it appears that individual program dynamics
play a big role in exactly how effective the technique is. The next chapter will
take a more in depth approach and consider the outlying data, digging deeper into
individual benchmarks to help us both answer our remaining research questions
positively or negatively but also to further our understanding of why and how the








Having undertaken a surface-level analysis of the data we collected in the previous
chapter we will now proceed more closely analyse the measurements taken. We know
from the previous chapter that we saw a degradation in performance from the use of
the TAC, so we will first consider some of the generalised causes of this degradation
and use those causes to categorise the set of benchmarks. After that, we will consider
six benchmarks, fac, insertsort, fibcall, janne_complex, fft1 and duff, each
showing a very large or very small degradation, to give us some insight into the
best and worst performing benchmarks. We will then conclude by generalising this
approach to codify the characteristics of a benchmark that will benefit from Trace
Assisted Caching.
6.1 Causes of Lack of Improvement
The overall story of the data we have seen is that the addition of a TAC actively
inhibited the performance of the CPU over using a standard cache. This story was
repeated in both the Direct-Mapped and Set-Associative cases. In this section we will
focus on the major causes of this degradation and link the benchmarks to those causes
to build a broad picture of what is most inhibiting performance.
6.1.1 Lack of Capacity to Improve
The first reason why we may not see an improvement in performance is that some
benchmarks may have already achieved their maximum effectiveness simply by
adding a cache. For example, let us consider a program that has an active set
smaller than the capacity of the cache. If we then further suppose the active set
is sympathetically laid out in memory, so as not to incur any conflicts over cache
locations, then once all the data has been loaded into the cache, there will be no further
interactions with memory. Programs like this will run incredibly fast, because main
memory has been cut out of the loop entirely. However, this situation is antithetical
to Trace Assisted Caching.
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The rationale behind Trace Assisted Caching is that overlapping main memory
accesses, with the execution of normal instructions, will reduce runtime and improve
system performance. However, cases like this are antithetical to that idea, because
there are no interactions with memory to overlap. Using Trace Assistance will
then become a hindrance to the performance of a program, because there are more
overheads associated with Trace Assisted Caching than with using a standard cache
(see Section 6.1.4).
The marker for problems of this sort are benchmarks where the recorded number
of cache misses is very low as a proportion of the total number of memory requests.
This is true of janne_complex, fibcall, select-int, insertsort, expint and prime,
and the trend is more pronounced in the Direct-Mapped case, as shown in Figure 6.1.
This figure also shows that while there is some relationship it’s not as simple as this
being the only contributory factor.
Furthermore, if we consider a Memory Activity Diagram1 of memory activity across
the four hardware variants that contain caches, we can see this behaviour clearly. As
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show, we see lots of activity initially and then a large period where
no memory accesses occur before the program terminates.
All this demonstrates that in this situation there is little that can be done by the TAC
to decrease the runtime of the program, because there are no (or very few) memory
operations it can overlap. Consequently, in these situations the TAC will only add
overhead, leading to the longer runtimes we have recorded.
6.1.2 Gap Between Memory Instructions
The second reason why we may not see improvement is that for Trace Assisted
Caching to be effective there has to be a reasonable gap between pairs of memory
instructions that map to the same cache block. This is somewhat explained in Section
4.3.1, but is worth explaining again in this context.
Suppose we fetch a trace from the trace repository that was a LOAD from a particular
memory address. Then further suppose the cache block it is to be loaded into is
empty, so this piece of data can be loaded from memory preemptively and execution
continues. Now, if the processor is someway behind the preemptive execution and
then suppose the trace repository fetches the next trace to action and it is a LOAD from
a different address that maps to the same cache block. If we allow this to go ahead,
when the first LOAD is executed by the processor it will receive the data intended
for the second LOAD, which is clearly incorrect. This obviously cannot be allowed to
1A 1D heatmap that shows a colour if memory is active i.e. serving a request from the processor, and
no colour if not.
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(a) Direct-Mapped Cache



































Figure 6.1: The two graphs above compare the runtime of each benchmark against the
proportion of cache misses the processor experienced the Direct-Mapped
and Set-Associative TAC runs of each benchmark. The trend lines are
plotted using linear regression and show that while some data points track
the trend line there are many outliers, which clearly shows that more than





Figure 6.2: This diagram shows the slices of time where memory was active during the execution of each of the hardware variants for
the insertsort benchmark. For the purposes of these diagrams we consider memory to be active between the start of the
processor’s request to memory and the rvalid signal going high. We can clearly see that there is an initial period of activity







Figure 6.3: Similarly to Figure 6.2, this Memory Activity Diagram shows the slices of time where memory was active during the execution
of each of the hardware variants for the prime benchmark. Again we see similar behaviour.
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happen if we want to maintain consistency, so the only option is to effectively make
the preemptive part of the cache do nothing while we wait for the processor to catch
up.
The consequence of this is that the preemptive elements of this scheme can only be so
effective if there is a large enough gap between memory instructions that address
the same cache block to not cause blockages and stalls like this. There is an obvious
‘sweet-spot’ whereby the processor is far enough behind the TAC to allow the TAC to
conduct preemptive actions, but close enough so that any stalling instructions will
not effect the execution of the TAC for very long. To further complicate matters, this
threshold or gap is dynamic because it depends on the density of instructions, the
cache hardware and mapping scheme that are used and a variety of other factors. As
a result, if programs are very dense in the number of memory instructions and the
breadth of addresses they reference, there may be little opportunity for the TAC to
make an impact.
This kind of behaviour is exemplified in benchmarks where we see little reduction in
the number of misses between having and not having a TAC, or in situations where
the benchmark is very memory bound, i.e. all the data cannot be held in the cache
at once. This is particularly true in all the Direct-Mapped TAC measurements, as
seen by comparing Tables 5.2 and 5.5, but also in duff, jfdctint and fdct, as shown
by comparing Table 5.3 with 5.7. The reason for this is because the Direct-Mapped
cache is so limited in its choice of data placement it is going to need to writeback to
memory much more than the Set-Associative cache would, so the situation described
above is more common.
Furthermore, this makes the whole process very sensitive to sudden large bursts of
latency. For example, if preemptively, the cache encounters a LOAD that also requires
a writeback very early on in the execution of the program, then there is a delay of at
least 100 cycles while both of these operations execute. (For more details see Section
6.1.3). Once that is complete the likelihood is that another memory operation is
already waiting, because the number of computation instructions required to cover
this gap would be significant if they execute in 4 cycles each. To make matters worse,
this process is self-perpetuating, once the preemptive unit is behind, unless there
is a long run of computation instructions, it is unlikely that it will catch up again.
There are ways this could be alleviated, with techniques that are more akin to OoO
processors, and we will consider some of those in Section 6.3.
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Miss with Writeback 2 1
Table 6.1: This matrix shows how many memory operations it would take to respond
to a request to LOAD or STORE data based on what happens in the cache i.e.
hit or miss.
6.1.3 Types of Misses
A further point to consider when talking about the performance of Trace Assisted
Caching is that it is not just the amount of misses that affect the potential for an
increase in performance. It is important to remember that even though we can, and
often do, count all cache misses as fundamentally equivalent, this is rarely the case.
This is even more pronounced when considering the preemptive case because of
the unique behaviour of the TAC. If we are preemptively attempting to load a value
from memory and we have to writeback a value already present in the cache, that
whole action incurs a double penalty, as this necessitates two independent memory
operations. At the other end of the spectrum, if we have a memory operation that
does not require a writeback and is a STORE, then the penalty is negligible because
preemptive stores cannot make any data changes to the cache.
Consequently, if we think about cache operations, they can be sorted along two
dimensions. The first is whether the operation is a LOAD or STORE and the second is the
type of hit or miss. This forms a matrix which is shown in Figure 6.1. If we consider
Table 6.1 carefully then we can see that the type and combination of misses that a
program exhibits without a TAC will have a major impact on the amount of runtime
that could be saved by applying Trace Assistance. Of course this is multi-dimensional
and depends on other factors such as the gaps between these hits and misses, but
if we consider a benchmark like bsort100 that incurs 4429 LOAD writebacks in the
Set-Associative case and 8294 in the Direct-Mapped case (Tables 5.2 and 5.3), then
you can imagine that it is going to be more difficult to overlap those effectively,
because they are double the length of a simple LOADmiss, so many more computation
instructions will be required.
6.1.4 Overheads Incurred
The final, and perhaps most significant problem the TAC has when trying to increase
performance is the overhead it introduces. A constant problem when designing




















Figure 6.4: The state machine that details the operation of our standard cache imple-
mentation.
can exceed the gains that made from actually applying it. In this case, the essential
problem is the book keeping and querying of the trace repository that has to occur
for every memory request the CPU makes. Even if this is kept to a minimal number
of cycles, this will accumulate over the course of a long running program, and may
eliminate any benefit. To further re-enforce this point, if we consider the points
made in Section 6.1.3, then we can also see that the types of cache interactions will
have a distinct impact on the overheads involved. For example, if multiple memory
operations are required, say in the case of a LOAD that misses and has to writeback the
data before starting, then a much higher overhead will be incurred than for a straight
miss.
Byway of example, let us consider the process of a cache hit andmiss, in theworst case,
between a Direct-Mapped TAC and a standard Direct-Mapped cache. To make this
easier, we will use the State Machine for the standard cache, shown in Figure 6.4. By
way of explanation, the data captured for the next section was taken from simulations
of the hardware inside of Vivado’s simulator, this allowed us to expose the internal
operations of the cache components, while abstracting away from the details of the
memory implementation.
Overheads in Standard Cache Implementation
First, if we consider a cache hit on our Direct-Mapped cache implementation (Saruyu)
we are already in the WAIT_ON_REQ/WOR state at the start, so let us assume that the
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data_req signal has just gone high to signal that the CPU requires some data. The
state machine will recognise that signal has gone high, set some control signals and
move to the CACHE_HIT_GNT/CHG state, taking one clock cycle. The control signals
set query the cache to see if the data that is required are already present. This will
take up one extra cycle due to the cache implementation. Hence, in the next clock
cycle we can process the result from the cache and discover this request is a hit, so
we transition to CACHE_HIT_DATA/CHD. Then, in the next clock cycle this will return
the data to the CPU and return us to the WAIT_ON_REQ state, taking overall four
clock cycles. This is the same no matter whether the memory request is a LOAD or a
STORE.
If it had been a cache miss instead, then the beginning of the transaction would occur
as before, except that after CACHE_HIT_GNT, assumingwe did not need towriteback, we
would transition to SERVICE_CACHE_MISS_LOAD/CML or SERVICE_CACHE_MISS_STORE
/CMS as appropriate. In the latter case, we expend one clock cycle before returning
to WAIT_ON_REQ, so this flavour of memory transaction also takes four clock cycles.
However, in the former case, with a LOAD miss, we have to perform a read from
memory, so this transaction will take 3 + 2 where 2 is the end-to-end time taken
between requesting the memory read and having the data available to us. If a
writeback has to occur in either case, then we have to add on a further 2 to account
for having to write back the data to memory.
To summarise, if we consider how long in clock cycles it takes to perform each type of
memory transaction, we get Table 6.2.
LOAD STORE
Cache Hit 4 4
Cache Miss 3 + 2 4
Cache Miss (WB) 3 + 22 3 + 2
Table 6.2: This table summarises how long each type of memory transaction will take
for the cache to execute. Here 2 refers to the length of time taken from
first requesting a memory access to the point at which the rvalid signal is
raised and the data is accessible.
To demonstrate these figures are reliable we can try to reconstruct the measurements
from these estimates as follows. First, based on simulations of the running program,
we can assume that 2 in this case is 52, as there is a 50 cycle delay on the memory
operation to emulate slow main memory, and then 2 further cycles to perform
the access for real. Now let us consider fac in Table 5.2 running on a standard
Direct-Mapped cache.
To begin we have 126 cache hits that occur throughout the execution of the program
(91 + 35), which each take 4 cycles from a memory perspective, so that adds up to 504
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cycles. Following that, we incur 14 LOAD cache misses and 8 STORE misses, neither
of which require writebacks, so 14 ∗ (52 + 3) = 14 ∗ 55 = 770 and 8 ∗ 4 = 32 cycles,
which cumulatively brings us to 1306 cycles. Finally, we have 23 LOAD operations that
required a writeback totalling 23 ∗ (3 + 2 ∗ 52) = 2461 and 37 STORE operations that
also require a writeback totalling 37 ∗ (3 + 52) = 2035. Putting this all together gives
us 5802 cycles. That leaves 1529 cycles to perform the rest of the computation, giving
us a Clock Cycles Per Instruction (CPI) of around 3.3, very much in line with our
expectations.
Overheads in the TAC
Now, turning our attention to the TAC, there are many more situations that can arise
due to the preemptive operations. All these situations are documented as the column
headings of Tables 5.4 and 5.5, but will be repeated here for ease of reference. These
are:
• Cache Hit (No Preemptive Action) - H
• Cache Hit (Following a Preemptive Hit) - HPH
• Cache Hit (Following a Preemptive Miss) - HPM
• Cache Hit (Following a Preemptive Miss & Writeback) - HPMW
• Cache Miss (No Preemptive Action) -M
• Cache Miss (With Writeback) -MW
Each of the items in the list has a separate LOAD and STORE variant. The full list of
times taken can be seen in Table 6.3. For exact details on how all these figures are
derived see Appendix C.
Returning to the two tables, as we can see there is a very large difference between
the amount of time taken to service similar operations between the two broad types
of implementation. This means that even before the TAC has begun, it is at a
disadvantage compared to the standard cache and would need to overlap a lot of
memory instructions to out-perform the standard implementations. This goes a long
way to explaining why we see the results that we do, with respect to no TAC entry
outperforming a non-TAC, over any benchmark. Furthermore, this affects every
benchmark that was run, because these overheads are incurred on every memory
access no matter the outcome, so any improvements here will see improvements
across the entire suite of benchmarks.
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HPM 2 + 20 21
HPMW 22 + 20 2 + 21
M 2 + 10 11
MW 22 + 10 2 + 11
Table 6.3: This table shows how long it would take each different type of memory
transaction to progress through the system. Of course, especially in the case
of the preemptive elements, the times quoted may happen in two distinct
blocks, once when the preemptive element happens and the other after
that, when the data is actually requested. A further point is that some of
the time allocated into the transactions for book-keeping actually occurs
overlapped with the next instruction. Therefore, while these figures are
indicative, they cannot be used to directly reconstruct the times taken in the
data without accounting for overlapping. For more details see Appendix C.
6.2 Benchmark by Benchmark Analysis
Having now considered some of the more generalised arguments as to why this
technique may have yielded disappointing results, there are several benchmarks that
display abnormal behaviour with respect to the average improvement or degrada-
tion.
6.2.1 janne_complex
Startingwith oneof the smallest benchmarks, janne_complex is a synthetic benchmark
that consists of two loops, where the maximum number of iterations in the inner loop
is dependent on the current number of iterations of the outer loop. This is often used
to test WCET calculations. The source code for the benchmark can be seen in Listing
6.1.
Listing 6.1: Source code that implements the janne_complex benchmark. The com-
mentary has been removed for ease of presentation.
1 int complex(int a, int b)
2 {
3 while(a < 30)
4 {
5 while(b < a)
6 {
7 if(b > 5)
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8 b = b * 3;
9 else
10 b = b + 2;
11 if(b >= 10 && b <= 12)
12 a = a + 10;
13 else
14 a = a + 1;
15 }
16 a = a + 2;







24 int a = 1, b = 1, answer = 0;
25 answer = complex(a, b);
26 return answer;
27 }
If we consider the measurements taken, this shows identical runtime performance
between a Direct-Mapped and Set-Associative cache, but it then has a nearly 20%
performance degradation when compared to the equivalent TAC, as shown in Table
5.1. This is over twice the average degradation of 8%, despite the TAC managing to
overlap one STORE operation in both the Set-Associative and Direct-Mapped cases.
This is a classic example of the problemdescribed in Section 6.1.4, where the overheads
of the TAC are swamping any benefits it might have brought with it. Specifically,
overlapping one STORE instruction would reduce the runtime by at most 50 cycles,
but the overheads incurred would increase every LOAD hit by 9 cycles and there
are 128 recorded cache hits with no preemptive action in the Set-Associative case.
Therefore, it is unsurprising that this is the case when Trace Assisted Caching is
applied.
Another interesting property of this benchmark is that after a few initial STOREmisses,
that are somewhat inevitable unless the cache is prepopulated, all the action takes
place inside the cache itself. This is obvious from the figures as there are nowritebacks
and only seven cache misses that resulted from STORE operations. Consequently,
memory is never accessed, so there is very little capacity to overlap the remaining
operations. This adds further credence to the ideas presented in 6.1.1, that a low
number of misses relative to the overall number of memory transactions leaves little
space for Trace Assisted Caching to achieve anything, though as the graphs in that
section showed that is not the whole story. Ideally therefore, we would expect parity
of performance between the two, but as the overheads are introduced, this is sadly
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not the case, leading to the results we see.
6.2.2 fac
Turning now to fac, we see a quite different story to janne_complex. fac is again
a simple benchmark that recursively calculates the sum of the first 5 factorials
i.e. 0! + 1! + 2! + 3! + 4! + 5!. The code for this benchmark can be seen in List-
ing 6.2.
Listing 6.2: Source code that implements the fac benchmark to calculate the sum of
factorials.
1 int fac (int n)
2 {
3 if (n == 0)
4 return 1;
5 else
6 return (n * fac (n-1));
7 }
8
9 int main (void)
10 {
11 int i;
12 int s = 0;
13 volatile int n;
14
15 n = 5;
16 for (i = 0; i <= n; i++)




If we focus on the Set-Associative case we see that the TAC vs non-TAC performance
only differs by around 50 clock cycles or 1.09%, as per Table 5.1. This is an example
where clearly the overheads introduced are to some extent balanced by the savings
that are made through the overlapping and this is borne out when we look at the
results.
As we can see in Tables 5.6 and 5.7 the TACmanages to overlap 10 of the STOREmisses
with writebacks and 2 of the LOAD misses with writebacks. These 12 preemptive
operations also allowed another 6 operations to be converted from hits to misses,
causing a substantial decrease in runtime that was effectively balanced by the
overheads incurred. The reason it can do this, whilst other benchmarks do not display
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this behaviour, is obvious if we consider the disassembled binary of the benchmark,
as in Listing 6.3.
Listing 6.3: This listing is the decompiled assembly code for fac, created using a
RISC-V port of objdump.
200 fe010113 addi sp,sp,-32
204 00112e23 sw ra,28(sp)
208 00812c23 sw s0,24(sp)
20C 02010413 addi s0,sp,32
210 fea42623 sw a0,-20(s0)
214 fec42783 lw a5,-20(s0)
218 00079663 bnez a5,224 <fac+0x24>
21C 00100793 li a5,1
220 0200006f j 240 <fac+0x40>
224 fec42783 lw a5,-20(s0)
228 fff78793 addi a5,a5,-1
22C 00078513 mv a0,a5
230 fd1ff0ef jal ra,200 <fac>
234 00050713 mv a4,a0
238 fec42783 lw a5,-20(s0)
23C 02f707b3 mul a5,a4,a5
240 00078513 mv a0,a5
244 01c12083 lw ra,28(sp)
248 01812403 lw s0,24(sp)
24C 02010113 addi sp,sp,32
250 00008067 ret
254 fe010113 addi sp,sp,-32
258 00112e23 sw ra,28(sp)
25C 00812c23 sw s0,24(sp)
260 02010413 addi s0,sp,32
264 fe042423 sw zero,-24(s0)
268 00500793 li a5,5
26C fef42223 sw a5,-28(s0)
270 fe042623 sw zero,-20(s0)
274 0280006f j 29c <main+0x48>
278 fec42503 lw a0,-20(s0)
27C f85ff0ef jal ra,200 <fac>
280 00050713 mv a4,a0
284 fe842783 lw a5,-24(s0)
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288 00e787b3 add a5,a5,a4
28C fef42423 sw a5,-24(s0)
290 fec42783 lw a5,-20(s0)
294 00178793 addi a5,a5,1
298 fef42623 sw a5,-20(s0)
29C fe442783 lw a5,-28(s0)
2A0 fec42703 lw a4,-20(s0)
2A4 fce7dae3 ble a4,a5,278 <main+0x24>
2A8 fe842783 lw a5,-24(s0)
2AC 00078513 mv a0,a5
2B0 01c12083 lw ra,28(sp)
2B4 01812403 lw s0,24(sp)
2B8 02010113 addi sp,sp,32
2BC 00008067 ret
If we look at the structure of this benchmark, at the beginning of each of the
major subroutines (0x200 and 0x254) there are multiple store operations. As these
operations can occur relatively quickly from the point of view of the TAC, the LOAD
operations, which take much longer, can be started much sooner than would be the
case if we were executing under a standard cache. In addition, the density of memory
operations is lower in the most frequently traversed section of the code, with the
highly dense sections occurring at the end of a subroutine or the end of the program.
This demonstrates the suppositions made earlier in the chapter that it is not simply
the overall amount of memory operations available that determines the effectiveness,
but also the distribution of those operations throughout the program that has an
impact.
The corollary of looking at fac is that it shows that while there is work to be done
in addressing the level of overheads, it can be the case that the penalty and benefit
balance out. In which case, if we could reduce the overheads involved with the
technique, while retaining the ability to overlap memory operations in this way,
we could conceivably reach a point where the TAC performed even better than the
standard caches. This is not only because we have reduced the overheads, but also
because that could potentially unlock more overlapping if more memory requests
can be serviced by the TAC. Though of course, this brings into question data hazards





fibcall is a relatively simple benchmark that calculates the sum of the first =
Fibonacci numbers in an iterative fashion. The source code for the benchmark is
reproduced in Listing 6.4.
Listing 6.4: This listing implements the fibcall benchmark that calculates the sum
of = Fibonacci numbers.
1 int fib(int n)
2 {
3 int i, Fnew, Fold, temp,ans;
4
5 Fnew = 1; Fold = 0;
6 for ( i = 2; i <= n; i++ )
7 {
8 temp = Fnew;
9 Fnew = Fnew + Fold;
10 Fold = temp;
11 }












In this case, the addition of the TAC leads to an increase of not around 8%, as the
average would suggest, but of around 41% (1109 cycles) in the case of the Direct-
MappedCache and 38% (1096 cycles) in the case of the Set-AssociativeCache, as shown
in Table 5.1. If we look at the Memory Activity Diagram of its execution, in Figure
6.5, we see that the behaviour of fibcall is quite similar to that of janne_complex,
in that after the initial misses, there are long periods of time where main memory is
not accessed at all. Consequently, before we even consider other factors, the potential
for improvement is quite low. But why is the degradation so great in both of these
cases?
If we look more closely we see that all the misses that are incurred in both cases










Figure 6.5: The heatmap for the execution of fibcall, if we consider the Direct-Mapped cases at the top, we can see behaviour analogous
to that when describing janne_complex.
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potential for overlapping before we begin, because STORE misses will not execute
a memory operation. This leads us to the conclusion that everything is done in
cache. If we combine that with the fact that fibcall has 70% of the instructions it
executes as memory instructions, compared to just below 50% for janne_complex,
we see that there are simply more chances to incur the overheads between the
two benchmarks. Therefore, despite the fact that the two display relatively similar
behaviour, the number of memory operations as a proportion of the total number of
instructions executed has a large influence on the performance hit incurred by adding
the TAC.
This is an opportune corrective to simplistic thinking around some of the issues we
will see in Section 6.5. It is not as simple as saying that the more memory operations
(and therefore misses) a program has, the more it will benefit, because having a
higher proportion of memory operations to computation instructions also gives more
opportunity for overhead costs to accumulate. Any analytical characterisation of
programs to try and discover whether Trace Assisted Caching will help will need to
take this into account.
6.2.4 duff
Turning now to look at duff we see a slightly different picture again. duff is based
on ”Duff’s Device“ [60] a method of unrolling loops in C and forcing the compiler to
emit an unstructured loop. In terms of performance we see a 18.93% degradation
when comparing the Set-Associative cache and Set-Associative TAC and a 14.98%
degradation for the Direct-Mapped version as per Table 5.1. The source code for this
benchmark can be seen in Listing 6.5.
Listing 6.5: This listing implements the duff benchmark, based on Duff’s Device [60].
1 #define ARRAYSIZE 100
2 #define INVOCATION_COUNT 43 /* exec time depends on this one! */
3
4




9 case 0: do{ *to++ = *from++;
10 case 7: *to++ = *from++;
11 case 6: *to++ = *from++;
12 case 5: *to++ = *from++;
13 case 4: *to++ = *from++;
14 case 3: *to++ = *from++;
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15 case 2: *to++ = *from++;





















37 initialize( source, ARRAYSIZE );
38 duffcopy( source, target, INVOCATION_COUNT );
39 return 0;
40 }
First, this benchmark is clearly different to the ones we have considered previously,
because it operates on an array of 100 items, as dictated by the constant in the program.
As a result, since arrays are contiguous in memory in C and caches work by allocating
multiple entries inmemory to a single cache entry, this cannot all be stored in the cache
at once. As a result, it cannot simply be the case that overheads are overwhelming
any benefits. That being said, there are very few gains made by the TACs with only 5
operations occurring preemptively in the Set-Associative case and 6 as per Tables 5.6
and 5.7 in the Direct-Mapped case, as per Tables 5.4 and 5.5.
If we consider the benchmark source code in Listing 6.5 we can see why this is,
because there is very little computation at all occurring in this benchmark. Trace
Assisted Caching as a technique assumes a reasonable balance of computation and
memory access, but since Duff’s Device is completely dedicated to array copying,
and therefore memory accesses, there is no computation with which to overlap the
memory instructions for any benefit.
But it is not only the amount of memory instructions that is important, duff executes





Figure 6.6: A Memory Activity Diagram for the execution of duff, we can see that particularly in the later parts of the program the
accesses become much more clustered and close together than in earlier segments.
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58% of the instructions are memory instructions. However, another benchmark like
expint has a similar proportion, but only experiences a 7.06% degradation. Therefore,
it cannot be this alone that determines effectiveness, but also the spread of those
memory instructions. If we consider the Memory Activity Diagram produced for
duff in Figure 6.6, we can see that the memory accesses are very clustered around
particular execution times in the program. Combine this with the fact that we
know the accesses are all to a contiguous data store and we can see the copy will be
sequential, as per Listing 6.5. This is a recipe for the TAC having no time to make any
preemptive moves before being overwhelmed by CPU demand. This suggests that
when considering characteristics in Section 6.5, we need to not only consider absolute
amounts, but also the spread of memory instructions in the program, as it can lead to
programs that have broadly similar miss patterns, but very different performance
characteristics, as a result.
6.2.5 insertsort
Turning now to consider insertsort we see a slightly more positive picture, with
degredations of only around 1% between Standard and TACs, as per Table 5.1.
insertsort implements the standard Insertion Sort algorithm over 10 elements and
as such has a very low proportion of misses, even before any Trace Assistance is
applied. Considering what we have seen in previous sections, we would imagine this
would lead to a much larger degradation, but this is not the case here. Particularly in
the Set-Associative case, the TAC manages to overlap 12 more operations than the
standard cache, which leads to the difference of only 94 cycles between the Trace
Assisted and non Trace Assisted Caches.
The reason this is so successful, relatively speaking, is that even though it is han-
dicapped by the overheads, the majority (65%) of instructions presented have no
memory component at all. This means that though the overheads are certainly
present, their effect is mitigated, as proportionally there are fewer of them. Again this
adds evidence to the idea that parity with the standard caches is not so far away and
in reality tweaking the implementation of the TAC to take advantage of situations
like this could push us to that point very quickly.
A further point here is that if we consider the disassembled executable file in Listing
6.6, we see there is a large section at the beginning of the program that is very
amenable to Trace Assisted Caching. In this section we see lots of STORE operations,
all to distinct addresses. These would normally be fast in a cache anyway, not
requiring a main memory access as the cache is cold, but with Trace Assistance they
can all be brought forward and executed very quickly. This benefit will only be
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accessible in the TAC, generating a stream of misses in a standard cache that could
not be avoided.
Listing 6.6: This listing is the decompiled assembly code for insertsort, created
using a RISC-V port of objdump. This is only the start of the mainmethod
of the program, but demonstrates how ammenable the early part of the
program is to Trace Assisted Caching, as there are multiple stores made
to distinct memory addresses in a startup phase.
200 fe010113 addi sp,sp,-32
204 00812e23 sw s0,28(sp)
208 02010413 addi s0,sp,32
20C 001007b7 lui a5,0x100
210 0007a023 sw zero,0(a5) # 100000 <a>
214 001007b7 lui a5,0x100
218 00078793 mv a5,a5
21C 00b00713 li a4,11
220 00e7a223 sw a4,4(a5) # 100004 <a+0x4>
224 001007b7 lui a5,0x100
228 00078793 mv a5,a5
22C 00a00713 li a4,10
230 00e7a423 sw a4,8(a5) # 100008 <a+0x8>
234 001007b7 lui a5,0x100
238 00078793 mv a5,a5
23C 00900713 li a4,9
240 00e7a623 sw a4,12(a5) # 10000c <a+0xc>
244 001007b7 lui a5,0x100
248 00078793 mv a5,a5
24C 00800713 li a4,8
250 00e7a823 sw a4,16(a5) # 100010 <a+0x10>
254 001007b7 lui a5,0x100
258 00078793 mv a5,a5
25C 00700713 li a4,7
260 00e7aa23 sw a4,20(a5) # 100014 <a+0x14>
264 001007b7 lui a5,0x100
268 00078793 mv a5,a5
26C 00600713 li a4,6
270 00e7ac23 sw a4,24(a5) # 100018 <a+0x18>
274 001007b7 lui a5,0x100
278 00078793 mv a5,a5
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27C 00500713 li a4,5
280 00e7ae23 sw a4,28(a5) # 10001c <a+0x1c>
284 001007b7 lui a5,0x100
288 00078793 mv a5,a5
28C 00400713 li a4,4
290 02e7a023 sw a4,32(a5) # 100020 <a+0x20>
294 001007b7 lui a5,0x100
298 00078793 mv a5,a5
29C 00300713 li a4,3
2A0 02e7a223 sw a4,36(a5) # 100024 <a+0x24>
2A4 001007b7 lui a5,0x100
2A8 00078793 mv a5,a5
2AC 00200713 li a4,2
2B0 02e7a423 sw a4,40(a5) # 100028 <a+0x28>
2B4 00200793 li a5,2
2B8 fef42623 sw a5,-20(s0)
2BC 0d00006f j 38c <main+0x18c>
2C0 ...
It also shows an interesting point that differentiates it from the behaviour we see in
fac, which is that fac performs much worse in terms of proportion of unavoidable
cache misses, because it is written recursively and compiled in the same way. Because
of the implementation of subroutines in the RI5CY every JAL instruction requires
a stack frame and return address to be saved to memory, this causes lots of extra
memory accesses that do not actually aid the advancement of the program, but are
merely book-keeping to ensure the processor can continue. As insertsort is written
in an iterative rather than recursive way, this is not necessary. Though we are not
exploring compiler optimisations explicitly in this thesis, it is interesting to note that
transformations of programs into those that are tail-recursive maywell be advisable in
this context. Reducing the number of memory operations that occur, as a proportion
of the instructions executed will give more space and potential slack to allowmemory
instructions to be executed preemptively.
6.2.6 fft1
Drawing this section to a close let us consider, fft1. fft1 computes a Fast Fourier
transform, and from the figureswe can see the performance of the Set-Associative TAC
only degraded by 1.1% compared to the Standard Set-Associative cache. Of course
this is still a degradation but the balance of memory to computation instructions
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appears to have protected it more than some of the other examples where double
digit degradations were seen. It boasts only 8217 memory instructions out of 67965
instructions overall, a proportion of 12.1%, whichmeans there is a lot of space between
memory instructions for overlapping to take place. This is shown most clearly in
the memory activity graphs in Figure 6.7, where if we consider the Set-Associative
Cache, we see a large clump of instructions around 74744 that are spread out more
efficiently in the Set-Associative TAC below it. This is also repeated around 164438
clock cycles.
The obvious questions now are: why is it not more effective even than this? And,
why do we still see a performance degradation? The only reason that more memory
instructions are not brought forward earlier is because of data dependencies in the
program. Unfortunately, with code like the Fast-Fourier Transform this is inevitable,
simply due to the very calculation being performed requiring multiple pieces of
data per output result (as each of the # outputs requires a sum of # terms). This
combined with the overheads is what causes the degradation, small as it is, to
occur.
This pattern is repeated in other benchmarks as well, with matmult being the most dir-
ect parallel. Here only 18% of the instructions executed are memory instructions and
so the same behaviour can be observed, as shown in Figure 6.8.
6.3 Resolving Problems of the Implementation
Now we have toured over both the general and specific causes of problems for the
TAC when trying to match the performance of the standard caches let us turn to some
solutions.
6.3.1 Move Towards an OoO architecture
One of the single biggest restraints on the performance of the TAC was the need to
maintain sequential consistency within the programs being executed. As a result, it
was observed during many of the simulation runs that the preemptive elements of
the TAC would sit doing very little for long periods of time if it were the case that
there were a lot of dependent memory transactions in particular parts of the program.
This was compounded by the fact that it was also observed that once the preemptive
parts of the TAC got behind the CPU they rarely caught up again unless there was a
marked shift in the number of memory accesses made. Clearly some of this is the














Figure 6.8: The Memory Activity Diagram for the execution of matmult. If we consider the Set-Associative section at the bottom, we can
see that the clumping is less obvious, but certainly occurs at 441613 and 1545645.
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to improve the performance is to relax the sequential consistency constraint the TAC
currently imposes.
This could be done in two stages. The first would require implementing something
like the scheme seen for Non-Blocking Caches [34, 112] whereby the TAC can analyse
if its waiting for a read or a write in the blocking location. The cited papers use
MSHRs to maintain the in-flight writes whilst reads can continue assuming they are
independent of the writes that are stored in the MSHRs. This should allow the TAC to
continue execution pre-emptively even though from a strictly sequentially consistent
point of view it shouldn’t be able to.
The second phase would be to then move even further towards a completely OoO
architecture instead. The big problem that stymies OoO processors, however, is how
to decide if certain re-orderings of programs are safe [225], i.e. if you make them,
are the semantics of the program changed? And the big problem with calculating
this is the aliasing problem referred to in Figure 2.7. As a consequence many OoO
implementations are incredibly conservative and don’t gain the maximum speedups
they could because they have to make guarantees about program semantics. If it were
possible to re-engineer the TAC so that it used the information it knew about the
running of the program to re-order thememory operations it could conceivably run for
longer periods without having to stall and therefore executing many more operations
in a way that overlaps with computation. This would be possible because the trace
would have the effective address information present within it so there would be no
ambiguity as to the memory locations accessed. Consequently re-orderings could be
guaranteed to be safe, with the caveat that this relies on the assumption of consistency
between the traces and the actual addresses required.
It’s important to remember also that moving towards an OoO architecture would
increase the salience of solving the inconsistent memory access problem referenced
earlier. The move towards an OoO would have to resolve the problem of effectively
tracking the progress of a program as it executes so that the trace entries would be
correctly associated with the correct processor instructions. Solving this would also
reduce the dependence of the TAC on the program producing the same order of
memory accesses on repeat runs.
In terms of a quantification this would be difficult to quantify exactly because the data
that we have does not give us information about how long, or how many times the
TACwas effectively stalled waiting for a memory address to be marked as ‘completed‘.
However it’s fairly obvious that the more we can execute preemptively and the longer
this can run for the fewer cachemisses will occur from the perspective of the processor
and consequently the shorter the runtime will be. This is certainly something that is




Reducing the overheads that are incurred from the use of the TAC would have
the biggest impact on the runtimes that were measured through the course of
these experiments. The fact that, amongst other problems, the time to get a cache
response doubles, even in the case of a cache hit, is highly undesirable but there
are several options that could be pursued to reduce the overheads, ranging in
complexity.
The first, and most simple option, would be to invert responsibilities slightly in the
case of cache requests that originate in the CPU rather than from the trace repository.
If a request like this was made the trace-assisted part of the cache would be entirely
ignored and the request would be processed as though it was a request to a standard
cache. If just this happened then there would be problems with keeping the state
of the trace repository consistent with what’s really been executed. However this is
where the inversion of responsibility arises, because the cache would then publish it’s
state the trace repository in an asynchronous fashion so the costly action of having to
update both the internal cache representation in the TAC and the trace repository
could be cut out.
If thatwere tohappenwecould eliminate theneed topass through theUPDATE_MAPPING
and UPDATE_TRACE_REPO states, saving 4 cycles from this operation. That would flow
through the other operations as well reducing the length of all of them by at least 4
cycles, if not 8 in the cases where preemptive action is taken.
The second and slightly more involved process would be to further reduce the number
of cycles required by integrating more of the components into the same SystemVerilog
module. At the moment there are multiple examples of transactions betweenmodules
taking 3 or more cycles due to handshakes and acknowledgements. Were those to be
integrated there would be no need for the synchronisation so that would be another
substantial reduction across all the scenarios. Furthermore integrating more of the
modules would reduce the duplication that is present within the components. For
example the trace repository has to store a representation of the cache in order to
track the state of what has and has not been actioned. Integrating further would
remove the need for this because the trace repository could access the state of the
cache directly, rather than having to synchronise its own representation. This would
be similar to the inversion of responsibilities referenced earlier.
All this together would make it possible to reduce the amount of time taken per
scenario that arises in Table 6.3. In the case of simple Hits and Misses to 6 cycles,
only 2 more than a standard implementation and the other scenarios by 8 or more
clock cycles depending upon the exact details of their passage through the state
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machine. This would not only have an impact on the overall run-time because each
scenario takes less time, but the shorter that the preemptive actions are the more
that can be executed in the gaps between memory instructions so this has a double
benefit.
6.4 Applicability of Results
We have now seen many specific examples of the TAC degrading performance for
specific benchmarks and have also posed some solutions that would allow us to
reduce the overheads it introduces. However on question we still have not addressed
is: exactly how much are the results we have presented dependent on the design
choices made in Chapter 4? This clearly has big consequences for how applicable
these results might be if Trace Assisted Caching were to be more broadly applied.
Therefore, let us consider a number of questions:
1. How dependent are the results on choosing a RISC-V processor, configured as
we did i.e. with a simple 4-stage pipeline?
2. How dependent are the results on choosing the RISC-V ISA, as opposed to
another?
3. How dependent are the results on the particular size of cache chosen and how
might a larger or smaller cache impact the results?
4. How dependent are the results on the Mälardalen benchmark workloads
exercising the processor in a particular way? How might this be different with
other benchmark suites?
6.4.1 Dependence on Processor Configuration
The processor we used in these experiments was a 4-stage RISC-V processor, but how
much did this impact the results we measured? Clearly if we had chosen an OoO
processor, as opposed to an in-order processor, then we would have introduced a
large amount of non-determinism into the execution. That wouldmean this technique
would fail to be of much use in its current form. That is not to say the technique
would be useless, as the information it provides would be useful, but it would need
to be reformulated to work with the new processor type, as described in Section




If we consider the length of the pipeline as another architectural choice, would a
deeper pipeline have exhibited better or worse performance, from the point of view
of the metrics we measured? Deeper pipelines tend to lead to higher clock speeds, as
more instructions can be in-flight at once. This could lead to a performance increase,
but also this opens up more opportunities for data hazards to arise, as the instruction
window widens. Therefore, it is very difficult to say without data whether this
would be of benefit or not. From the point of view of the technique, an increased
instruction window may actually lead to fewer opportunities to overlap memory
instructions, because of the increasing probability that the CPU will want to execute a
memory instruction. Clearly more experiments would be needed to confirm this, but
it would not be impossible to imagine a situation where the pipeline becomes so deep
that the CPU is constantly requesting memory addresses and the TAC is rendered
useless.
What if we considered a smaller pipeline, would this have a huge impact? Clearly,
reducing the size of the instruction window lowers the probability that the CPU will
be executing an instruction with memory implications. It could therefore be argued
that the logical conclusion would be to reduce the pipeline size to 0 to maximise the
chance for overlapping. While this argument has some merits, there will come a
point where the benefit gained will be swamped by the lower overall clock-speed and
the data-hazards that are inherent in the programs. There is no point in allowing the
maximum degree of look-ahead to the TAC, but then designing a program that has
lots of data hazards, so that the TAC is stalled waiting a lot of the time. Therefore, it
would seem that pipeline depth could affect the performance of this technique a lot
and a lot of further evidence would need to be gathered in order to determine the
optimal pipeline length, all other factors being equal.
6.4.2 Dependence on ISA Choice
A further question that is worth discussing is: how dependent are the results on the
choice of ISA? The point has already been made that the RISC-V ISA is very helpful
to us in trying to track memory interactions, because only two instruction LOAD and
STORE allow memory access. Therefore, it is very easy to filter out the instructions
with memory implications. However, suppose we changed the ISA to a different,
more CISC-like ISA, how might this change our results?
In the first place, the specifics of the ISA would matter a huge amount. For example,
if we were allowed to use memory locations as operands to assembly language
instructions, it would break one of the key features that allows Trace Assisted Caching
to work. This is the fact that we can link instructions to the memory accesses they
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generate. If we ended up in a situation where that were not true and perhaps
non-determinism were involved in the decision of when a memory operand was
resolved, that could hamper the ability of the TAC to be effective, because it would be
unclear when a preemptive instruction was safe to execute. Microcoded architectures
might be more of a challenge too, but again it would depend on the exact details of
their implementation, for the reasons stated above.
The key question we have to answer when considering ISAs is: Is there a clear
link between an instruction being issued and a memory request being made? If
this link involves non-determinism or is in any way ambiguous, the TAC is going
to struggle, because it relies on the fact that we can predict when an instruction
will be safe to execute preemptively. In an architecture where memory operations
are allowed in a broader range of categories, this is much harder to predict. If
there is non-determinism, then the likelihood of it introducing errors becomes ever
increased.
6.4.3 Dependence on the Size of the Cache
For the experiments performed the size of the cache remained consistent, however
varying the size of the cache is one of the easiest ways to affect greater cache
performance across a large number of metrics. For example increasing the size of the
cache decreases the number of memory addresses that will map to the same address
under a Direct-Mapped scheme and increases the number of alternative positions
available in a Set-Associative scheme. But how would a reduction or increase in the
size of the cache affect the TAC?
In the first place an increase in the size of the cache would cause fewer cache misses
which would mean there would be less work for the TAC to perform as the increase
in the size of the cache is effectively doing the work of the TAC, by increasing the
number of options available for data placement. This should allow a reduction in the
number of dependent memory operations, particularly in the Set-Associative case
and so that should allow the TAC to progress further without effectively stalling. That
being said however, this will only work up to a point, as the cache comes closer and
closer to the size of the working set of the program the effectiveness of Trace Assisted
Caching will actually decrease because the fewer memory operations there are to
overlap the less ‘latent performance’ there is within the program. This is shown by
benchmarks like fibcall where there is very little memory traffic once the working
set is loaded into memory, and the performance is degraded as a result. Consequently




A reduction in cache size would probably have a similar effect for the opposite reason,
as the cache size reduced and more and more memory traffic was seen there would
be few opportunities to overlap memory and computation, leading to to the TAC
potentially being overwhelmed by the amount of operations the CPU required. An
increase in the number of cache misses (due to the lower cache capacity) would also
lead to a corresponding increase in the need for LOADwritebacks so it would make
it twice as difficult to perform these instructions preemptively, as they are twice as
long as a standard memory interaction. Therefore perversely, reducing the size of the
cache could have an even greater impact as there would be more memory operations
to overlap but without a corresponding increase in computation instructions to hide
this difference.
6.4.4 Dependence on Choice of Benchmark
To close this section it’s important to consider the impact of our choice of benchmark
upon the outcomes we have seen. The Mälardalen benchmark is designed to assess
a processor’s performance in the field of WCET calculations an as such contains
within it lots of features that may not be found in standard programs. Many of the
benchmarks contain multiple nested loops, loops with bounds fed in by the user,
matrices, recursion and unstructured code, all features that a good WCET estimation
tool should support but not representative of the kind of programs that most benefit
the TAC.
For example benchmarks like janne_complex, fibcall and others that don’t exhibit a
huge benefit when using a TAC are really concerned with the control structure in the
program and making that difficult to analyse. This is in contrast to other benchmarks
like fft1which, whilst still performing computation, better balance the number of
computation and memory-based instructions, leading to better performance from the
TAC overall. While it is good to exercise the difficult cases to give a realistic idea of
the limitations of the technique it would have been beneficial to gain an idea of the
performance on a more representative set of benchmarks.
In that case its conceivable that the average level of performance degradationwould go
down because a key determinant of performance, and this is explored further in 6.5, is
the mix of computation and memory-based instructions. A different benchmark suite,
that was less concerned with producing corner-cases for WCET would have provided
this and could have reduced the average degredation significantly, especially if it could
have avoided the computation or control flow focused benchmarks, like fibcall and
tac. Interesting future work would be to look to turn this question around slightly
and to try and generate a benchmark set that obtained the optimal performance for
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the TAC but this would be intimately related to the problem presented in Section 6.5
or deciding on the characteristics of programs to accentuate and whether it’s possible
to generate those in an automated fashion or not.
6.5 Programs That Benefit from Trace Assisted Caching
So with all this information in mind the question that seems most prescient is: can we
characterise the kinds of programs that are most amenable to Trace Assisted Caching?
Some of the in depth analysis of the benchmarks presented in this Chapter do start to
point towards a few key features that correlate to increased performance from the
TAC, but this section will make those connections explicit.
The first of these is relatively straightforward, in that Trace Assisted Caching works
best when applied to programs that have a capacity to be improved, i.e. have a
relatively large proportion of misses that could be overlapped and converted into hits.
This is what we see in the negative in benchmarks like fibcall and in the positive in
insertsort. However, some caution has to be applied here, as it is not as simple as
suggesting that a high miss count will lead to better TAC performance, as shown by
Figure 6.1. This leads to the second point, there must be space within the program for
the overlapping to occur. It is not good having a very high miss count, because there
are so many memory requests that the memory system could never hope to satisfy
them. Consequently, there is a balance to be struck between a high enough proportion
of misses to allow overlapping and enough space between memory operations to
allow the overlapping to occur. This is something that should be quantified, but
would require a different set of experiments that explore how artificially increasing
the miss rate and density of memory instructions alters the performance of the TAC,
something the current data we possess does not allow.
A third point is that the benchmarks most amenable to Trace Assisted Caching
generally have a much higher proportion of computation instructions to memory
instructions, as we saw in our examination of fft1 and matmult. This happens
because the more computation instructions introduced, the more time there is for
instructions to be overlapped. Thus, the better the performance overall. Of course,
this is also a reflection of the fact that, in general, the fewer memory operations
you have, the faster the program is going to run, due to the fact that instructions
that do not need to travel ‘off-chip’ will take much less time than those that do. Of
course, this is not to suggest that artificial instructions should be added in order to
increase the proportion of computational instructions, but if a program is already




A final characteristic is something of a combination effect and we see it in benchmarks
like duff, where the reason it is so problematic for the TAC to help is because all
the memory accesses are ‘close together’ in memory. This means they will not
distribute well over the cache, but also they are all dependent on each other. This
leads to high amounts of misses that are difficult to counter, because they occur in
a cluster and rely on data that is not produced until it is too late for the TAC to act.
Consequently, a program will be amenable to Trace Assisted Caching if it can avoid
clusters of memory accesses that have data hazards between them and where address
computation for those accesses cannot occur until very close to them. This may need
to be enforced by the compiler rather than by the programmer, but if this were the
case it is much more likely that Trace Assisted Caching would be effective, because,
unlike in the case of duff, more of the operations have a higher chance of being
overlapped.
6.6 Summary
In summary, in this analysis we have considered the data created by running the same
set of Benchmarks over 5 different hardware variations and observing the differences
in performance between them. We have seen that while the TAC did not outperform
the standard caches on any benchmark, the reasons for that are not unknown and
some solutions proposed. We have also formulated a set of loose criteria that appear
to characterise those benchmarks that are particularly amenable to the technique and
it should be possible to use those to predict, based on measurements of the programs
running on standard hardware, whether it is worth investigating a TAC to improve
the performance of the program.
In the final chapter we will consider our results in the round and we will also consider
what future work this informs. Finally we will present how this research fits into
the larger picture of the field as a whole and how that should influence future work
going forward.
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In Chapter 1 we posed the following research questions:
1. Can feeding trace information back to a cache be used to decrease the runtime
of programs?
2. Can this approach outperform a processor running the same computation but
with a standard cache?
3. Does this approach introduce any overheads when compared to a processor
with a standard cache?
4. Under what circumstances does the addition of trace information give the
maximal benefit?
In order to answer these questionswe designed new pieces of hardware andmeasured
the impact those hardware changes had on performance. These measurements were
both from the perspective of the overall runtime of the program and from the
perspective of the cache behaviour the hardware exhibited. From doing this we
are now in a position to effectively answer these four questions, place our work
within the context of the wider field of cache design, propose future work to
extend what has been achieved and finally to summarise the contributions of this
thesis.
7.1 Answering the Research Questions
In terms of the first research question, the results presented in Chapter 5 and analysed
further in Chapter 6 definitely show that feeding back trace information can reduce
the runtime of programs. We consistently saw through the presentation of the
results that there were no circumstances in which having a TAC actively degraded the
performance of the processor, as compared to not having a cache.
The next research question however we have to answer in the negative, despite
the fact that in some cases the degradation was only 1% we never observed a
situation whereby the TAC outperformed a cache of the same size when running
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the same computation. Throughout Chapter 6 we analysed some of the reasons for
these performance degredations; which chiefly revolved around the introduction
of unacceptable overheads. These overheads prevent the gains the TAC makes in
overlapping computation with memory instructions from having more of an impact.
This in turn answers the third research question, as we saw in Chapter 6 and the
work in Appendix C, overheads are introduced for every code path through the
TAC when you compare the same operation taking place in a standard cache, the
most egregious example being that the time to service a cache hit doubles when
using a TAC. The reason for a lot of these overheads is the need to synchronise state
between the different modules that make up the hardware as well as the protocols for
communicating between them, in Chapter 6 we explore solutions for resolving this in
a future version of the hardware.
Turning to the final research question, this thesis has allowed us to begin to understand
the characteristics that make certain programs muchmore amenable to Trace Assisted
Caching than others. Examples of this include having a high proportion of misses
that can be overlapped, having a good proportion of computation instructions and
memory accessing instructions, and having the data that is to be used well spread
out in memory. These metrics would need to be made much more precise and the
relationship between them and the performance of the TAC much more rigorously
defined to be able to use them as predictive factors of performance. In order to do
this you would need to define many more experiments where these factors could
be varied independently to establish the sensitivity of performance to these factors.
In this thesis we’ve certainly shown they do have an impact with the examples
presented, and it will be for future researchers to precisely quantify their impact and
the sensitivity of performance to these measures.
In summary this thesis has presented a system that does reduce runtime but is
restrained from producing a net gain because of the overheads it incurs in its
operation. There are solutions the thesis posits as to how this could be mitigated with
further research, but at the present time a TAC will perform 8% worse on average
than a standard cache of the same size, while consuming many times the resources of
the standard cache.
7.2 Contributions
With all that in mind what contributions to knowledge does this thesis make? The
first is that it presents a novel technique for reducing the overall runtime of programs
in Trace-Assisted Caching. This technique works by the recording and application of
traces to running programs to effectively allow incredibly accurate prefetching. This
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is demonstrated through experiments which show runtime reductions compared to a
standard CPU with no cache. The technique does not perform as well as standard
caches, but the thesis presents several potential solutions that when analysed show
that a net gain should be possible with changes to the particular implementation of
Trace-Assisted Caching presented here.
The second contribution is a methodological one, the trends in cache research up to
this point had very much been in the vein of cramming the largest cache possible
onto the available silicon. However this thesis shows that there is potential benefit
to investigating caches that are more integrated into the systems they are part of,
not only being ‘conscious‘ of themselves but of the state of other components in the
system. Further to that this thesis provides a software toolkit [171, 172] that can be
used to investigate caches both in simulation and in real hardware, with measurement
and end-to-end orchestration built in. In summary we have not only started to open
up a new vein of research but are also providing the tools to allow others to go even
further.
7.3 Future Work
Of course there ismuch futurework that could bedone to expand the scope of thiswork
and increase the performance of the TAC. Some of this is detailed below, with some
brief discussion of what solutions in that area might look like.
7.3.1 Applications to High Performance Computing
Our work with Trace Assisted Caching has focused on medium-sized embedded
systems and this has driven the design decisions made and the choice of processor
upon which to experiment within this thesis. However, if we consider some of the
work done in the area of HPC it may well be possible to apply Trace-Assisted Caching
here too. The essential principle of the technique would stay the same but there
are several issues that would have to be solved before HPC applications could be
effectively evaluated.
Firstwould behowdoesTraceAssistedCachingwork in aworld ofmultiple processors,
multiple cores per processor and multiple levels of shared caching? Of course this is
becoming a problem for embedded systems too due to the advances of Moore’s law,
but in HPC applications this is even more pronounced. To some extent this depends
on the coalescence of future work around a standardised design for shared caching
and cache coherency in the world of multi-core but if we consider an architecture
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with dedicated L1 caches and shared L2 caches, trace-assisted caching could be
used either locally, so it only influenced the movement of data in the L1 caches or
globally.
The second issue is also around how we apply this kind of work to more complex
cache architectures, common in more complex processors. In recent papers [78, 79,
207] we’ve seen 3 or 4 levels of caching as standard and even moves to define the
whole cache architecture from a pool of generic resources so it won’t be known until
runtime. For this thesis trace-assisted caching was proposed as operating over a
single level of caching but with multiple levels of caching it would be possible to use
it influence not only the movement of data between main memory and the cache but
between individual levels of the cache itself. This is of course speculative but it could
be possible to reduce the number of misses in lower levels of the cache, where they
are more costly, by more tightly optimising the contents of the higher cache levels
through Trace Assisted Caching.
7.3.2 Improving the Fidelity and Stored Size of Captured Traces
One of the key assumptions made in this thesis was the relative predictability of
memory accesses, specifically that between runs of a program the memory accesses
would be consistent, allowing one run to be representative of the program as well
as allowing the trace repository to consistently match its progress with that of the
CPU. Clearly in reality this isn’t the case and two key problems arise, the first is
that if commands like malloc are used within the program, this introduces non-
determinism which clearly would break the two previously stated assumptions. The
second problem is one of programs whose path of execution is dictated by data
provided at runtime. In the pathological case this might look like a switch statement
at the start of the program that, based on user input chooses one of several very
different code paths. In order to make trace-assisted caching more resilient to these
cases, there are several enhancements that could be made.
The first thing to improvewould be to give the trace repository the chance to aggregate
data across multiple runs of the program, augmenting each location with some kind
of probabilistic measure. At present we do a single run of the program and then
attempt to improve the performance from that trace, but one run of a program with
non-determinism does not capture the depth and complexity of the addresses it
accesses. Consequently there should be some mechanism to allow the trace recorder
to record and aggregate multiple runs of the program. Hence, when the cache is
trying to make a decision, it can pick the most likely rather than most recent memory
address for each memory instruction. A further enhancement here might be, in
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concert with the compiler and linker, to mark instructions as non-deterministic and
to therefore ignore them. Clearly this reduces the potential for memory operation
overlapping but if there is no practical way to predict them it may be more advisable
to accept the limitation.
Along a similar line, trying to reduce the size of the traces that need to be stored
‘on-chip’ would severely reduce the resource burden that trace-assisted caching places
upon any system. At the moment, as was demonstrated in Chapter 4, the trace
repository is one of the biggest consumers of resource and the reason for that is the
131072 entry BRAM array it maintains to store the traces. One way to severely reduce
that would be to apply the concepts from memory hierarchies and perform wider
reads for say 4 or 8 trace entries at a time, from a very cheap but slow external memory
store, throwing away old entries as their utility expires. This already happens in
the TAC to some extent where it maintains a working-set of the in-flight memory
operations, a similar idea could be applied to the trace repository.
7.3.3 Quantifying the Link Between Slack and Effectiveness
One of the key elements of Chapter 6 was the recognition that there are some features
of programs that make them more amenable to this technique than others. Part of
that discussion is around a quantity called slack that we can loosely define as the
aggregate amount of time the memory bus that connects the CPU and cache spends
idle. It would be of great use to the study of Trace Assisted Caching to more formally
quantify what this quantity exactly is and how it links to the effectiveness of the
technique overall. For example, we know that simply measuring the total amount of
time the memory spends idle is not sufficient, because questions of distribution are in
play too, so there is a lot of very fertile research to be done to tease apart those ideas.
If the ultimate outcome of this research is a way to learn, either from source code
or from a compiled executable, whether a program is likely to benefit from Trace
Assisted Caching, it would be a hugely positive step forward.
7.3.4 Expanding the TAC to Other Processors
A final piece of future work would be to expand the TAC to support other instruction
sets and other processors. At the moment, there is only support for the RISC-V ISA
and for only one processor that implements that instruction set. This was chosen
because it was adaptable and open, but the real challenge would be to define common
interfaces this system can use, so that it could conceivably be deployed into any
system that provided the information it needed. Several challenges would have to be
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overcome, including the fact that in more CISC-like processors more than just LOAD
and STORE can access memory. In addition, the inclusion of microcode or microops
can make the matching of causes to effects more difficult, especially if the new
processor is an OoO processor, as suggested in earlier sections.
It would also be positive to quantify exactly what information is required to enact
Trace Assisted Caching and to see if there is a correspondence between that and the
information provided in the Nexus Debug Standard[87] at any level. This would
allow us to provide a more portable alternative, based on widely accepted standards.
This was processor manufacturers and designers could easily knowwhat information
is required rather than having to re-engineer a bespoke solution for any new processor






A Trace Recorder (Gouram)
Implementation
To implement trace recording we need a way to track the execution of each instruction
as it passes through the various pipeline stages of the processor. Further to that, we
need to track the effective addresses of each memory instruction as it is generated
by the running program. The basic construction for this new piece of hardware will
be made of two sub-modules. The first will track the IF/ID phase of the pipeline
execution and the second will track the EX phase. We do not need to track the WB
phase, because it will have no bearing on either the effective address or the timing of
other instructions as it is merely a formality that results get written back to registers.
This overall architecture can be seen in Figure A.1. First to help us understand how
each phase will work it is important that we understand the memory protocol that
is implemented by the RI5CY processor. With that in hand we can move forward to
describing each of sub-blocks and then the overall trace recorder module and the
data it produces.
A.1 RI5CY Memory Protocol
Thememoryprotocol that is implemented by the RI5CY is documented in the processor
manual [12]. However, it bears slightly further explanation. There are certain parts
of the protocol that we will rely on or have to workaround in order for Gouram
to function correctly. To begin, there are 8 signals that the Load-Store Unit (LSU)
uses to communicate with the memory hardware and these are listed in Figure A.2,
reproduced from the processor manual:
The protocol then proceeds thus. When an instruction requires access to memory the
LSU sets data_req_o high, whilst at the same time placing the calculated address
(data_addr_o), byte enable bits (data_be_o), any data to be written to memory
(data_wdata_o) and selecting a read or a write with data_we_o. Then the processor
waits for the memory system to respond by setting data_gnt_i high. Once this has
happened, the processor can change any of the 4 signals it set originally, assuming
them to be cached in the memory controller now data_gnt_i is high. This may
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Figure A.1: The modules and connections that make up Gouram and its tracking
capabilities. There are other ancillary connections that are omitted from
this diagram, including the clock and reset lines for each module, to add
clarity to the diagram.
Signal Bit Width Direction Description
data_req_o 1 Output Request ready, must stay high until
data_gnt_i is high for one cycle.
data_addr_o 32 Output Address
data_we_o 1 Output Write Enable, high forwrites, low for reads.
Sent together with data_req_o.
data_be_o 4 Output Byte Enable. Is set for the bytes
to write/read, sent together with
data_req_o.
data_wdata_o 32 Output Data to bewritten tomemory, sent together
with data_req_o.
data_rdata_i 32 Input Data read from memory.
data_rvalid_i 1 Input data_rdata_i holds valid data when
data_rvalid_i is high. This signal will
be high for exactly one cycle per request.
data_gnt_i 1 Input The other side accepted the request.
data_addr_omay change in the next cycle.
Figure A.2: List of input and output signals provided by the LSU to implement the




happen in the same cycle that data_req_o goes high or it may take several cycles
with a slower memory technology.
After the grant, the memory system will execute the load or store as required and
once it has completed it will set data_rvalid_i high. This will happen after at
least 1 clock cycle from the setting of data_gnt_i to high. Once data_rvalid_i
is high data_rdata_i will contain the fetched data from memory in the case of a
LOAD or arbitrary data in the case of a STORE. If another memory request is queued,
data_req_owill be set high at the same time that data_rvalid_i is and the processor
continues. Several examples of timing diagrams are included in Figure A.3 to illustrate

















(b) A STORE instruction to 0xFEEC from the processor.
It should be pointed out that this protocol works for the instruction memory as well,
but uses a reduced number of signals, as the instruction memory cannot be written
to. These signals are labelled inst_req_o etc.
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(c) A LOAD followed immediately by a STORE
Figure A.3: Several examples of the signal transitions that occur when memory
transactions happen. More of these diagrams can be seen in the RI5CY
instruction manual. It should be noted, however, that the diagram in the
manual labelled “back-to-back” does not occur in our context, because of
the memory implementation used.
A.2 The IF Module
Now that we have the memory protocol in hand, we can begin to construct sub-
modules to record various parts of the execution of instructions. Looking at this
generically, the first thing that will happen is the instruction will be fetched from
the instruction memory. As we can have no idea what the instruction is going to
be until it has been fetched, we have no choice but to track everything fetched by
the processor and to then throw out the non-memory instructions later. This leads
us to defining a module called the IFmodule, which will follow a predefined state
machine. The machine and its transitions can be seen below, and by example we will
work through each of the transitions to describe its function. The SystemVerilog code
that was produced for this and subsequent hardware pieces can be seen in Zenodo
[172].
A.2.1 Instruction Fetch State Machine
Upon boot, each of the state machines will be reset to the IDLE state and each clock
cycle will check for the signals necessary to transition to the other states. The first



















(c) Output State Machine - This uses the results from the first two state machines to output
the correct data to the next phase of the process
Figure A.4: The three state machines that make up the execution of the IF Module
inside Gouram. These state machines all work concurrently as per the
semantics of SystemVerilog.
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as pointed to by the program counter. This will cause the instr_req_o signal to be
set high, which will trigger the IDLE state to make a decision as to whether to take
transition A or B. The RI5CY manual defines that instr_gnt_i could become high in
the same clock cycle as instr_req_o. If that is the case, we then need to transition
to TRACK_RVALID, otherwise the gnt signal will be missed, so transition B is taken.
Otherwise, it is transition A. If transition B is taken then the instruction address and
the value of monotonic counter are stored, as they could change in the next clock
cycle, which means the information would be lost. This data is stored in a buffer that
builds up the required information over time and then sets a flag to mark it as ready
to be passed to the next phase.
If transition A is taken, the state machine then waits for instr_gnt_i to go high and
then captures the same information as described previously. In either case, once we
arrive in state TRACK_RVALID, the state machine waits for instr_rvalid_i to be set
high and when that happens the instruction data is captured into the buffer along
with the time at which the instr_rvalid_i went high, again from the monotonic
counter. After this, either transition D is taken to bring us back to waiting for a new
req signal or because it is possible for rvalid and req signals to overlap, it is also
possible that we might have to transition back to TRACK_GNT instead. This is covered
by transition E.
A.2.2 Branch Decision State Machine
It is easy to think at this point that our job is complete and we should simply output
the data now it has been captured. However, the problem with this is that the
instructions that are fetched could very easily be a JUMP or BRANCH instruction and this
is not resolved until the Decode phase. Furthermore, because that takes a non-trivial
amount of time, it is often the case that the processor will fetch instructions that are
never actually executed, because they are invalidated once the branch or jump has
been taken. Consequently, before we decide if we can output the instruction we have
just captured, we have to wait for its decode phase to end and any branch conditions to
be calculated. This is especially complicated by the fact that the instructions affected
are the ones that occur in the window between the calculation of the jump or branch
address and the successful fetch of the branch instruction. This is shown in Figure
A.5.
When we want to track instructions that execute while a branch condition is being
calculated, we work in the following way. When the decode phase is complete for a
potential branching instruction, the code will extract the instruction from the tracking
buffer and also will test whether this instruction was granted after the last branch
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counter 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
clk
instr_req_o
instr_addr_o 0x27C 0x280 0x284 0x29C 0x2A0
instr_gnt_i
instr_rvalid_i








Figure A.5: Due to the long running data memory fetch that completes during Clock
Cycle 12, the decode phase for the fetched 0xF85FF0EF, a jump instruction,
does not get decoded until Clock Cycle 12. Due to the architecture of the
RI5CY processor jump addresses are calculated in the Decode Phase, so
the decision as to whether to jump or not is not made until Clock Cycle
12 either. However, as the blue highlighted signals show, the instruction
at address 0x280 has already been fetched when the decision is made to
jump to address 0x29C. This occurs, and so the next fetch is correct and the
processor has a method of ignoring these incorrect fetches. This means
we have to implement something similar so we do not track instructions
that never happened. This example explicitly targets jump instructions,
but the delay is even more pronounced in branch instructions, as the
target address, and by proxy branch decision, are calculated in the EX
phase.
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decision was made. For the sake of argument let us assume that is true, so we are
not at present in a branching state. The next operation will be to store the time at
which the decode phase ended and then we will test what kind of instruction we
are dealing with. This is important because there are 3 situations that could arise
here:
1. The instruction is not a branching or jump instruction and has not been output
while the processor is in a branching state. In which case we can simply output
this into the next module in the tracker.
2. The instruction is a jump instruction, in which case it will be executed immedi-
ately, because the calculation of the address is done in the Decode phase for
optimisation reasons.
3. The instruction is a branching instruction, so we have to wait for the end of the
execution phase before we know if we have to jump.
If we are in situation 3, we trigger the Branch Decision State Machine to take transition
G. We also set the branching variable such that we now know that we are waiting for
a branch decision to be made. This means that no more of the tracking buffer will be
processed until we have reached a branch decision. Once that happens, we store the
time at which the branch decision was made, what it was and update the cut off time
accordingly. We also mark the instruction as ready for output in the tracking buffer.
After this, transition H is taken to move us back to the IDLE state. If we had been in
situation 2, something similar would have happened, but it would have happened
immediately after the end of the decode phase.
A.2.3 The Output State Machine
As all the state machines are asynchronous, except for where they explicitly synchron-
ise, the last state machine is comparatively simple. The FIND_DATA state simply sits
and scans through the tracking buffer to see if there are any pieces of data that can be
output. If it finds one, it checks to see if it is a LOAD or a STORE instruction and it also
checks that it was not fetched during a period where a branch decision was pending
and eventually taken. This stops the situation where the processor eagerly fetched
the next sequential instruction, but actually ended up branching and so executed a
completely different instruction. At this point it takes transition I to the OUTPUT_DATA
state. Once in that state, the data is transferred to the next module that makes up
Gouram, along with some other data to help find the length of the execution phase.





What is described is very complicated, because tracking the behaviour of the processor
as it calculates branches is highly non-trivial. The best way to explore how this
works is by following two examples from end to end. The first example will be the
instruction at address 0x258 in Figure 3.5, which is 0x00112e23. The second will be a
more complex branching example by following 0xfce7dae3 at address 0x2a4, which
also appears in the same figure.
A.3.1 Simple Load Example
The diagram of the signals issued by the memory system can be seen in Figure A.6.
We will also track the contents of the tracking buffer and the state machines so we can
see how all of the aspects of this fit together. An empty entry in the tracking buffer and
the state machines at the start of the execution can be seen in Figure A.7 respectively.
The names of the states in the machine have been shortened into acronyms for reasons
of space, but they are the same as the diagram in Figure A.4.









Figure A.6: Fetching the Instruction 0x00112e23 from Memory.
The process begins as instr_req_o goes high at Clock Cycle 2 and this will cause the
Instruction Fetch State Machine to take transition A to the TRACK_GNT phase. In doing
so the tracking buffer will have its entry cleared out. This is necessary because it is a
circular buffer, so there could be data left over from a previous instruction. Then the
value of the counter will be stored at the start of the instr_req. This can be seen in
Figure A.8.
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INST ADDR REQ_START GNT RVALID DEC_END
X X X X X X
BRANCH_DEC BRANCH_DEC_TIME OUTPUT_READY FINISHED
X X 0 0










(b) A reduced version of the previously described state machines to allow us to follow the
progress of the hardware as we progress through the example. The light blue highlight
indicates the current state of the machine, with the Output State.
Figure A.7: The state of the IF tracker, we will return to updated versions of these
diagrams as we progress through the example
INST ADDR REQ_START GNT RVALID DEC_END
X X 2 X X X
BRANCH_DEC BRANCH_DEC_TIME OUTPUT_READY FINISHED









Figure A.8: In this phase of the example the start of an instruction transaction has
been detected, so we progress to the TRACK_GRANT phase and record the
start of the request in the REQ_START field of the tracking buffer.
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Then the grant phase will continue until clock cycle 3, when instr_gnt_i goes high.
This will cause the tracking buffer to be updated with the instructions address and
the time at which the instr_gnt_i went high and cause transition C to be taken.
Then at Clock Cycle 5, TRACK_RVALID will store the final pieces in the tracking buffer.
The net result of these two steps can be seen in Figure A.9. Following this transition,
D will be taken back to TRACK_REQ to track the next instruction.
INST ADDR REQ_START GNT RVALID DEC_END
0x00112e23 0x258 2 3 5 X
BRANCH_DEC BRANCH_DEC_TIME OUTPUT_READY FINISHED









Figure A.9: In this phase, the grant signal is detected, which means we can populate
the ADDR and GNT fields of the tracking buffer, as they are guaranteed at
this point. Furthermore, when transition C is taken and we move into the
TRACK_RVALID state we can also populate the RVALID and INST fields.
Once the decode phase of this instruction is complete, the processor signals this
by setting the internal signals is_decoding and id_ready high in clock cycle 6. At
this point the tracking buffer will be linearly scanned and the entry generated for
0x00112e23 will be marked as the earliest unprocessed index. Since we have not yet
encountered a branch or jump instruction, we are not in a pending branching state.
Consequently we store the end of the decode phase and then mark this instruction as
ready for output.
In the next clock cycle, the Output State Machine will scan the tracking buffer until
it finds data that is marked ready for output (it additionally checks some other
conditions but we will omit these for now). It will find the data for 0x00112e23, and
run a check to ensure this is a LOAD/STORE instruction by looking at its opcode and so
will take transition I to the OUTPUT_DATA state, where it will transfer the data into the
next module. Following that, it will mark 0x00112E23 as finished and take transition
J to the FIND_DATA state. This can be seen in Figure A.11.
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INST ADDR REQ_START GNT RVALID DEC_END
0x00112e23 0x258 2 3 5 6
BRANCH_DEC BRANCH_DEC_TIME OUTPUT_READY FINISHED
X X 1 0
Figure A.10: When the endof thedecodephase is detected,we canmark the instruction
as ready to output and track the time at which the decode phase is
completed.
INST ADDR REQ_START GNT RVALID DEC_END
0x00112e23 0x258 2 3 5 6
BRANCH_DEC BRANCH_DEC_TIME OUTPUT_READY FINISHED









Figure A.11: Now we are in the output data phase, this record is marked as finished,
so it will not be considered again when the tracking buffer is searched.




A.3.2 Complex Branching Example
The previous example is relatively simple, but introducing branching causes several
other factors to have to be taken into account. For this example we will use the signal
diagram in Figure A.12. An important point to note about this diagram is that a LOAD
from data memory is already in progress when this diagram starts, this prevents the
decode phase for 0x2A4 starting as soon as it is fetched and sets this train of events in
motion.
The dynamics of the Instruction Fetch State Machine are quite similar. However,
the big change occurs when the decode phase ends for 0xFCE7DAE3. At the start
it proceeds very much as before. 0xFCE7DAE3 is identified by the module as the
earliest unprocessed instruction and we are not currently branching, so we mark the
end of the decode phase, but then we detect 0xFCE7DAE3 as a branching instruction.
Therefore, we set the branch_pointer to mark this instruction as the object of the
branching behaviour and then trigger the Branch Decision State Machine to take
transition G. The net result of this can be seen in Figure A.13.
Now, because 0xFCE7DAE3 is a branching instruction that relies on a condition, it
needs to enter the execution phase in order to calculate whether a branch will be
taken or not. However, rather than simply stalling the processor when this happens,
the next instruction sequentially is fetched from instruction memory, in this case
0xFE842783. Due to the previously mentioned fetch from data memory, this fetch
actually completes before a branch decision can be made, causing a new entry to
enter the tracking buffer, as in Figure A.14
Let us assume that in this case the branch is in fact taken, so the next instruction to
be executed will be 0xFEC42503, at address 0x278. In the CHECK_BRANCH_DECISION
phase, the branch_decision signal goes high, so we then store the time at which
that occurred and set the cut off time as 112. This cut off time is important, because
it defines the time at which an instruction grant would need to take place after to
be a valid fetch, forming a window with the lower bound set by the grant time of
the branching instruction itself. A visual representation of this can be seen in Figure
A.15.
We then also set a marker to state that we are in a branching state and mark the
branching instruction as ready to output. The effect of these concurrent changes,
both the fetch from 0x2A8 and the effect of the branch decision state machine can be









counter 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119
clk
instr_req_o
instr_addr_o 0x2A4 0x2A8 0x2AC 0x278 0x27C
instr_gnt_i
instr_rvalid_i









Figure A.12: In this signal diagram we join as a LOAD from data memory is already in progress, only finishing at cycle 112. This causes a
large delay in between the successful fetch of the branching instruction and its eventual decoding and address calculation.
The processor has built in mechanisms to stop any incorrect fetches that occur in between from propagating, so this is
something we have to emulate in the tracker.
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INST ADDR REQ_START GNT RVALID DEC_END
0xFCE7DAE3 0x2A4 2 3 7 12
BRANCH_DEC BRANCH_DEC_TIME OUTPUT_READY FINISHED













Figure A.13: At this point we have already fetched and decoded the instruction in
question. However, because 0xFCE7DAE3 is a branching instruction we
have to engage the Branch Decision State Machine to help us decide
whether fetches made before the condition is known are valid or not.
INST ADDR REQ_START GNT RVALID DEC_END
0xFCE7DAE3 0x2A4 102 103 107 112
0xFE842783 0x2A8 107 108 112 X
BRANCH_DEC BRANCH_DEC_TIME OUTPUT_READY FINISHED
X X 0 0
X X 0 0
Figure A.14: As the decoding and address calculation are delayed, a second record
enters the tracking buffer. This record may be an entirely legitimate
fetch or it may be an oversight on the part of the processor. We need to









counter 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119
clk
instr_req_o
instr_addr_o 0x2A4 0x2A8 0x2AC 0x278 0x27C
instr_gnt_i
instr_rvalid_i









Figure A.15: The highlighted region indicates the region within which any successful fetches should be ignored. It ranges from the cycle
after the grant of the branching instruction to the cycle in which the branch decision signal goes high. Now because the
grant signal for 0x2A8 falls in this window, it must be disregarded.
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INST ADDR REQ_START GNT RVALID DEC_END
0xFCE7DAE3 0x2A4 102 103 107 112
0xFE842783 0x2A8 107 108 112 X
BRANCH_DEC BRANCH_DEC_TIME OUTPUT_READY FINISHED
1 112 0 0













Figure A.16: At some point after CHECK_BRANCH_DECISION is entered, the
branch_decision flag goes high to indicate the branch is to be taken.
That means that because 0x2A8 follows 0x2A4 sequentially it must be
disregarded and the next decode phase assigned to the next instruction
after it to ensure consistency.
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Now the Output State Machine will deal with both the accumulated instructions.
First it will process the 0xFCE7DAE3 and this will simply be set to finished immediately
as it is not a LOAD or STORE instruction. However, then it reaches the next instruction
after clock cycle 108. At first it will a similar process to the simple example, it will be
selected as the earliest unprocessed index but then, because, as can be seen in Figure
A.15 its grant occurs before the cut off time, we were still in branching state when the
fetch occurred so this fetch is invalid. Consequently we simply mark this instruction
in the tracking buffer as finished, and then search again for another instruction to
assign this decode phase to. The net result of this can be seen in the final contents of
the tracking buffer, as shown in Figure A.17.
INST ADDR REQ_START GNT RVALID DEC_END
0xFCE7DAE3 0x2A4 102 103 107 112
0xFE842783 0x2A8 107 108 112 X
0xFEC42503 0x278 112 113 117 118
BRANCH_DEC BRANCH_DEC_TIME OUTPUT_READY FINISHED
1 112 1 1
X X 0 1
X X 1 0
Figure A.17: The final state of the tracking buffer: the branching instruction is marked
as finished, even though it was not output due to it not being a memory
operation; the incorrect fetch is marked as finished and not output as it
was incorrectly tracked; and finally, the next correct fetch is ready for
output the next time the OUTPUT_DATA state is returned to.
This mirrors what happens in the processor where instructions that are incorrectly
predicted are invalidated and therefore never propagate throughout the processor.
Once we reach an instruction that is beyond the calculated cut off point, we are
non-longer in a branching state and so can start outputting data again in a similar
fashion to before.
A.4 The EX Module
Once the process has completed in the IFmodule, the pertinent data is passed into
the EXmodule, which tracks the data memory querying part of the process. Since we
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have already filtered out a lot of the instructions, the process in this phase is slightly
simpler. However, since there are dependencies between instructions, this module
cannot act synchronously with the processor. This means there are several signal
buffers that record previously seen signal values and are then queried, so that the
beginning and the end of the transactions can be seen.
A.4.1 The Main State Machine
This module consists of a single state machine that is constructed as per Figure A.18.
The process begins in EX_START, where a trace buffer that is populated by the data
coming in from the IFmodule signals that data is available to be processed. If this is
the case, transition A is taken to the GET_DATA state. In that state, the data is extracted
from the buffer and held in an internal trace buffer, so it can be built up before being
eventually sent to the trace repository to be recalled later. Importantly, in this phase
a query is also sent to a signal tracking module that asks if the start of a memory
request event has been seen between the current time and the end of the decode
phase of the data that has just come from the buffer.
The signal tracker is a relatively simplistic implementation of a bufferwith surrounding
logic to detect the start and end of transactions. It features a circular buffer that is a
configurable size to track each of the signals of interest and then can look back over
the signal values of the past to attempt to detect the timing of the values associated
with particular memory transactions. Special care has to be taken to track these events
properly and there is a feedback cycle between the EXmodule and the signal trackers
to ensure that events associated with old events are not considered when new events
are asked for.
After transition, C is taken to the CHECK_MEM_REQ state, the state machine will wait
in the CHECK_MEM_REQ state until the signal tracker has reported back its discoveries.
This introduces a single cycle of delay, for which the pertinent memory signals are
also captured. Therefore, these can be added to the information reported back by the
signal tracker. This information is reported in the form of a pair that indicates the start
and end of the data memory request. Now there are four possibilities at this point
and the module will take different actions accordingly, thus:
1. The requesting phase of the memory transaction occurred entirely in the past
tracked by the signal tracker. If this is the case, then we record the start time of
the transaction and then set up a parallel query with 2 signal trackers, one for
the associated rvalid values and the other for the data address associated with
the transaction. We know these must occur between the current time and the























Figure A.18: The central state machine that controls the operation of the EX module. This works asynchronously with the processor,
operating in a producer/consumer model with the IFmodule, which works synchronously with the processor.
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2. The requesting phase started in the one cycle between asking the signal tracker
and it reporting a result. In which case, we act as in Situation 1, but set a
different window to look for rvalid and address values.
3. The requesting phase is starting in the current clock cycle, so again act as
Situation 1, but with different parameters.
4. The memory request has not yet started.
If we are in Situations 1 - 3we can take transitionD and advance to CHECK_MEM_RVALID,
but situation 4 requires us to take transition E and sit in state SCAN_MEM_REQ, which
polls the data_req_o signal until it sees the signal go high. At that point transition
F can be taken to CHECK_MEM_RVALID, with the new signal tracker appropriately
primed.
Once in the CHECK_MEM_RVALID state, we have to wait for 2 separate processes to
return a value. The first is the search for the address. As we already know the point
at which the request started, this is a simple matter of looking back that many clock
cycles. The search for the rvalid is similar, but has to scan over a window, as the
search for the req signal did. Once the address is returned and the signal is valid,
this is stored in the internal trace buffer and a flag is set. At the same time the signal
buffer is searching for the time at which the rvalid signal occurred and it reports
this as a pair in a very similar way to checking for the req signal as before. Once this
pair has returned, it is checked to decide if we are in analogous situations to those
above: either the signal was entirely in the past, it happened while the search was
going on, it is happening right now or it has not happened yet.
Once it has been classified into one of those categories, this information is combined
with the address information and stored in the trace buffer if necessary. Then adecision
is made, either we need to scan for the rvalid signal because it has not happened
yet, so transition G is taken and we sit polling the rvalid signal in SCAN_MEM_RVALID
or we move to output the result to the trace repository in OUTPUT_RESULT. Once in
OUTPUT_RESULT the now complete trace element is sent to the trace repository and
transition J is taken back to the starting state.
A.4.2 Example
To demonstrate this process fully we will discuss the progression of 0x00112E23
through this state machine. First, we will assume that the memory transaction
associated with this instruction happened as in Figure A.19. Let us assume we have
now arrived at clock cycle 57, the point the data associated with 0x00112e23 is pulled
out of the trace buffer.
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Figure A.19: A memory transaction to triggered by instruction 0x00112E23, a STORE
to 0xFEFC.
We start in the EX_START phase and then the data_present flag goes high to indicate
data is present. We then transition into the GET_DATA phase on the next clock cycle
(58), where the data associated with 0x00112e23 is transferred into the internal
trace buffer of the EX module. At the same time, we trigger the signal tracker to
check for data_req_o signals in the last 7 clock cycles, as the decode phase for this
instruction ended at 51 and we are currently in clock cycle 58. We then transition to
the CHECK_MEMORY_REQS phase where we wait for the signal tracker to return. At the
same time as this, we are tracking the state of the data_req_o signal, so we do not
have a blindspot where the signal tracker has no records.
The signal tracker will then begin to scan the area highlighted in blue in Figure A.20.
Once the scanning is complete, in clock cycle 59, it will return a pair (52,53) indicating
the start and end of the transaction. We then store the start in the trace buffer and
then trigger two more signal buffer searches for the address and the rvalid times.
These will be asked to look 6 clock cycles back because the current time is now 59
clock cycles and the end of the req phase was at 53. This can further be seen as the
green coloured section in Figure A.21.
We then move to the CHECK_MEM_RVALID phase where after 1 clock cycle the address
signal tracker returns the value 0xFEEC and this is stored in the trace buffer. In the
next cycle the rvalid tracker returns a pair with the value 55 and 55, which means
we have managed to find the rvalid in the window tracked by the signal tracker.













Figure A.20: The yellow highlighted region of the signal diagram indicates the current
time at which the request to the signal tracker is made. The blue region
then indicates the signals that the signal tracker has stored in its internal
buffer and therefore can be queried. Due to not wanting to cause a race
condition, the current clock cycle cannot be queried and so has to be
tracked separately.









Figure A.21: The green highlighted region of the diagram indicates the area that will
be queried by the signal tracker, to find the addr value and rvalid time.
This is similar to the previous example. The time at which the request
was made also has to be stored so it can be queried later, but this is dealt
with outside the signal tracker.
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Finally we have all the information required about this instruction’s execution,
so we output this data to be stored in the trace repository to be recalled later as
required.
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Implementation
This Appendix details the raw test results for each benchmark that were presented in























bs 143 65 3762 1207 990 1308 1094
janne_complex 348 179 10306 1745 1745 2088 2087
fac 463 208 12133 7331 4588 7852 4637
fibcall 531 365 20494 2956 2655 4065 3751
insertsort 2292 816 47812 12782 11685 12943 11779
select-int 2202 871 50212 18087 12233 19036 12862
qsort-exam-int 2144 894 51629 20835 12187 22261 13525
duff 2047 1196 67781 19837 13987 22809 16635
cover 3672 1470 85619 31308 32202 32702 33056
cnt 7236 1544 108261 54511 52362 56281 53598
minver-int 4372 1715 99610 42206 29382 45012 32217
recursion 4070 1740 102930 54276 35317 58576 38221
expint 3459 2021 120046 28095 27341 29950 29270
jfdctint 4244 2204 124183 53410 42937 59837 49489
ud 6605 2483 147342 56702 44957 61355 49020
qurt 19487 2570 218446 138064 117011 143123 121626
fdct 5338 2705 152684 59301 38386 65694 43467
nsichneu 8126 2964 173511 78484 71527 83812 77005
prime 11771 5658 335896 75915 74626 81273 78412
ns 22359 6409 412216 162450 155743 167967 161456
ludcmp 44522 6692 531080 336652 281458 350079 290711
fft1 67964 8217 723781 434812 376260 448540 380409
bsort100 194422 71354 4206306 1664337 1384797 1742266 1434788
adpcm 259169 122360 7044636 2354271 1498442 2607582 1713484
matmult 433484 74648 5148631 3257762 2865108 3312116 2935222
Table B.1: Data for each benchmark indicating the number of instructions that each benchmark generates when compiled and the number
of memory requests made by the CPU during the benchmark’s run.
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Overheads
When running a more complex cache, it will naturally incur a higher overhead
than would a simpler cache of the same size. Further to that, since this new
cache can undertake preemptive actions beyond that of a standard cache, there
are more situations that can arise. This appendix details the calculations of the
approximate level of overhead incurred for each type of transaction the cache may
undertake.
To aid us in this discussion we will first recall that the set of transactions that can be
undertaken is the following:
• Cache Hit (No Preemptive Action) - H
• Cache Hit (Following a Preemptive Hit) - HPH
• Cache Hit (Following a Preemptive Miss) - HPM
• Cache Hit (Following a Preemptive Miss & Writeback) - HPMW
• Cache Miss (No Preemptive Action) -M
• Cache Miss (With Writeback) -MW
We will also recall that each of these transactions has a separate LOAD/STORE variant.
To further aid our discussion we reproduce Figure 4.4 as Figure C.1. We will tackle
each transaction one-by-one over the following appendix, showing how the overheads
accumulate through each transaction, eventually culminating in the table shown in
6.3. It is worth pointing out before we begin this appendix that the figures we arrive
at only detail the time spent serving a particular memory instruction. They do not, in
the case of HPH, HPM or HPMW, account for the gap between the preemptive action




















































Figure C.1: State machine showing the operation of the TAC. This appendix will breakdown the operations that traverse the state machine
to show how overheads accumulate throughout the system.
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C.1 Cache Hit (No Preemptive Action)
To begin we will look at one of the simplest cases the cache displays, a hit that is instig-
ated by the CPU and has no preemptive component. This begins in the IDLE (ID) state
where 1 clock cycle is spent before taken transition G to the MAKE_REQUEST_TO_CACHE
state, MRC. Now since the request is coming from the CPU, 1 cycle will be consumed
to set up the signals to check the state of the cache, used in the next state to see if
an early exit is required, and then another cycle is consumed to actually query the
cache for the data required. Then transition I is taken to the CACHE_HIT_GNT (CHG)
state.
Already at 3 cycles, transition J will be taken several times, until the cache has
responded to the initial request. Throughout most simulations this was only once
round the loop, consuming 1 cycle. After that, having discovered the data is in
the cache, it will take transition M to the CACHE_HIT_DATA (CHD) state consuming
another cycle. Therefore, we have consumed 5 so far. In this state various signals
are set so as to inform the CPU that the data was in fact in the cache and then
we transition, via S, to the UPDATE_MAPPING (UM) state. In this state 3 cycles are
consumed whilst communication takes place with the trace repository to get back
the correct cache index for this piece of data, allowing the TAC to update its internal
representation of the cache, and then transition U is taken to the UPDATE_TRACE_REPO
(UTR) state. Finally here 1 cycle is consumed before transition  is taken back to the
IDLE state.
If we add all this up, then we see the following: ID contributes 1 cycle, MRC contributes
2 cycles, CHG contributes 2 cycles, CHD contributes 1 cycle, UM adds 3 cycles and UTR
adds 1 cycle. This leads to a Cache Hit, LOAD or STORE, taking 10 cycles from start to
finish.
C.2 Cache Hit (Following a Preemptive Hit) - HPH
In the case that we have a cache hit, but it has been proceeded by a preemptive hit,
then this is a 2-stage process, the second phase of which has been covered in Section
C.1. The first part though will be a little different, and will differ dependent on if we
are dealing with a LOAD or a STORE. The first part of the preemptive action will be the
same as in Section C.1 so ID will be the starting state and then MRC will be entered.
At this point, however, because this is in the preemptive portion of the execution we
need to query the trace repository properly to retrieve the trace we want to action. In
the worst case, i.e. there is no buffered trace ready to serve, this will take 4 cycles and
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there is an additional 2 cycles added to perform the same functions we saw previously
in Section C.1.
At this point, if the instruction is a LOAD we only spend 1 cycle in CHG before
transitioning to UTR, because there is no work to be done. This is a preemptive hit by
definition, so the data is already present. Therefore, there is nothing to be done other
than to update the trace repository. If the instruction is a STOREwe need to update
the state of the cache, so a further cycle is expended to do that, before transitioning to
UTRwhere a further 1 cycle is consumed.
If we put this together, we see our preemptive hit takes, in the LOAD case 1+6+1+1 = 9,
and 1 + 6 + 2 + 1 = 10 in the STORE case. This gets added to the 10 cycles from Section
C.1. Therefore, we consume 19 cycles spread over two distinct periods if the memory
instruction is a LOAD, and 20 cycles if the instruction is a STORE.
C.3 Cache Hit (Following a Preemptive Miss) - HPM
Now if we encounter a preemptive miss, more actions need to be taken in both the
LOAD and STORE case. The first part of the process is very similar to that which we saw
in Section C.2, but it diverges after the CHG state, by which point 9 cycles have been
consumed. At this point the cache will detect that there has been a miss, so action
needs to be taken to retrieve the data from memory. In this situation we know we
will not have to writeback any data, so the process will proceed via transition Q or R
to SERVICE_CACHE_MISS_TRACE_LOAD (CMTL) or SERVICE_CACHE_MISS_TRACE_STORE
(CMTS) as appropriate. In the former case, this will then trigger a memory transaction
to fetch the data from memory and this will consume a large number of clock cycles.
To keep the figures generic and not tied down to a specific memory implementation
we will use 2 , as we did in Chapter 6. After this transition,  will be taken, where 1
cycle will be consumed updating the trace repository, before returning to the IDLE
state.
If the memory operation is a STORE, however, then CMTS will only consume 1 cycle,
as all it does is to mark the spot in the cache as reserved and as it does not have
to writeback, has no further work to do. This is then followed by the same 1 cycle
to update the trace repository as in the LOAD state. So putting this together, a LOAD
transaction, that preemptively misses will take 9 + 2 + 1 = 2 + 10 clock cycles,
whilst a STORE transaction will take 9+ 1+ 1 = 11 clock cycles. We then need to add a
further 10 cycles for the cache hit behaviour we have already recorded in Section C.1.
This leads to 2 + 20 cycles for a LOAD and 21 cycles for a STORE.
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C.4 Cache Hit (Following a Preemptive Miss & Writeback) -
HPMW
In the previous section we considered a Cache Hit preceded by a preemptive miss,
but what if the cache block is not empty when the preemptive miss occurs? In this
case we need to traverse an extra state to write the data back to the cache, before the
miss is resolved. This behaviour is exactly the same whether the memory operation
is a LOAD or a STORE. Practically progress around the state machine is exactly the
same as in Section C.3, but instead of taking transition O or P the cache signals that a
writeback is required and so takes transition N instead. While in state N it performs
a STORE operation to writeback the data already present in the cache. This takes
2 clock cycles, as it is a whole memory transaction, and then control progresses
along transition V or W as appropriate. The rest of the operation is as per Section
C.3.
As this is additive on top of the process described in Section C.3, we simply need
to add 2 to each of the figures we discovered previously. That tells us that a LOAD
operation that finds itself in this situation will take 22 + 20 cycles to complete and a
STORE operation 2 + 21 cycles to complete.
C.5 Cache Miss (No Preemptive Action) - M
Turning now to cache misses, these are handled very similarly to preemptive misses
and take the same amount of clock cycles, but different states are traversed. Rather than
transitions Q and Rbeing taken, transitions O and P are taken instead, leading to the state
SERVICE_CACHE_MISS_MEM_LOAD (CMML) state or the SERVICE_CACHE_MISS_MEM_STORE
(CMMS) state, respectively. When in these states CMML takes 2 cycles, as we have to
fetch the required data from memory and CMMS takes only 1 cycle, as the data only
needs to be written into the cache.
Because there is no preemptive component here, the cache is simply reacting to the
demands of the CPU, as per Section C.3, this situation consumes 2 + 10 clock cycles
in the case of a LOAD and 11 clock cycles in the case of a STORE.
C.6 Cache Miss (With Writeback) - MW
Finally we consider a cache miss with writeback. Again this proceeds very similarly
to its preemptive cousins, everything will occur as in Section C.5, but instead of
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transitions O and P, transition N is taken to the WRITEBACK state (WB). Here 2 cycles
will be consumed regardless of the type of memory transaction and then transitions W
or Vwill be taken and the process will continue as per Section C.5. This adds an extra
2 clock cycles to each measure of time, which leads to a LOAD transaction taking
22 + 10 clock cycles and a STORE taking 2 + 11 clock cycles.
C.7 Summary & Final Table





HPM 2 + 20 21
HPMW 22 + 20 2 + 21
M 2 + 10 11
MW 22 + 10 2 + 11
Table C.1: This table shows how long it would take each different type of memory




AIP Access Interval Predictor.
ARC Adapative Replacement Cache.
BIP Bimodal Insertion Policy.
BRAM Block Random Access Memory.
CISC Complex Instruction Set Computer.
CMP Chip Multi-Processor.
COTS Commercial Off-The-Shelf.
CPI Clock Cycles Per Instruction.
CPU Central Processing Unit.
DIG Degree of Inter-reference Gap.
DIP Dynamic Insertion Policy.
DMA Direct Memory Access.
DRAM Dynamic Random Access Memory.
DSP Digital Signal Processor.
EELRU Early Eviction Least Recently Used.
FF Flip-Flop.
FIFO First-In-First-Out.
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array.
HLRU History Least Recently Used.
HPC High Performance Computing.
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Acronyms
ILA Integrated Logic Analyser.
IPC Instruction-per-Cycle.
IRR Inter-Reference Recency.
ISA Instruction Set Architecture.
ISS Instruction Set Simulator.
LACS Locality-Aware Cost-Sensitive.
LFU Least Frequently Used.
LFUDA Least Frequently Used with Dynamic Aging.
LFU-K Least Frequently Used (with : previous references).
LIRS Low Inter-reference Recency Set.
LLC Last Level Cache.
LRRe Least Recently Referenced.
LRU Least Recently Used.
LRU-K Least Recently Used (with : previous references).
LRU-WAR Least Recently Used with Working Area Restriction.
LSU Load-Store Unit.
LUT LookUp Table.
LvP Live Time Predictor.
MFU Most Frequently Used.
MPKI Misses per Thousand Instructions.
MPSoC Multi-Processor System-on-Chip.
MRRe Most Recently Referenced.
MRU Most Recently Used.
MSHR Miss Information/Status Holding Register.
NoC Network-on-Chip.
NRU Not Recently Used.
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Acronyms
OBL One Block Lookahead.
OoO Out-of-Order.
ORL Online Reference Locality.
OS Operating System.
PC Program Counter.
PRL Profile Reference Locality.
RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computer.
RRIP Re-reference Interval Prediction.
SDRAM Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory.
SFIFO Segemented First-In-First-Out.
SMACK System Metric for Applciation Cache Knowledge.
SoC System-on-Chip.
SPAID Speculatively Prefetching Anticipated Interprocedural Dereferences.
SRAM Static Random Access Memory.
TAC Trace-Assisted Cache.
VIP AXI Verification IP.
WCET Worst-Case Execution Time.
WFL Wood, Fernandez and Long.
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